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AUTOMATIC LEMMATISATION FOR ~ R I K A A N s  

By Hendrik J. Groenewald 

A lemmatiser is an important component of various human language technology applicalions 

for any language. At present, a rule-based le~nmatiser for Afrikaans already exists, but this 

lermrlatiser produces disappoinringly low accuracy figures. The performimce of the current 

lemmatiser serves as motivation for developing another lemmatiser based on an alternative 

approach than language-specific rules. The alternalive method of lemmatiser corlstruction 

investigated in this study is memory-based learning. 

Thus, in this research project we develop an automatic lemmatiser for Afrikaans called Liu 

"Le~?rnru-idc~)~rifis~'erd(~~- vir Afrikuuns" ' hmmatiser  for Afrikaans'. In order to construct Liu, 

thc following research objectives are sel: i) to define the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation, 

ii) to determine the influence of data size and various feature options on the performance of 

I h ,  i i i)  to uutomalically determine the algorithm and parameters settings that deliver the best 

performancc in Lcrms of linguistic accuracy, execution time and memory usage. 

In order to achieve the first objective, we investigate the processes of inflecrion and 

derivation in Afrikaans, since automatic lemmatisation requires a clear distinction between 

inflection and derivation. We proceed to define the inflectional calegories for Afrikaans, 

which represent a number of affixes that should be removed from word-forms during 

lemmatisation. The classes for automatic lemmatisation in Afrikaans are derived from these 

affixes. I t  is subsequently shown that accuracy a s  well as memory usagc and execution lime 

increase as the amount of training dala is increased and that Ihe various feature options bave a 

significant effect on the performance o f  Lia. The algorithmic parameters and data 

representation that deliver the best results are determincd by the use of I'Senrck, a 

programme that implements Wrapped Progre~sive Sampling in order determine a set of 

possibly optimal algorithmic parameters for each of the TiMBL classification algorithms. 
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Evaluation indicates that an accuracy figure o f  92,896 is obtained when training Lia with the 

best performing parameters for the IB1 algorithm on feature-aligned data with 20 features. 

This result indicates that memory-based learning is indeed more suitable than rule-based 

methods for Afrikaans lenlmatiser construction. 

KEY TERMS 

LEMMATISA'TION. MACHINE LEARNING, MEMORY-BASED LEARNING, HUMAN LANGUAGE 

TECHNOLOGY. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING, COMPUTER ESGINEERING. 'TIMI3L, 

A F R I W A Y S .  MORPHOLOGY 
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Deur Hcndrik .I. Groenewald 

'n Lemma-identifiseerder is 'n baie belnngrike komponent in verskeie ~nensetaaltegnologiese 

toepassings vir enige lad. Tans beslaan daar 'n reelgebaseerde lemma-identifiseerder vir 

Afrikaans, maar hierdie lemma-identifiseerder behaal ongelukkig baie lae akkuraatheidsyfers. 

Die teleurstellendc prestasie van die reelgebaseerde lemma-identifiseerder dien as motivering 

om 'n alternatiewe benadering vir die konstruksie van 'n le~nma-identifiseerder vir Afrikaans 

te ondersoek. Die alternaliewe benadering vir die konstruksie van 'n lemma-idenlifiseerder vir 

Afrikaans wat in hierdie studie ondersoek word is geheuegebaseerde leer, 'n onderafdeling 

van masjienleer en kurismatige intelligensie. 

Ons ontwikkel dus in hierdie studie 'n outomatiese lemma-iden~ifiseerder vir Afrikaans 

genaamd Licr (Lemma-identifiseerder vir Afrikaans). Ten einde die ontwikkeling van Liu 

~noontlik le niaak, identi fiseer ons die volgende drie navorsingsdoelwitte vir hierdie projek: i) 

om die klasse vir Afrikaanse lemnla-identifisering re definieer, ii) om die invloed van 

datastelgrootte en verskeie eienskapkeuses op die prestasie van Lia te bepaal, iii) om 

ouloniaties die algoritrne- en parameterinstellings te bepaal wat die beste prcstasie lewer in 

lerine van akkuraatheid, uitvoersnelheid en geheuegebruik. 

Ten einde die eerste doelwit te bereik, beskou ons die prosesse van fleksie en afleiding in 

Afrikaans, omdat oubmatiese lemma-identifisering 'n duidelike onderskeid lussen fleksie en 

alleicling vereis. Oris definieer dan die fleksiekategorieii in Afrikaans, wal 'n aiinlal affikse 

verteenwoordig wal gedurende die proses van lenima-identifisering van woordvorme 

verwyder behoort te word. Die klasse vir outomatiese lemma-identifiseri~ig word op grond 

vim hierdie affikse bepaal. Vervolgens word daar aangedui dat akkuraatheid, sowel as 

geheuegebruik en i~itvoersnelheid verhoog met die gebruik van groter datastelle vir afrigting. 

Daar word ook aangetoon dat die insluiting van verskeie eieriskapkeuses in die afrigringsdata 

'n statisties beduidende effek op die prestasie van Lia het. Die algoritrne- en 

parametcrinstelli~igs wat die beste resultate lewer, word bepaal deur rniddcl van Pseurch, 'n 
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rekenaarprogram wat Begrensde Progressiewe Steekproefneming gebruik om 'n stel 

parameters vir elk van die klassifikasiealgori~mes te bepaal wat 'n goeie prestasie sal lewer. 

Die evaluasieproses dui aan dat 'n akkuraatheidsyfer van 92,896 verkry word wanrieer Lim 

afgerig word met die parameters en datastel wat die beste prestasie lewer vir die IB1 

algoritme. Hierdie resultaat dui a m  dat die geheuegebaseerde leerbenadering meer geskik is 

as  reelgebaseerde melodes vir die konstruksie van '11 lernma-identifiseerder vir Afrikaans. 

LEIMIMA-IDENTlFlSERING. MASJIENLEER, GEHEUEGEBASEERDE LEER, MEBSETAALTEGNOLO- 

GIE. NATUURIJKETAALPROSESSERING, REKENAARINCiENlEURSWESE, TIMUL, AFRIKAANS, 

MORFOLOGIE 
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Chapter 1: Introduclion 

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

The Centre for Text Technology (CTexT), a subdivision of the Research Unit: Languages and 

Literature in the South Afriwn Context at the North-West University, is one of the leaders in 

the ficld of natural language engineering in South Africa. The activities of CTexT revolve 

main1 y around research and development of technologies and products that improve the 

lechnological slalus of thc languages of South Africa. The product range of CTexT currently 

includes computer-assisted language learning (CALL) software, as well as spclling chcckers 

for [he indigcnous languages isiZulu, isixhosa, Afrikaans, Setswana and Sesotho sa Leboa. 

Human Lariguagc Technology (HLT) applications for any languagc rely on various core 

technologies. One such a core technology is a morphological analyser, which is deemed onc 

of thc mosl importan1 core technologies for HLT applications [1,2]. The process of 

morphological anaIysis entails the segmentation of a word-form into morphemes, combined 

with an analysis of the interaction of the morphemes !hat determine the syntactic class of the 

word [3]. 

Morphological analysers are not only used in various tcxt-based systems (like grammar- and 

spelling checkcrs, informalion extraction systems and search cngines), but also in speech- 

based applications such as specch recognisers 141. It is  eref fore of utmost importance that 

effective morphological analysers should be developed for all South African languages in 

order to technologically cnable these languages. 

CTcxT is currently in the process of developing various modules for text processing in 

Afrikaans as part of the NRF supported project entitled "Afrikaans Text Technology 

Modules" (FA2004042900059). Such modules include, among others, a lexical database, a 

shallow syntactic parser, as well as an automatic lemmatiser, which is thc central theme of 

this thesis. 
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Chapw I : Introduction 

Lemmatisation is an important process for many applications of text mining and nalural 

language processing (NLP) [S], and is defined as "a normalisation step on textual data, where 

all inflected forms of a lexical word are reduced to its common headword-form, i.e. lemma" 

[6]. For cxample the grouping of the inflected forms 'swim', 'swimming' and 'swam' under the 

base-form 'swim' is seen as an instance of lemmatisation. The last part of this definition 

applies to this project, its the emphasis is on recovering the base-form from the inflected form 

of the word. The base-form or lemma is the simplest form of a word as it would appear as 

hcadword in a dictionary [6] .  

Lemmatisation should however not be confused with stemming. Stemming is the process 

whereby a word is reduced to its stem by the removal of both inflectional and derivational 

~norphemes [5]. Slernrning can thus be viewed as a "greedier" process than lemmatisation, 

because a larger number of morphemes is removed by stemming than lemmatisation. 

Stemmcrs are usually employed in information retrieval applications (such as scarch engines) 

to reduce as many related words and word-forms as possible to a common form, which need 

not necessarily be the linguistically corrcct lemma. The emphasis in stenuners is not 

necessarily on linguistic correctness, but rather on robustness, as opposed to lernrnatisers that 

produce linguistic accurate lemmas. A lenmatiser can thus be regarded as the linguistic 

variant of' the stemmer. 

There are essentially two approaches that can be followed in the development of lemmatisers, 

nxmely a rule-based approach [7] or a statistically/data-driven approach [5,8j. The rule-based 

approach is a traditional method for stemming/lemmatisation (i-e. affix stripping [7,9]) and 

entails the use of language-specific rules to identify the base-forms (i.e. lemmas) of word- 

forms. An cxample of such a languagc-specific rule for lemmatisation is for example to 

remove the string tjie when it occurs at the end of a word. The rule works fine in the case of 

the word "serulrjir" 'little boy', because the removal of the string fjie indeed produces the 

correct lemma "sezrn" boy'. The problem with the rule-based approach is that there are 

always exceptions to the rule. For example, the words "leefimantiefjic." 'male lion' and 

" s ~ t t ~ ~ j a a r ~ j i ~ "  'a flower species' both end with the string fjic., but in these two cases the fjie 

forms part of the lemmas of the words and should therefore not be removed. 
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Chapter 1: Inrroduction 

Numerous efforts have been made to create rule-based stemmers and lemmatisers for various 

languages, with reasonably good results. Gaustad and Bouma [9] claim an accuracy of 

79,23% for the Dutch Porter Stemmer (DPS) and Y6,27% accuracy for the same stemmer 

when incorporating dictionary lookup (SteDL) using the complete CELEX database 

(evaluated on a set of 45 000 words). 97,02% of the words that had to be slemmed was 

already included in CELEX, implying that the remaining 2,Y8% of words was then stemmed 

with DPS, resulting in the high accuracy obtained. I t  is therefore clear that Ihe accuracy of the 

SteDL approach depends on the coverage (i.e. the percentage of words in the language that is 

included in the lexicon) of the annotated (stemmed) lexicon. In the case of lemmatisation, 

"annotated" implies a lexicon of lemmatised words. Such a lexicon with high coverage is 

very important for improving the performance of a lemniatiser that incorporates lexicon 

lookup. A lexicon with high coverage will ensure that use of the rule-based part of the 

lemmatiser is kept to a minimum, thereby minimising the number of errors that may arise. 

Jongejan and Haltrup [ lo ]  describe the development of the CST (Center for Sprokteknologi) 

lenimatiser, which is based on rules derived from data containing inflected word-forms, their 

lemmas and part of speech tags (where possible). The CST lemmaliser is language 

independent since it can be trained for different languages; the only requirement is thal the 

language must only have inflectional suffixes and no inflectional prefixes (like German and 

Afrikaans). An accuracy figure of 9 4 3 %  (without part-of-speech tagging or dictionary 

lookup) is achieved by the CST lemmatiser for Danish when trained on an annotated lexicon 

of 450 000 word-forms. 

I t  seems unlikely that a rule-based lemmatiser for Afrikaans will currently be able to achieve 

such a high success rate, due to the fact that there is no annotated lexicon for Afrikaans 

available yet. However, it has previously been attempted to use the rule-based approach for 

the construction of a rule-based stemmerAemmatiser for Afrikaans (called Ragel- 

"Reilgebuserrdc Afrikaunse Grondwoord- en Lmmru-i(Ie~ttifi.seerder" 'Ru le-based Afrikaans 

Stemmer and Lemmatiser?. Although no formal evaluation of Rogel was done, it obtained a 

disappointing linguistic accuracy figure of only 67% in an evaluation on a random 1 000 

word data set of complex words [ l l ] .  
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The altcrriative statistical/dala-driven approach generally e~ltails some form of statistical 

similarity function through which a word is lemmatised according to the example set by a 

similar word in a database of lemmatised words. This approach was used in the development 

of MBLEM (Memory-based Lemmatiser) [12], which is a lemmatiser for English, German, 

and Dulch. Its engine is a Tilburg Memory-Based Learner (TiMBL) server utilising data sets 

of English, German, and Dutch word-form lemma information. MBLEM performs a one-step 

mapping of instances to complex classes that contain the information needed lo go from 

inflected form to the lemma. There is unfortunately no literature available regarding the 

development and performance of MBLEM. 

An automatic lemmatiser for the Slovene language was created by Erjavec and DBeroski [(I] 

who applied the same principles used in the construction of MBLEM. They split the problem 

of lemmatisation into two sub-problems: the first is to perform ~norphosyntactic tagging, 

while the second is to learn to perform morphological analysis which produces the lemma. A 

statistically-bascd tri-gram tagger was used to address the firs1 problem and a first-order 

decision list learning system for the second. The tagger was trained on a rnanually annotated 

corpus of 100 000 words, while the morphologic analyser was trained on a morphological 

lexicon containing 15 000 lemmas. Erjavec and Dieroski [6] report an accuracy figure of 

92% on the lemnlatisation task. 

Chrupala [I31 also did some work on automatic lemmatisation, by constructing a lemmatiser 

based on Support Vector Machines, a machine learning algorithm. Chrupala was able to 

implement and evaluatc his lemmatisation method for eight languages (Spanish, Catalan, 

Portuguese, French, Polish, Dutch, German and Japanese), since he had annotated data in 

eight languages available to serve as training data. The lasl 12 characters of every word, 

together with word context, were used as the features. For every language, a data sel of 70 

000 instances was used for training, and a data set of 10 000 instances was used for 

evaluation. The results for the eight languages are presented in Table 1 [13]. 
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Table 1: Lemmatisation evaluation for eight languages based oo Support Vector Machines 

Polish 

Spanish 

Portuguese 

Calalao 

German 

Japanese 

French 

Dutch 

Seeing that a rule-based stemmer/lem~natiser for Afrikaans already exists and that this 

sternmer/lemmatiser does not deliver satisfactory results, this study aims to develop a more 

effective lcmrnatiser based on statistical (specifically machine learning-based) methods. This 

lemlnatiser will be called Lia ("Lemma-iflentifiseerder vir Afiikuans" 'Lemmalise r for 

Afrikaans'). 

Accuracy 

80.29% 

86.35% 

85,17% 

82,99% 

78.88% 

89,54% 

76.83% 

72,40%: 

Macbine learning systems such as SVM-light [17] and SNoW (Sparse Network of Winnows) 

[I81 could also have been used in this study to create a lemmatiscr for Afrikaans. SVM-light 

is an implementation of Support Vector Machines in C, while SNoW is a multi-class 

classifier that is specitlcally tailored for large scalc learning tasks. The learning architemre 

of SNoW consists of a sparse network of sparse linear functions. SNoW has been used 

successfully on a variety of large scale lcarning tasks. Considering the rcsults of Chrupala 

[13], we also probably might have obtained good results (accuracy above 80%) if we chose to 

employ Support Vector Machines as learning algorithm. The disadvantage of the k-NN 

algorithm employed in TiMBL can be considered to be relativeIy slow in comparsion to other 

systcms such as SVM-light and SNoW. The advantage of using TiMBL is that i t  supports 

both discrete and numeric features, unlike SVM-light and SNoW that only support numeric 

features. TiMBL therefore provides more room for experimenting with different feature 

options and even allows us to co~nbine discrete and numeric features in the same experiment. 
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Chapter 1 :  Introduclinn 

Given the scope o f  this research and the success of memory-based learning (MBL) in natural 

language applicatiorls [14,15], and specifically on thc task of lemmatisation [6,8]. we base 

this study on the assumption that MBL providcs a feasible solution to the problem of 

lem~natisation. We will base Lia on the Tilburg Memory-Based k a r n e r  (TiMBL) [lh], a 

program that implements several memory-based learning techniques. 

Memory-based algorithms will be used in this study to construct a classifier that can predict 

the Icnimas of word-forms. The classifier is constructed by taking input data in the form of 

fixed-length palterns of feature-values and their associated class as  input [16]. As simple as 

this might scern, some potential problems can be identified in this regard. 

The first problem relates to the classes that the classifier must predict. The classes must 

corisist of  inforniation that can be utilised to generatc the correct lemma of the word-forms 

that were classified as inflectional word-forms. The logical way to go about the problem is to 

use gammatically motivated classes. For example, the class of the word "horui'jijid' 'puppy' 

should lhcn be -jie, implying that the suffix -jie should be removed from the word to 

lemnlatise it. This approach turns out to be probleinatic in some cases, such as "heeldskotie" 

'beautiful' where thc correct lemma is "heeldskoorr". The linguistically correct class of 

"Aec~ld.skorw" is -cJ (atlributive), but simply removing an -e on the right-hand side of 

"hceldskonc~" will leave us with ""breldskorz" which is not a valid lemma. The use of 

grammatically motivated classcs thcrefore seems to be problematic in such cascs as 

"heeldskorrc", because they provide insufficient information for obtaining the lemma from the 

word-form. This provides motivation for finding alternative classes that will provide 

sufficient information for generating lemmas. 

Another problem relates to the form of the training data, or  more precisely, the various 

feature options available for thc construclion o f  the training data. Currently, the obvious way 

to go aboul this problem is to use letter sequences representing the spelling of the word-for~ns 

to be lemnlatised. However, we belicve that letter sequences are not the only feature-values 

that can be used for lemmatisation. For example, Mladenid 181 used word context as 



supplementary fcature-values, while Erjavec and Dgeroski [6] additionally used part-of- 

speech tags as morphosyntactic descriptions. Supplementary features that are believed to 

provide information that may aid the system during the classificalion process should therefore 

be investigated in this study, including the number of features required for effective 

lemmatisation. If letter sequences are indeed used as  feature-values, i t  makes sense to 

consider the length of the longest word in CTesT's Afrikaans lexicon 1191 in order to enable 

every word in the lexicon to be fully represented. The longest word in CTexT's Afrikaans 

lexicon (i.e. "rurfiotef~o~tttoodfreh~t~nsir-luister~fin.o~ungstoe.strc.1" 'radio telephone 

emergency frequency listening service reception device') consists of 56 characters, so  56 

feature-values seem to be a good choice. The trouble with this is that the computationnl load 

on the system increases as the number of features is enlarged (i.e. the cltrstD of dirntxsionuli~y, 

see Chapter 2). It therefore seems to be better to use smaller numbers of features, but this on 

the other hand, entails that words consisting of more characters than the number of features 

used must be clipped to Ihe desired size. Clipping of words, however, is not always desirable, 

because valuable information that aids the system during the classification process may 

possibly be discarded. Therefore, the representation of training data poses some challenges 

that should be thoroughly investigated. 

Furthzr~nore, accordiug to Mitchell's definition of machine learning 1201, machine learning 

systems improve as  the amount of training data is increased. We can thereforc assume that a 

large amount of training data is required to construct an accurate lemmatiser for Afrikaans. 

However, no training data in the desired format is currently available, which means that 

training data will first have to be annotated, T o  add to the problem, we do not know the exact 

amount of training data that is required for effective lemmatisation. We do however know 

that the annotation of training dala is a time-consuming, labour-intensive process; so we must 

ensure that no more trainiug data than necessary is annotated. The annotation process should 

therefore end when no significanl further increase in accuracy can be achieved through {he 

use of more manually annotated training data. Wc can thus conclude that determining the 

amount of training data required for effective lemmatisation is a vital step in the co~lstructio~l 

of Litr. 
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Chapter 1 : In l~oduc~ ion  

The amount of training data used is not the only factor tbat intluences the accuracy of a 

machine learning system; it is a well known fact that the performance of machine learning 

systems varies as different combinations of classification algorithms and parameters are used. 

The problem is lhat we do not know the best algorith~n and parameter combinations for 

effective lemmatisation in Afrikaans in terms of linguistic performance, execution time and 

memory usagc. I t  is therefore clear that the best combinations for algorilhm  id parameter 

settings must be determined in some way. 

One way of finding the bcst algorithm and parameter combination is to systematically do an 

exhwstive search, developing numerous classifiers with all possible permutations. This 

approach is however not desirable as it is computationally very expcnsive and time- 

consuming. However, a software package, entitled Paramseurch 1.0 Brra [21], is available 

thal automatically determines combinations of algorithms and parameters thal are expected to 

perform well on the task at hand. fJar(~nrsearck is also much faster than an exhaustive search. 

The problem with using Purumearch is that it is currently only available for two of the five 

classification algorithms in TiMBL. We should therefore either use another software package 

that performs a similar task to Purumearch, or we should extend [he I'unctionality of 

Paran~suurch to enable it to be used with more than only Iwo of the TiMBL algorithnis. 

The following research questions that arise from the problem statement will be addressed in 

this study: 

1) Whal are the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation'? 

2) What is the influence of the data size and various feature options on the performance 

of the system? 

3) Which of the following algorithm and parameter settings deliver the best performance 

in terms of linguistic accuracy, execution time and memory usage'? 

Classification algorithm; 

Featurc weighling; 

Automalic Lcmrnalisation for Afrikaans 
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Cliaptcr 1 : Introduction 

Distance metrics; 

Class Voting; 

Number of nearest neighbours; and 

Frequency Threshold. 

In order to answer the above-mentioned research questions, this research has the following 

objectives: 

1) To define the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisat ion; 

2) To determine the influence of the data size and various feature options on the 

perfor~nance of the system; and 

3) To aulo~natically delermine the algorithm and parameter settings that deliver the best 

perfor~nance in terms of linguistic accuracy, execulion time and memory usage. 

In order to achieve the above-mentioned goals the following methods will be used in this 

research project: 

During thc first part of this project, a thorough, structured lilerature survey will be done on 

the following topics: 

1)  Memory-based learning; and 

2) Lemmatisation. 

The purpose of the literature study will be to gain knowledge about the latest advances in the 

field of MBL and automatic lemmatisation, which will be presented in Chapters 2 and 3 
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respectively. The knowledge gained through the literature study will aid the developmenl of 

the le~iiniatiser for Afrikaans. 

As was poinred out in Section 1.2 above, the accuracy of MBL systems increases as the 

amount of' training dala is increased. The performance of MBL systems is also dependent on 

the form of the training data (the values of the features in the training data) and the number of 

featurcs used. 

The employed memory-based learning system requires the training data to be in a specific 

format. Al the start of this project there is no data available in the specificd format, therefore 

training data  nus st be created. The basis of the training data will be words extracted from 

CTexT's Afrikaans lexicon that consists of approximately 350 000 words. The words that 

correspond in form to the inflectional categories defined in Section 3.4 will be extracted from 

the lexicon to scrve as the basis for the annotated data (e.g. all words beginning with the 

string gr).  Training instances that do not correspond in form to the intlectional categories will 

also be extracled to serve as negcltive training data. This will prevent the le~nmatiser from 

being "eager" (i.c. a lemmatiser that lemmatises words that should not be lenimatised). The 

extraction will be done by mcam of a Perl script, using string matching to extract words 

containing strings corresponding to the inflectional categories. 

Research assistants and undergraduate Afrikaans students will subsequenlly be used to help 

with the annotation of the data. The extracted data will be provided to the assistants in 

spreadsheets of' 1 000 words each, where the extractcd words will be in the first column of the 

spreadsheet. The annotation will bc donc by providing the linguistic corrcct lemma of evcrp 

word in the second column of thc spreadsheet. A manual for the annotation of the training 

data will also be compiled to assist the annotators in their task (see Addendum A). A 

recursive approach (i.e. bootstrapping) will be followed through which Liu will be used to 

generate her own training data after the first 20 000 words have been annotated. The 

recursive approach entails classifying more data in batches of 2 000 words each. Evcry new 
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Chapcr 1: lntroducrion 

balch will first be checked for errors by the assistants before it is added to the existing 

traini~lg data to serve as training data for the next batch. 

1.5.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEMMATISER 

The design of the lemmatiser will be based on thc information obtained through the literature 

study. This phase of the project will mainly consist of constructing the various components of 

the lemmatiscr (described in Section 2.2). Liu will be based on the Tilburg Memory-Based 

Learner (TiMBL) [16]. 

Once the leln~natiser is operational, the focus of the project will shift to obtaining the best 

classification algorithm and parameter settings for the task automatically by using 

Purumserrrch [2 I]. As explained earlier, Purunrseurch is a programme developed to obtain a 

set of algorithm and parameter combinations that is expected to perform well on the task at 

hand. The various pararnekr options available in TiMBL are feature-weighting possibilities, 

distance metrics, class voting weights, number of nearest neighbours and frequency 

lbresholcl. I'urunrsenrch is currently not available for all the classification algorithms in 

TiMBL; therefore we will develop our own impIementation of Purumsearch tbat will bc able 

to operate on all the TiMBL algoritbms. This adapted Puruntsc~arcl~ will also be used to 

delemline the best data representation. 

The last phase of the project entails a thorough evaluation of the lemmatiser by utilising the 

algorithnl and parameter settings that will prove to be the rnost effective for the task. The 

effectiveness is measured in terms of linguistic accuracy, memory usage and execution lime. 

We view the performance rnelrics in the following order in terms of importance: 

1) Accuracy 

2) Execution time 

3) Memory usage 
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Accuracy is viewed as the most important performance metric, since we aim to construct a 

le~n~naliser for Afrikaans that achieves the highest possible accuracy. Execution time is 

considered to be the second most important metric, while memory usage is considered to be 

the least important metric since memory constraints are not expected to be a problem when 

you consider the relatively small data set that has to be stored in memory when constructing 

the classifkr employed by Liu. Experiments with much larger training sets than those 

employed by Liu have been carried out without any problems in terms of memory-usage [Ih]. 

There are a number of standard metria (such as accuracy and recall) that can be used to 

measure the linguistic accuracy of a lemmatiser; these performance ~nelrics are introduced in 

Section 1.5.4. 

Memory usage is defined as the number of megabytes in memory occupied by the training 

data. The different classification algorithms store the training data in different ways in 

memory, therefbre it can be expected that differences in memory usage will be observed for 

different algorithms on the same set of training data. The execution lime is measured in 

seconds as the time elapsed from the start of the process where the training is read into 

memory, unlil the classification of the last instance in the evaluation data set. All of the 

evaluation experiments were carried out on Pentium IV 3.0 GHz computers with 1 GB RAM 

and Fedora Core 6 as operating system. The execution time is determined by rneans of a Per1 

script that utiliscs thc Time::HiRes module, which is a Per1 module for determining high 

resolution execution time. High resolution means that the execution time is reported lo 6 

decimal places. 

The current baseline score for Afrikaans lemmatisation is the 67% accuracy figure obtained 

by Rugcl. This study not only aims to improve on the accuracy score ob~ained by Rugel, but 

also to develop a lemmatiser with a high linguistic accuracy figure. We therefore need to set 

an accuracy figure that can be viewed as the standard for a successful automatic lemmatiser 

for Afrikitans. We define this standard by considering the results obtained in similar studies 

for other languages, as introduced in Section 1.1. We first consider the rule-based 

lemmatisors and then the statistical lemmatisers for other Germanic languages than 

Afrikaans. 

Automatic Le~nmatisalion for Afrikaans 



I t  makes sense to compare Lict to lemmatisers for Dutch, since Afrikaans and Dutch are 

closely related. As was indicated in Scction 1.1, Gaustad and Bouma [9] claim an accuracy 

ijgure of 79,23% for the Dutch Porter Stemmer without dictionary lookup. As mentioned 

previously, stemming is a more complicated process than lemmatisation, as it also involves 

the removal of derivational affixes from word-forms; we can thereforc expect to achieve 

better results than those achievcd by thc Dutch Porter Stemmer. The lemmatisers constructed 

by Chrupala [13] are similar to Liu in the way that they were trained with relatively small 

amounts of training data. Chrupala claims accuracy figures of 72,40% for Dutch and 78,88% 

for German (see Table I). 

Jongejan and Haltrup [ l o ]  claim an accuracy figure of 9 4 3 %  for the CST lemmatiser for 

Danish (also a Germanic language like Afrikaans, although morphologically more complex 

than Afrikaans), based on  a lexicon containing 450 000 words. Unfortunately, we will not 

have such a large lexicon available for the developlnenl of Lia, and we a n  therefore not 

expect of Liu to achieve such a high accuracy figure. We can expect that having access to a 

large lexicon should improve accuracy figures, this is however not always true because the 

amount of frailling data available is not the only factor that influences accuracy figurcs. 

Sincc lelnlnatisation can also be viewed as a simplified process of morphologic:~l analysis 

[ I  51, it seems sensible to consider the accuracy figures obtained in ~nemory-based 

morphological analysis. Daelemans and Van den Bosch [3) have developed a memory-based 

morphological analyser (MBMA) for Dutch, where the morphological analysis lask (Le. the 

se~mentat ion of word-forms into morphemes combined with an analysis of [he interaction 

between the morphemes) can be viewed as  considerably more complex than lemnlatisation. 

Although morphological analysis is morc complex than Icmmatisation, we consider MBMA 

as an indication of a possible baseline score for Liu, because of the similarities belween 

Dutch and Afrikaans. MBMA was traincd with a lexical database consisting of 247 415 

Dutch word-forms, and achieved an accuracy figure of about 90% on unseen words (correctly 

segmented and coarsely-labeled) [3]. The fact that MBMA is trained with more data could 

compensate for morphological analysis being a more complicaled task than lemmatisation. 

- - 
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Based on the results obtained in comparable studies mentioned above, we therefore propose 

an accuracy figure of 40% as the standard for successful automatic Afrikaans lemmatisation. 

The performance of Liu will be compared to this standard in Chapter 5 10 judge the suitability 

of memory-based learning techniques for constructing an automatic lemmatiser for 

Afrikaans. 

For purposes of this study we will use 10-fold cross-validation as the default evaluation 

method. The process of 10-fold cross-validation consists of dividing the data into 10 equally 

sized sets or folds. The system is then evaluated on one of the folds, while trained with the 

remaining nine folds. This process is then repeated 10 times, using a different testing set and 

training set each time. The average mean accuracy is then calculated from the accuracy scores 

of the 10 different folds. The advantage of the 10-fold cross-validation process is that the 

entire data set (meaning every single instance) is used for training as well as for evaluation 

purposes. 

10-fold cross-validation may however not be used as a method for determining an optimal 

combination of parameter settings, but should rathcr only be used for evaluating the 

perfonnancc of the classifier for a certain algorilhmic parameter setting. The same data 

should never be used for parameter selection and error rate assessment, since this may 

produce overly optiniistic accuracy figures. This will be the case if 10-fold cross-validation is 

used for parameter selcction purposes. Therefore we once again emphasize that 10-fold cross- 

validation will be used in this study for evaluation purposes only, and not for determining 

optimal conibinations of parameter settings. 

The evaluation will also consist of Wilcoxon Signed-rank tests to determine if any statistical 

significant differences exist in the case where two classifiers are compared. Statistical 

significance implies that there is less than 5% chance of the observed effect occurring by 

chance [22].  Another statistical test that will be used is Friedman's analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) test, which will be used to determine if statistically significant differences exist 

between the lneans i f  more than two classifiers are compared. These two tests will be used 
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Ch;ip[cr I:  Introduction 

s u m  they are non-parametric tests that do not make any parametric assumptions about the 

data. 

i. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test 

The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test [22] can be viewed as the non-parametric equivalent of the 

dependent I-test. The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test is uscd when a researcher wants to 

determine whet her a statistically significant difference exists be tween the means of two 

groups. Non-parametric tests work on the principle of ranking the differences between 

measurements, where the number of positive ranks (T,) and negative ranks (T-) between 

measurements are computed. The test statistic (0 is the smaller value of T, and T-. The 

Wilcoxon Signed-rank test requires tbat T, the significance level and the effecr size be 

reported. The effect size (r) is an objective and standardised measure of the niagnitude of the 

observed effect. The effect size can also be a negative value, which is useful when a 

relationship between IWO variables is determined, since the sign of r indicates the direction of 

relationship between the two variables [22]. Cohen [23] has made some suggestions about the 

magnitude of the observed cffect: 

r = 0, l  (small effect) 

r. = 0,3 (medium effect) 

r = 0,5 (large effect) 

Wc will also report the median (Mu!!) for each of the different groups that are compared with 

the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. 

ii. Friedman's ANOVA 

A Wilcoxon Signed-rank test is however not preferred when more than two groups are 

concerned. Instead, an ANOVA is performed when we want to compare more than two 

groups on the basis of a dependent variable [24]. The null hypothesis of ANOVA states that 

the means of the dependent variable scores (uk) for each level of the independent variable will 

no1 be significantly different. 



Chapler I :  Introduction 

) I l  = p2 =z Ilk (lJ) 

Friedman's ANOVA is the non-parametric equivalent of the ANOVA used for normal 

distribuled data. Friedman's ANOVA also operates on the principle of ranked data like the 

WiIcoxon Signed-rank test, and requires the reporting of the test statistic F, the degrees of 

freedom (dfl and the significance level. The degrees of freedom are one less than the amount 

of groups that are being compared. For example if we are comparing the averages obtained 

by 3 different algorithms, the dfwill be 2. Friedman's ANOVA only determines if significanl 

differences exist between the means of more than two groups. We use the Wilcoxon Sigued- 

rank test as a post-hoc test to exactly determine where the significant differences lie. It is, 

however, required to correct for the number of tests that are performed when thc Wilcoxon 

Signed-rank is used as a post-hoc test for Friedman's ANOVA. We correct for the number of 

tests that are performed by only accepting a significant result if its significance level is less 

than a (O,S)/number of cornpi~risons. This type of correction is called a Bonferroni correction. 

The purpose of ANOVA is to provide reasons to reject or no1 to reject !he null hypothesis. 

The null hypothesis is rejected when we are sure that the results obtained arc not due to 

chance. The generally accepted significance level of a = 0.M is used throughout this study to 

accepl or reject the null hypothesis. An alpha of 0,OS signifies a 5% chance h a t  the observed 

effect is due to chance. 

The Wilcoxorl Signed-rank test and Friedman's ANOVA are carried out in this study by 

means of'SPSS 14for Windows [25], a statistical and analytical software package. 

A matrix like the one shown in Figure 1 can be constructed for each of the classes in the data 

[1(1]. Each classified instance can then be categorised in one of the four categories of the 

matrix. 

- - 
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Suppose the class for which we are constructing the matrix is class X. The true positives (TP) 

TP 
True Positives 

FN 
False Negatives 

cell will then contain  he count of the instances of class X that were correclly classified as 

class X. The false posilives (FP) are the number of instances of classes other than class X that 

FP 
False Positives 

TN 
True Negatives 

were incorrcctly classified as class X. The false negatives (FN) is   he number of instances that 

Figure I: Matrix containing the categories for pcrforrnance rnclrics 

do belong to class X but which were incorrectly classified, while the true negalives (TN) is 

the ~lunibcr of instances belonging to other classes which were not classified as having class 

x. 

Using the categories of the matrix together with the total number of positive exampies 

(P=TP+FN) and negative examples (N=FP+TN) we are able to calculate the following 

evalualion stalistics: 

i. Accuracy 

Accuracy is a measure of a classifier's ability to predict the correct class. I t  is determined by 

dividing h e  number of instances correctly classified by the number of inslances that was 

classified [ 1 h] .  

TP - - Nitmher Correclly Classified 
Accuracy = 

TI' + Fi' Number Classified 
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Chapter 1: lntrotluction 

ii. Recall 

Rewll measures the number of instances of a class that is recognised by the classifier. Recall 

is calculated by dividing the number of correctly classified instances by the number of  

i~lstances that the classifier was supposed to classify [26]. 

TP R=-- - Nrimber Correctly Classified 
P Number Supposed To Be Classified 

iii. False Positive Rate (FPR) 

FPR is a measure of the proportion of negative instances that were erroneously classified as 

being positive (161. 

F-score is the harmonic mean of recall and accuracy and is therefore a good measure of the 

overall performance of the system [ 16,271. 

2 x preci.sio,l x recall 
F = 

prec-isiort + recall 

v. AUC in ROC space 

The area-under-curve (AUC) is the surface of the grey area under the curvc in the receiver 

npercrror cltciructeristics (ROC) space in Figure 2 [ 161. The ROC space is a graph of FPR on 

thc x-axis and recall on the y-axis, while the ROC curve is a line that connects the origin of 

the graph and the upper right corner of the graph with a point in the ROC space [28]. For 

example, if Liu was able to correctly classify all of the instances with class X, then we would 

have a recall of 1 and a FPR of 0, representing a poinl in the upper left corner of the graph. 

This will result in an AUC of 1. The whole area in the ROC space would then have been 

covered in grey, indicating that the classifier can correctly predict the class of every instance 

iu the evaluation dala. A random classifier (0,5 recall and 0,5 FPR) will result in a straight 



ROC curve from the origin to the upper right corner of thc graph (the dotted line in Figure 2). 

Any results below the dotted line indicate very bad results, because it indicates that thc 

classifier makes more erroneous classifications than correct ones. The AUC thus serves as an 

indication of percentage of instances correctly classified. 

False positive rate 

Figure 2: AUC in ROC space [I61 

The goal of Chapter 2 will firstly be to present the architecture of Liu. This will be done with 

the aid of a graphic representation of Liu's architecture, where every step in the architecture 

will be explained and illustrated with suitable examples. This will be followed by the 

presentation of some background information about MBL with regard to lemmatisation. We 

will proceed to extend Mitchell's definition [20] of machine learning to memory-based 

learning of Afrikaans lemmatisation. ~Memory-based learning will then be introduced by 

providing details about the operation of the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) classification 

algorithm. The concept description of MBL algorilhnls will be provided, along with the 

strengths and weaknr--sses of MBL. Chapter 2 will end with information on the working of 



TiMBL, after which a short overview of the available algorithm and parameters will be 

presented. 

Chap~er 3 will focus on the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation. The aim of Chapter 3 is lo 

address Research Question 1 (What are the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation?) by 

explicitly defining the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation. The chapter will appropriately 

commence with background information deemed necessary to make an informed decision on 

the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation. This background information includes the 

clarification of the distinctioli between inflection and derivation. Various viewpoints 

regarding inflection in Afrikaans will then be considered with the aim of identifying the 

inflectior~al :~fi?xes of Afrikaans. The chapter ends with a description of the classes for 

automatic lemmatisation. 

The purpose of Chapter 4 is to describe various aspects of Lials training data, more precisely 

the generation and presentation thereof. The focus of Chapter 4 is therefore on Research 

Question 2 (What is the influence of the data size and the various feature options on the 

performance of the system?). The chapter begins with an overview of the data generation 

process. Information about [he processes of data extraction, data annotalion and quality 

control is provided, followed by a section  hat illustrates the effect of training with increasing 

amounts of data on the accuracy of the system. Various feature options that nlay aid the 

system during the classification phase are also introduced. Chaptcr 4 concludes with an 

attempt to graphically represent the nearest neighbour relations in a srnall section of the 

training data. 

The aim of Chapter 5 is to address Research Question 3 (Which of the algorithm and 

parameter settings deliver the best performance in terms of linguistic accuracy, 

execution time and memory usage?). The chapter commences with an introduction to the 

operation of the classification algorithms and parameter options that comprise the 

performance component of Liu. The second part of Chapter 5 introduces the process of 

Wrapped Progressive Sampling, which forms the basis for the operation of I'urumseurch. 

l'crrcrms~urch will be evaluated by comparing it to an exhaustive search for determining the 

best parameter settings. The purpose of this comparison is to determine if Pcrranarurrh 
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represents an effectivc allernalive lo an exhaustive search. Chapter 5 concludes with a section 

on the algoritlunic parameler oprions that deliver the besl performance on the lemmatisalion 

lask, which is delernlined with the aid of our own implemenlalion of Purcrmsmrch. 

A summary of the projecl is presented in Chapter 6. This is followed with some general 

conclusions on autornalic lenlnlatisalion for Afrikaans, based on the results obtained by Liu. 

The chaptcr concludes with directions and recommendalions for future work regarding 

automalic lenlmatisation for Afrikaans. 
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Chapter 2: CONSTRUCTING LIA: MEMORY- 
BASED LEARNING FOR LEMMATISATION 

In Chapter 1, we motivated our assumption to adopt a statistical approach to lemmatisation, 

specifically a memory-based learning (MBL) approach. MBL was specifically chosen due to 

the successes achieved by the use thereof in the past with regard to NLP tasks similar to 

lemmatisation [3,20]. This chapter is therefore not linked to a specific problem statement; 

instead the aim of this chapter is rather to present general background information about 

M BL. 

We commence the chapter by introducing Lin's architecture. We provide a graphic 

represent;~tion of the architecture and explain the purpose of every phase in the architecture. 

This is followed by a section where the lemmatisation task is related to memory-based 

learning by extending ~Mitchell's 1201 definition of machine learning to lemnlatisalion 

learning. It is lhcn indicated that the lemmatisation learning task of this study is seen as an 

cxample of supervised learning or learning from examples (the training data is the set of 

examples used for learning). MBL in general is then introduced by focusing on the k-Nearest 

Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm, concept description, strengths and weaknesses of MBL, and the 

data requirements of MBL algorithms. This chapter concludes with information rcgarding the 

Tilburg Mcmory-Based Learner (TiMBL). The operation of TiMBL is described, together 

with a brief ovcrview of the algorithm and parameter oplions available in TiMBL. 

The architecture of Liu is depicted in Figure 3. The architecture indicates that Lin consists of 

various consecutive, yet dependent processes; therefore we can refer to Liii as a system. The 

process starts with the user presenting a suitable Afrikaans word (or word list) to be 

lemmatiscd to the system. The words of the wordlist need to be in the form of a plain text 
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file, with one word per line. There are no restrictions or naming conventions on the filename 

of the text file: the name can be defined by the user. 

This word (or wordlist; hereafter referred to as the evaluation instance(s)), is then formatted 

according to the format of the data (see Section 4.4) on which the classifier was trained. Say 

for instance that the word to be lemnlatised is "geslanp" 'slept' and that the format of the 

involved training dala is right-aligned data with 20 features. The word will then be forniatted 

i lS "-,-, , , , , , , , , ,-,-, g,e,s,l,a,a,pf'. The purpose of the underscores appended to the left 

side of the word is to increase the number of features to 20. 

The formatted word is now presented to the classifier, where the objective is to produce a 

class for thc evaluation instance. The classification is performed on the basis of the 

algorithmic parameters and training data used in the construction of the classifier. This 

produced class contains the informalion deemed necessary for generating the lemma of the 

evaluation instance. If a correct classification is made in the case of "p?slnup", the allocated 

class will be tge>  (see Section 3.5). 

The ncxt step in the process entails the generation of the lemma. This step first entails the 

removal of the underscores and commas appended to evaluation instance(s) during the 

formatting phase. The predicted lemma is then generated by considering the awarded class. In 

the case of "~es la (~p" ,  the awarded class states that the string Re should be removed at the 

left-hand side of the word. This produces the word "sluap" 'sleep', which is indeed the correct 

lemma of "geslnop". 

The last step in the process entails the generation of the system output. The output is the 

original evaluation instance(s) together with its awarded class(es) and predicted lemma(s). In 

the case of "gesini~p", the output will be "geslaap - Lgc> - slaap". 
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Generate Lemma 
According to Class 

I 

Figure 3: Architecture of Lia 

The TiMBL-based classifier (see Section 2.5) can be viewed as the heart of Lia, since 

lemmatisation is performed according to the class(es) assigned to the evaluation instance(s). 

It is very important to construct the classifier for optimum performance, since the 

performance of Lia is directly dependent on  the performance of the classifier. 

The lemmatisation problem can be described as  finding a mapping from a pattern of symbolic 

features (letters) to a symbolic class [30], which carries information about the transformation 
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from the given word to its lemma. The class of an instance can be predicted by observing the 

predictor feature attributes: the further away a feature (representing coniext) is from the 

target, the less relevant i t  is. The instance space is reasonably large, and there are also many 

training instances available. The problem is described as  noisy and complex with many sub- 

regularities and exceptions from a linguislic point of view (see Chapter 3). 

Bascd on this characterisation of the len~matisation problem, it is henceforth assumed in this 

sludy that lemmatisation is an ideal task to resolve with machine learning (ML), and more 

specifically with memory-based learning. 

The field of ML research is concerned with the construction of and ways to construct 

machincs of progmms that learn and improve with experience [20]. ML is a tool which is 

suitable for sludying large databases, recognising patterns arid making intelligent decisions 

based on these patterns. The advantage that ML has over conventional programming is that it 

is in pririciple much morc versatile and capablc of adapting to changing conditioris [31]. ML 

is suitablc for solving problems that cannot be effectively resolved by coriventional 

programming techniques. 

Mitchell (201 defines M L as follows: 

A computcr program is said to learn from cxpcrience E with respect 10 strme class of [asks T and 

pcrlirrmance mcasurc P, i f  i ~ s  pcrformancc at tasks in T, as measured by P, impruvus with expericncc E. 

Mitchell's definition o f  machine learning can be extended to formulate our basic assumption 

in this study: 

Litr is  said lo learn from a da~abasr: of correctly lernmahed words (LC. Expcrimcc), with rcspcct to 

Icmmalisation (LC. Task) and thc percenlage of correc~ly lemmatiscd words (k. Performance Measure), i f  

ils performance at Icmn~atisa~ion (T), as measurcd by the pcrcentagc i o l  correctly lemma~iscd words (P), 

improves ns [he size of the database of corrccdy lemmatiscd words is increased (E). 

This implies that Lia will improve (learn) with more and more experience (i.e. a larger and 

betler database of correctly lemmatised words), s o  that predictions about new cases can be 

made based on the outcomes of similar cases in the past. 
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Based on the above, the lemmatisation learning task of this study can best be described as 

supervised learning, or learning from examples [32] ,  where Licr's training data is the 

"example" used for learning. In the case of supervised learning, the lemmatiser is provided 

with a set of input words (i.e. the original words to be lemmatised), as well as a set of output 

words (i.e. the linguistiwlly correct lemmas). The lemmatiser therefore has to learn lo 

produce the correct output, given a particular input from the same domain as the data that is 

used for training. 

Allernatively, unsupervised learning entails that the system is not provided with the 

linguistically correct lemmas, since unsupervised learning involves how syslerns "can learn to 

represent particular input patterns in a way that reflects rhe statistical structure of the overall 

collection of input patterns" [33]. Thus, the emphasis of an "unsupervisedtf lemmatiser is in 

the first place not on lemmatisation per se, but rather on finding patterns in the data (that 

could be ulilised for, amongst others, lemmatisation). 

The main difference, therefore, between supervised and unsupervised learning is that there 

are no explicit target outputs associated with the input in unsupervised learning. However, 

since we will be using MBL to resolve the task of lemmatisation, our approach can best be 

describcd as an instance of supervised learning. 

The purposc of this section is firstly to introduce the most basic memory-based learning 

algoritllnl called the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm. The operalion of k-NN is 

described and illustrated by means of a graphical representation. We also describe the 

concept description of memory-based learning algorithms and its strengths and weaknesses. 

This s e c t i o ~ ~  ends with the data requirements for memory-based learning. 

Memory-based learning, also known as instance-based learning [34], is based on the classical 

k-NN classification algorithm. k-NN has become known as a powerful pattern classification 
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algorithm [16], and is considered the most basic instance-based algorithm. The assumption 

here is that all instances of a certain problem correspond to points in the n-dimensional space 

Rn [35]. The nearest neighbours of a certain instance are computed using some form of 

distance metric b(X,Y). This is done by assigning the most frequent category within the 

found set of most similar example(s) (the k-Nearest Neighbours) as the category of the new 

lest example. In case of a tie amongst categories, a tie breaking resolution method is used 

[ lhl .  

Figure 4 illustrates the operation of the k-NN algorithm for the case where the irlstances have 

boolean class values. The + and - signs indicate the different classes of the instances in the 

feature spacc. Xq is the query point (the point that needs to be classified). It is clearly shown 

in Figure 4 thal the 1-NN algorithm will classify Xq as positive, while the 5-NN algorithm 

will classify Xq as negative. 

1 

Neig hbour 

L5-~earest  Neig hbours 

Figure 4: Graphical Representation of ihe k-Nearest Neighhour concept 

2.4.2 THE MBL CLASSIFICATION CONCEPT 

The output of the MBL nlgoritbms used in this study is a function that maps instances to 

classes. The goal of this function is to provide a class for every instance. 

MBL requires training data, which is a set of stored inslances from which the system learns to 

perhrm classification. This set of instances may change after each training instance is 
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processed. MBL is based on the idea that similar instances have similar classifications. This 

leads to their bias for classifying instances according to their most similar neighbour's 

classification (the nearest neighbours). 

The following functions describe all MBL algorithms 13.51: 

1 .  Similurity Function: This computes the similarir~j between a training instance i and 

rhe instal~ces in the concept description. The similarities have numcrical values. 

2. Classificnlion Funcrio~l: The classification function receives the similarity function's 

results and the classification performance records of the instances in the concept 

description. I t  yields a classification for every instance in the evaluation set. 

2.4.3 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF MEMORY-BASED LEARNING 

The strengths and weaknesses of M B L  presented hereafter are taken from Wagacha [34] 

Strengths: 

The k-NN algorithm is robust in terms of noisy training data. Provided with 

sufficiently large training data sets, i t  has been shown to be quite effective. The 

concept here is that by taking the weighted average of k neighbours nearest to the 

query point, it can smooth out the impact of isolated training examples. 

Information is nevcr lost because the training instances are stored explicitly in 

memory. This means that all information regarding the training imtances arc stored 

and no abstractions take place. 

The k-NN algorithm has Ihe ability to model very conlplex target functions. 

Lemmatisation can be viewed as a complex target function because of all the 

irregularities and exceplions that the task entails (see Chapter 3). Establishing rules 

for lemmatisation/stemmu~g (i.e. the approach used in Rage[) has not been highly 

successful and this can be specifically attributed to these irregularities and exceptions. 

Due to the above mentioned strengths of MBL (robustness to noisy training data, low 
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level of abstraction), MBL is expected to deliver better results than the rule-based 

approach. 

Weaknesses: 

Large volumes of annotated training data are required by MBL. Machine learning 

algorithms improve with experience, and in the case of MBL this experience relates to 

the volume of training dala used. An example of a NLP task that requires a large 

volume of training data is the Memory-based morphological analyser (MBMA) for 

Dutch [3], which was trained with 247,415 fully morphological analysed words. 

Determining the minimum amount of training data required for obtaining a certain 

performance level is very important, especially in the case of Liu where large amounts 

of training data are not available. The problem regarding the size of the training data 

set required for reaching an accuracy level of 90% (see Section 1.5.4) will be 

addressed in Chapter 4. 

All of the attributes of the training instances are considered when attempting to 

retrieve the nearest neighbours. lrrelevant attributes (or features) may result in lower 

accuracy during classification. Identifying the relevant features that actually aid the 

system during Ihe classification task and discarding irrelevant features are thus a very 

important part of the data construction process of memory-based learning systems. 

The problem of identifying the relevant features for Lia is addressed in Chapter 4. 

Instance-based methods have a high cost in terms of memory usage and 

compulational effort in classifying instances. The reason for this is that nearly all 

computation takes place at classification time rather than when the training examples 

are first encountered. However, there are additional algorithms (such as IGTree and 

TRIBL) available that could be used to significantly reduce the computation required 

at query time. These algorithms are introduced in Chapter 5. 

2.4.4 DATA REQUIREMENTS 

MBL requires that each example or instance in the data set be represented by a set of feature- 

value pairs [ X I .  All instances must be described by the same set of attributes. The set of 

attributes defines an n-dimensional instance space where rt is equal to the number of features 
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used to represent the instances. One of these attributes corresponds to !he category atlribute 

or class, while the other attributes are predictor attributes. 

TiMBL is an MBL system that employs a number of efficient MBL algorithms with the goal 

of constructing classifiers for a particular task', TiMBL is a project of the induction of 

Lingpistic Knowledge (ILK) research group at the University of Tilburg in the Netherlands, 

and w21s developed by Walter Daelemans, Jakub Zavrel, KO van der Sloot and Antal van den 

Bosch [16]. Researchers at the University of Tilburg have been working on the development 

of MBL techniqucs snd algorithms since the late 19801s, and TiMBL can be viewed as the 

product of this research. The first version of TiMBL was published in 1998, and sincc then it 

has grown into a powerful tool for NLP research. TiMBL was developed with NLP 

applications in mind, but it can be successfully used for any type of classificalion task that 

relics on learning from examples. The latest version of TiMBL, TiMBL 5.1, was used for 

purposes of this study. 

TiMBL relies on two files for operarion: a training file and an evaluation file. Each of these 

files contains a number of instances in the same format. The only difference helween the files 

is that the trainirig file usually contains more instances than the evaluation file. Figure 5 

illustrates the basic operation of TiMBL. TiMBL ignores the category attribute (i.e. class) of 

the evaluation file during the evaluation phase. 

Thc process as a whole can be divided into three phases: 

Phase 1 - Examining the training file; 

Phase 2 - Learning from the training file; and 

Phase 3 - Applying the classifier to the evaluation set. 

Phases 1 and 2 can be viewed as the construction of the classifier, with Phase 3 as thc 

evaluation phase. TiMBL is started by specifying a training and an evaluation file, together 
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with some algorithmic parameters (default settings' are used if no algorithm is specified). The 

first two phases of the process will proceed if a training file in the correct format is presenl. 

Phase 1 entails the examination of the contents of the training file, followed by the 

computation of a number of statistics based on this examination. These statistics include the 

Itlformution Gaia and Gain Ratio of the attributes. Phase 2 is the learning phase and this 

merely consists of efficiently storing instances to memory according to the algorithm 

specified earlier. The system will exit at this point if an evaluation file was not specified at 

the start, writing the results of the first ~ w o  phases to an output file. Unless otherwise stated, 

the name of !.his output file is a combination of tbe training file, the chosen algorithm and 

parameter settings. 

If an evaluation file was indeed specified, the process will continue to Phase 3, which 

consists of applying the classifier created in the two previous phases to the evaluatiori dala, 

and writing the results to the output file. The results to be reported can be customised by the 

user, but TiMBL will by default report the accuracy obtained (percentage of correctly 

classified tesl instances). 

' Thc information presented in thc following paragraphs is obtained from Daelcrnans e ta / .  [l], unless othcrwisc 
aatcd. 
' I111 with inlbrrnarion-thcorc~ic l'eaturc weighling 
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I Key: 

Data now 

T rarning file 

present? +- 
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No 

Sbp process 

Phase 3 

Figure 5: Flowchart of the working of TiMBL 

There are a several algorithms and parameter options available in TiMBL, which will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5. These options are: 

Classification algorithm (IBI, IGTree, TTRIBL, IB2, TRIBL2); 

Distance Merric (Overlap, Modified Value Diflerence Metric, Jef iq j  Divcrgeme); 

Feature weighting possibilities (No Weighting, Gairr Ratio, Informarion G u i ~ ,  Chi- 

squared, Shared Variume); 
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Number of nearest neighbours; 

Frequeocy threshold for switching from Modified Vulrre Diflermcc Metric to Overlap; 

Class voting weights (Nornrul Mujority Voting; Inverse Di.vtancc. Weighting, Inverse 

Lincw Weight irrg and Exponentiul Decay Weighting) 

Different formats for [he training and evaluation files are supported by TiMBL, including 

Compact, C4.5, ARFF, Columns, Sparse and Binary. In this research, the C4.5 format [36] is 

the default method by which the training data is presented to TiMBL. C4.5 format implies 

that attribute values are separated by commas and that the last attribute value denotes the 

class of the instance. C4.5 therefore requires attribute values (i.e. features) and classes. The 

classes and attribute values will be respectively defined in Chapters 3 and 4. Figure 6 shows 

training data in C4.5 format for determining whethcr an object can be classified as a screw, 

pen, key or scissors. The attribute values or features are size, shape and number of holes and 

are represented by the first 3 comma separated values. The last attribute (in bold) is the class, 

and this represents the classification, as illustrated in Figure 6. 

small. compact, none, screw 
large, long, I ,  pen 
small, other, 2, key 
large, other, 2, scissors 
small, compact, I, nut 
small, long, 1, key 

Figure 6: Training data for in C4.5 format 

The goal of this chapter was to present some background information about the system 

architecture of Liu, as well as MBL specifically relating to lemmatisation. This chapter 

therefore commenced with a section where the architecture of Liu was introduced and the 

various consecutive phases explained. We then focused on the lemmatisation learning task, 

and related i t  to memory-based learning by extending  miteh hell's definition of machine 

learning (201 to the lemrnatisation learning task for Afrikaans. The nature of the 

lemmatisation problem in Afrikaans (i.e. a noisy, complex problem with ~nany sub- 
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regulari~ies) provided further motivation for using MBL to resolve the problem of 

lemmatisation in Afrikaans. It was then stated that the lemmatisation learning task of this 

study is seen as an instance of supervised learning, o r  learning from examples. 

Memory-based learning in general was introduced in Section 2.4 by explaining the operation 

of the k-NN algorithm, the basic memory-based algorithm. The k-NN algorithm is used to 

compute the nearest neighbours of a query instance by using some form of distance metric. 

The concept description of MBL algorithms was introduced next, which consists of a set of 

stored instances (training data), a similarity function, classification function and an output in 

the form of a classification. The concept description is a funclion that maps instances to 

classes. The strengths and weaknesses of MBL algorithms were also discussed, followed by 

the data requirements of MBL. 

The chapter concluded with information regarding TiMBL. Some background information on 

TiMBL was firs1 presented, where after the focus moved to a detailed description of the three 

phases (i.e. examining the training file, learning from !he training file and applying the 

classifier to the evaluation set) constituting the operation of TiMBL. The first two phases deal 

with the construction of rhe classifier, with the lasl phase being the evaluation phase. The 

section on TiMBL concluded with a brief overview of the algorithm and parameter options 

available in TiMBL. 

Chapter 3 will now focus on the linguistic aspects of lemmatisation. The various viewpoints 

regarding inflection in Afrikaans will be considered with the cmphasis on explicitly defining 

the infleclional affixes required for automatic lemmatisation for Afrikaans. 
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Chapter 3: CLASSES FOR LEMMATISATION IN 
AFRIKAANS 

Where the focus of Chapter 2 was on the process of MBL for lemmatisation, the purposc of 

this cbapter is to define the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation. Afrikaans is a 

morphologically productive language, meaning tbat valid new words may be formed by 

m a n s  of word-formation processes such as con~pounding and derivation [37]. In addition, 

Afrikaans also has various processes of inflection, specifically on nouns, verbs and adjectives 

[38]. For purposes of this project, we are interested only in inflection and not in derivation, 

since Lia will only be tririned lo remove inflectional affixes from inflected words for purposes 

of automatic Iernmatisation. 

Automatic lemmatisation in Afrikaans is still an unresolved issue, as nothing has becn written 

about what automatic lemmatisation in Afrikaans entails and how it should be done. Where a 

large body of literature is available on the subject for languages such as English and Dutch, 

this is  unforlunatcly not the case for Afrikaans. However, within lexicography, lexicology 

and morphology, much has been written about what should be considered a lemma in 

Afrikaans [39]. Since clearly distinguishing between inflection and derivation in Afrikaans is 

an essential aspect of automatic le~nmatisation, this chapter will give an explanation of 

inflectional processes in Afrikaans, in order to determine the affixes that should be removed 

by Lin. 

This chapter is therefore directly linked to Research Question 1, since we will identify the 

classes for autornalic Afrikaans Iernmatisation. The chapter commences by explaining the 

distinction between inflection and derivation, after which an overview of the debate on 

inflection and derivation in Afrikaans is given. No in-depth investigation will be conducted, 

however, since this is not the main focus of this research. We will rather only provide a 

summary from standard works of reference. The Afrikaans inflectional categories are then 

defined for purposes of this study. These inflectional categories form the basis for a 
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discussion regarding the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation, before these classes are defined 

in a final section of this chapter. 

3.2 INFLECTION AND DERIVATION 

Inflection and derivation are traditional notions in the domain of morphoIogy, the sub- 

discipline of linguistics that studies the internal structures of complex words [38]. B o ~ h  are 

morphologiclll processes, but of a different nature. The process of inflection refers to the 

crealion of different forms of the same lemma, while different lemmas are formed through 

the process of derivation. For instance, the Afrikaans words "spelert' 'player', "spelers" 

'players' and "spelerljie" 'little player' are considered different word-forms of the lemma 

"spelcr". None of these three different forms has their own lemma entries in an Afrikaans 

Dictionary such as the Verklarencle Harrdwonrd~boek vall dic Afrikaartse Tnal (HAT); 

instead they are dealt with under the same entry for the lemma "spddt .  The suffixes -s (as in 

"sl,'elurbS") and -~jk  (as in "spelertjie") could therefore be scen as inflectional affixes. 

The word "speler", on the other hand is considered to be the product OF derivalion, i.e. Ihe 

creation of a new word (i.e. lemma) through adding a derivational affix to another 

word/lemma/stem. In the case of "speler", the suffix -er was attached to the lemma "speel" 

'play'. "Sp(4ert' is therefore entered into the dictionary as a new lemma since if was derived 

from the lemma "speel". 

One important aspect of the difference between inflection and derivation is the Fact that 

inflectional processes never change the lexical category (i.e, part-of-speech category) of the 

word [40]. For instance, the addition of the suffix -wig to the lemma "speel", represents a 

change in word type from ".rpeel" (verb) lo ".sp(~lerig" 'playful' (adjective), which is 

considered a derivational process. This can be compared to the addition of the inflectional 

suffix - s  (which indicates the plural form) to the lemma "spelcr". In the latter case there is 

clearly no change in word type from "speler" (noun) to "spelrrs" (noun). 

From the literature, the differences between inflection and derivation can be summarised as in 

Table 2 [38,4 11: 
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Inflection 

Produces word-forms of a singfc lemma (e.g. 

".spc.lr.rs" and "sp~lcrrjic." are both considered lo be 

different word-forms of the lemma ".spelerU). 

Class rniainlaining (c.g ".speler". "splcrs" and 

"sp&r!jic-" are a1 I nouns). 

,Marks agrccmcnt (c.g. the derivariona1 -s in the 

word "sirs" marks agrccntcnt lo thc subject in  the 

scntcncc: "The twn i t s  behind his clesk."). 

Semanrically rcgular (c-g. the addi~iori of thc 

inllectional suffix -c to Ihc end of words like 

"nrcnsr" 'I~urna~ls'. "diere" 'animals' and "lronrle" 

'dogs' always mcans 'more than onc'). 

Cannot be rcplilccd by a simplc root form in a 

sentence (e.g. the word "gesir" 'sat' c'dnnol bc 

rcplaccd by thc simplc roo1 form "sir" 'sit' i n  ~ h c  

sentcncc: "Hy lrrt op die sloe1 ~es i t . ' ~  HC sat on the 

chair.'). 

Usually markcd further from the root than 

derivation (c.2. rhc word "spelurtjie" contains the 

inflcctional suffix -1jie. as well as the derivational 

suffix +r. The derivational suffix is occurs first 

after thc rot)t "spsl"  [ha11 the inflectional suffix). 

Involvcs t'cw vnriablcs i n  a closed systcm (c.g. thew 

arc a lirnilcd number of alTixcs that falls into thc 

inflectional ca~cgorics). 

Derivation 

Produces new lemmas ( e g .  the addition of [he suffix - 

trig to llie lemma "spel" forms thc new lcmma 

"spderig "). 

Class chunging as wcll as class mainlaining (c.g. 

"speef' is transformed from a verb to an ndjcctivc 

through thc addition of the suffix 

-trig lo form ".speIerigw). 

Does not mark agreemen1 (e.g. thc word "hmilf' docs 

not mark agreement i n  the sentence: "Thc tdufior~ship 

~ncled badly."). 

Scmanticalfy irregular (c.g. thc derivational suffix -1ik 

added to the cnd of words like "v~rtroulik" 

'conlldcn~irrl' and "ntenslik" 'human-likc' docs not 

always hnvc the same meaning. In thc case of 

"vc.rtrordik". the -lik mcans kith confidence' and 

in "mmslik" i t  means 'like a human'). 

May bc rcplaccd by a simplc root form in a scntence 

(e.g. The word "nanskoulik" 'spcctaculnr' car1 be 

replaccd by ~ h c  sirnpls roo[ form "mooi" 'beautiful' in 

~ h c  sentence: "Die vertottirrg wrrs uunskodik." The 

show was spectacular.'). 

Usually marked furthcr from the roo1 than inflcclion. 

May involve many variables i n  an trpcn sgslem (q. 

thcre is a largc numbcr of affixes that car1 bc 

categoriscd as derivational al'l'ixcs). 

Table 2: Differences between inffeclion and derivation 

Tuggy [42] states that there is no absolute binary distinction between inflection aud 

derivation as depicted in Figure 7. Instcad, he claims that this dislinction is better viewed as 

gradual or scalar among several paramctcrs. In other words, instead of the schema presented 

in Figure 7, Figure 8 would be a more accurate presentation, with thc possibility of an affix 
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falling in between the two poles of the scale. From this viewpoint, an affix cmnol be 

classified as clearly inflectional or derivational; instead some affixes lean towards the 

inflectional side and others towards the derivational side of the scale. 

Range of possible cases 
I 

- - . -.- . . , 

I Inflectional 1 Derviatbnal I 

Figure 7: Model of the distinction between inflection and derivation 

Range of possible cases 

Inflectional Derivational 

Figure 8: Alternative model of the distinction between inflection and derivation 

The claini of T u g y  [42] concerning the gradual distinction between inflection and derivation 

might be satisfhctory from a linguistic point of view. However, this claim is somewhat 

problernalic in rhe case of automatic lemmatisation where a clear dislinction between 

inflection and derivation is required. The goal of the following section subsequently is to 

provide this "clcar" distinctiol~ between inflection and derivation for Afrikaans. 



Chapter 3: Classcs for Lxmmatisalion in Afrikaans 

The few publications available on the subject of inflection and derivation in Afrikaans do not 

always agree on [he boundaries between these two catcgories. Some linguists claim that thc 

dislinclion is necessary, while others reject it altogether. The root of'this problem is that most 

authors base their criteria on the g~arnmatical structures of highly inflected l a n p a g e s  such as 

classic Greek and Latin, while Afrikaans is actually more an analytic language [43]. 

One of the authors who maintain the distinction is De Villiers [40], who states that 

inflectional i~fCixes have the following characteristics: 

i. They have clear meaning or value; 

ii .  They do not change the word type; and 

iii. They exclude the possibility of affixture, meaning that inflection is nearer to the stem 

than derivation for Afrikaans (see Table 2). 

According to De Villiers' criteria, the inflectional affixes indicating the plural form (e.g. the 

-s in ".vpc.lcrst' 'players') and degrees of comparison (e.g. the -ar in "mooier" 'more beautiful', 

or the - S I P  in "mooisre" 'most beautiful') are the only infleclional affixes in Afrikaans. 

Other Afrikaans liriguists who also recognise inflectional affixes in Afrikaans are De Klerk 

[44], Van der Walt, Van Aardt and Eksteen [45], and Posthumus [46,47]. All these linguists, 

including De Villiers (401 define the following inflecrional affixes for Afrikaans: 

i. The plural -c (as in "hoc.ke" 'books'); 
. . 
i r .  The plural - s  (as in "heuwels" 'hills'); 
... 
111. The comparative -er (as in "gevocliger" 'more sensitive>; and 

iv. The superlative -sfe (as in "ltoogsre" 'highest'). 

All of the authors, except for De Villiers [40], also define the following prefix as  an 

inflectional affix: 
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v. The past tense ge- (as in "geloop" 'walked'). 

In addition, De Merk [44] and Van der Walt, Van Aardt and Eksteen [45] define another 

inflectional affix, uamely: 

vi. The attributive -e (as in '>ragtiget' beautifult). 

Furthermore, the partitive genitive -s is also defined as an inflectional affix by Posthumus 

[46], Jcnkinson 1481 and Du Toit [49]: 

vii. The partitive genitive -s (as in "iets mooist' 'something beautiful'). 

The diminutive is also recognised as an inflectional category by De Klerk [44], Posthumus 

[50], Jenkinson [5 I], Van Heerden [52] and Van der Merwe [53]: 

viii. The diminutive affixes (e.g. the -jie as in "lmu'jie" 'puppy', or -pit. in "boonlpie" 

'snlall tree' ). 

In rcaction to this, Combrink, wrote an article in 1974 [54] in which he contradicted the 

views of these authors altogether. He even went so far as to say: 

The rcJn?i irlflc~ction, crs ased i~rttil recerltly in the traditiortul and strircturd descriptions of 

A.fiikuu~s, is r ~ o  thing hut u usdc.s.s Lntinism. The distinctio)~s be#ee)i so -cukd  derivrtl 

mrld infk.ctc.d forms do itor cover the fncts of Afiikrturr.q and besides this if c10c.s not have 

m y  plirther applicutim that is illrtminatLrg or even interesting. " [Translated- HJG] 

Conibrirlk still maintains this view on inflection in 1990, because he describes the distinction 

between inilection i111d derivation as ungrounded [43]. In reaction to [his, Jenkinson [38] 

however states unequivocally that Afrikaans is a language that preserves a few of the 

canonical infleclioual categories. Hc says that i l  seems as if '  a clear distinction between 

inflectiou and derivation for Afrikaans is not possible. This view is similar to Tuggy's [42], 
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who describes the distinction as being of a gradual nature. Jenkinson [38] bases this view on 

the fact that language cannot be viewed as a formal logic system that always adheres to rules. 

3.4 INFLECT~ONAL AFFIXES FOR LEMMATISATION 

Despite the radical views of Combrink, and because of the fact that there is no consensus 

about fbe inflectional affixes in Afrikaans (which is clear from the above overview), we 

neverthclcss accept all of the inflectional categories presented by the above-mentioned 

linguists for purposes of automatic lemmatisation. We also include the past participle and 

infinitive, as they are inflectional categories for Dutch [55]. We have to define the 

inflectional categories in Afrikaans explicitly, as this is required for the coristruction of an 

automatic lemmatiser (the lemmatiser has to be trained to recognise specific affixes as 

inflectional). These inflectional categoriesf are: 

1. 

. . 
11. 

iii. 

iv. 

v. 

vi. 

vii. 

viii. 

Plural (e.g. the - s  in "tafels", 'tables'and the -e in "mese",  'humans'); 

Dcgrees of'cornparison (e.g. the -er and -ste in "kleiner" 'smaller' and "kleitrste" 

'smallest 3 ;  
Diminutive (eg.  the -jie in "lrorrdjie" 'puppy'); 

Past Tense (e.g. the ge- in "geloop" 'walked' and the -ge- in "uifgeloop" 'walked oul'); 

Past Participle (eg.  the ge- -re in "getrupte" 'trampled'); 

Infinitive (c.g. the -e in "dritlkc" 'drink'); 

Attributive (e.g. the -c in "pragrige" 'exquisite'); and 

Partitive Genitive (e.g. the -s. in "pragrigs" 'exquisite'). 

Any lemmatiser for Afrikaans (including Lia) should be able to remove all affixes in these 

eight inflectional categories, yielding linguistically correct lemmas. These affixes are used as 

the basis for defining the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation in Section 3.5. Although it 

scems easy. Afrikaans lemmatisation proves to be no trivial task: i t  entails more than just 

removirig the correct affix from the word to obtain the correct lemma. For instance, Lia has to 

deal with a number of complexities, such as ambiguity of affixes, ambifixes, 

morphonological processes and exceptions. 

" A l is[ of all rhc afriscs belonging ro the defined categories is providcd in Addcndurn B 
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i. Alnbiguity of affixes 

A rule-based lemmatiser will tend to remove the suffixes -rjie and -jie erroneously in the case 

of words like "jjoskraalfjii~" ('a grass species? and ".sirrrrpootjie" ('a tortoise specie?, since 

these suffixes normally mark the diminutive form. However, in these words the -tjie and -jiu 

do not indicate thc diminutive form, as it forms part of the lemma of the word. This is quite a 

common phenomenon (i.e. the ambiguity of affixes) across all the inflectional categories 

identified above. 

ii. A~nbi f ixesge-  ...- 11-de 

Words that are in thc past participle form (like "ingedraaide" 'screwed in') should be 

lemmatised as " i d r a a i "  'screw in'. However, words that are in the past participle form that 

start with oage- arc not lernmatised according to the manner that other past participles are 

len~matisecl. Instead, only the suffixes -de or  -re should be removed during lemmatisation. 

"Ongcvooide" 'uninvited' must accordingly be lemmatised as "oagenooi", instead of the 

invalid lemma ""onnooi". 

iii, Morphonological processes 

Due to morphonological processes, words like ''puaie" 'roads' are not lemmatiscd by just 

removing the -e that indicates the plural form; a -d should also be appended a1 the end of the 

word during the transformation to the lemma. More examples are "sfede" 'cities' (lemma: 

"slnr!" 'city') and "02" 'eyes' (lemma: "oog" 'eye'). 

ix. Exceptions 

Lia also has to deal with a number of exceptions, such as the following: 

i. Words like "domnir" 'stupid' a s  in the "domnle swirap" 'stupid nitwit' must be 

lcmmatised to "durn", because of the attributive -e at the end. "Domme.r." 'stupid 
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, . 
1 1 .  

..* 
111. 

iv. 

v. 

people' on the other hand should no1 be lemrnatised as  "dunr", but rather as  "domme" 

'stupid person'. 

Different variants of words must be retained. The word "afgr-uwe" 'dig down' for 

example is a variant of the lemma "afgrauf'; hence should "nfgrnwc." not be 

lemmatised. 

h a n  words (from other languages) that are included in dictionaries for Afrikaans are 

not allowed to be removed from the training data. Examples o f  such words are 

"chloriwm" (Latin) 'chlorium', "ghnoe" (Khoi) 'steenbok (an antelope species)' and 

"ukrusligon" (Classic Greek) 'acrostic'. The inclusion of these words is problematic as 

they do not conform to the grammatical structure of Afrikaans words. 

Words like 'Ijuwelier.swaret' Ijewellery', "sk(m11trr" 'school hours' and 

"hundelsgoc~dere" 'trade goods' do not have a singular form. The lemmas should 

remain "jzrwelierswure", " s k d u r e "  and "hundelsgoede~e". 

The word "blocs" 'blouse' has a variant "bloese" and also a plural form "bkoese" 

'blouses'. In these cases the word must be le~nmatised to the simplest form that is 

"bloe.s". 

The above mentioned complexities and exceptions will be encountered by any lemmatiser for 

Afrikaans. All of the words represented by these complexities and exceptions will be 

extremely difficult to lemmatise with a rule-based lemmatiser, unless they are included in a 

separate exception lisl. o r  if the lemmatiser employs some form of dictionary lookup. It is 

assumecl here that Lia will be better equipped to lemmatise these words than a rule-based 

lemmatiser. MBL essentially has its own builtin exception list. If many exceptions occur, 

MBL will bc able to handle this well. This study aims to prove that the MBL algorithms that 

Lin is based on arc much rnorc suited to modelling the complexities and exceptions of 

lemmatisation in Afrikaans than any set of expert rules (see the strengths of MBL algorithms 

in Section 2.4.3). 

Defining the format of the classcs forms an important part of the data-construction phase, as 

will be presented in this section and in Chapter 4. The logical way to go about the problem is 
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to usc grammatically motivated classes, as introduced in Section 3.4. For instance, the 

gmmmaticall y motivated class of the word "maatjie" 'little friend' (lemma: "nruat" 'friend') is 

-jir, implying thar the suffix - j i ~  should be removed from the word during lemmatisarion. 

However, lemmatisation of Afrikaans words does not always entail the removal of affixes 

only: in some cases i t  also involves replacing the removed affix with some string of 

chan~ckrs  to accommodate morphonological changes (of 3.4 iii). Consider for example the 

word "slotu" 'ditches' where the linguistically correct class is the -4 that indicates the plural 

form. Removing the -e from "slolc" produces the word t's'lottl 'lock', which is coincidentally a 

valid Afrikaans word, but not the correct lemma (i.e. ".rloolt' 'ditch'). The lemmatisation of 

"s lo~r"  therefore actually involves the removal of the -e and the insertion of the letter o. 

A possible solution to overcome this problem computationally (i.e. without expert 

knowledge), is lo use Levenshtein distancc to map the invalid lemma to tbe correct one. 

kvensbtein distance is the edit distance be~ween two strings, and is determined by 

calculating the minimum number of operations (insertion, deletion and substitution) 

necessary to transform one string into another [56].  This method entails the computation of 

the Lcvcnshtein distance between the invalid lemma and every word in an Afrikaans lemma 

list, which we suspect to be a compulationally expensive process. More importantly, we also 

expect this approach will not at all be error free, for example consider the case of "ba l l c~ j i~"  

'small ballt where the linguistically correct class will be the suffix -1jic. that indicates the 

diminutive form. If' we remove the suffix -tjie we are left with the invalid lemma ""balle". 

The use of Levenshtein distance will subsequerltly indicate the lemma as "ballef" ballet' 

instead of the correct lemma "bal" 'ball'. The reason for this problem is that the kvenshtein 

distance between "ballet' and "hullert' is shorter than the distancc between "bnlk" and "bnlt'. 

The use of grammatically motivated classes combined with Levcnshtein distance is therefore 

problemalic in cases such as "bulletjic", where grammatically motivated classes do not 

provide adequate information for generating the lemma from the inflected form of the word. 

Anolher possible solution, and the one we choose to implement, is to use non-gammatically 

motivated classes. These non-grammatically motivated classes are automatically assigned on 

tbe basis of a comparison between the word and its correct lemma by means of a Perl script. 

The classes are derived by determining the character string (and the position thereof) to be 
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removed and the possible replacement string during the transformation from word-form to 

lemma by comparing the word-form and its expected lemma. The positions o f  the character 

string to be rcmoved are annotated as  L (left), R (right) and M (middle). If a word-form and 

its lemma are identical (i,e, r~egative data), the class awarded will be "Ow, denoting the word 

should be lcft in the same form. This annotation scheme yields classes like in the third 

column of Table 3. 

I Extmrted Word-Form /  nuall ally identified I Automatically Derived Class I 
Lemma 1 

Table 3: Data preparation for Lia 

Thus, the class of "geslmp" 'slept' will be Lge>, where the L implies that the inflectional 

prefix ge- should be removed on the left-hand side of the word in order to lenimatise it. 

Accordingly, the class of the word "bore" boats' will be Rte>or, denoting the -re at the right- 

hand side of the word should be replaccd by -or. Words in the past participle form, for 

illstance "cmgc.droaide" 'turned over', will receive the class MgeRdc.>, meaning that the -ge- 

and the -dc should be removed at the middle and at thc right-hand side o f  the word 

respectively. 

This annotation scheme is still practical in the case when thc same substring occurs more than 

once in a word. For example the word "oorgqp?' 'surrendered' has class Mge>, which 

implies that the string -gc- should be removed from the middle o f  the word. The problem is 

that there are more than one place in the word where the string -ge- can be removed. This 

seemingly ambiguity is resolved by removing the first occurence of the string -ge- in the 

word. since the inflectional prefix that needs to be removed always physically occurs at the 

beginning of the word before Ihe lemma. 

This  neth hod of class assignment eliminates the generation of incorrect lemmas like 

"*Aceld,skonl' or  ""ball" and can therefore be viewed as  a suitable alternative to 
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grammaticirlly motivated classes. The negative aspect of using non-grammatically motivated 

classes is tbat i t  enlarges !he number of possible classes from 74 (when using grammatically 

motivated classes) to 271, which complicates thc lemmatisation process even further (larger 

numbers of classes iucrcase the number of possible classifications for every instance in the 

training da la, consequently increasing the probability of a wrong classification). The 

distribution of the most frcqucnt classes in the training data is presented in Figurc 9. A list 

containing the frequencies of all the classes in the training data is provided in Addendum D. 

Rke> (487) 
Rerzar (514) 
Rsez (576) 
Rer> (717) 

Rstez (1001) 
Mge> (1336) 

Figure 9: Frequency of the classes 

The purpose of this chapter was to define the classes for rrutomatic 1emniatis;rtion for 

Afrikaans. We started the chapter by providing the background information required for 

answering Research Question 1. W e  emphasised the fact that Afrikaans is a morphologically 

productive language, with both inflectional and derivational processes. It was further pointed 

out that autornalic lemmatisation for any language requires a clear distinction bclween 

intlection and derivation and that such a clear distinction does unfortunately not exist for 
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Afrikaans. In order to make an informed distinction between inflection and derivation we 

presented information on thc processes of inflcction and derivation, with specific reference to 

the differences between the two processes. A short overview of the opposing viewpoints of 

various Afrikaans linguists was presented to aid the task of distinguishing between the 

categories of inflectional and derivational morphemes. As there is no consensus among 

linguists on the inflectional categories for Afrikaans, we proceeded to accept all the 

inflectional categories mentioned by Afrikaans linguists. We also pointed out the 

co~nplexities m d  exceptions that form an inherent part of the Afrikaans lemmatisation task, 

and which should be handled effectively by any lenimatiser for Afrikaans. The chapter 

concluded with a section where we directly answered Research Question 1, by defining the 

classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation. We explained the process of aulomatic class assignment 

and provided a distribulion chart of the classes in Lia's training data. A comprchensivc list of 

all classes is providcd in Addendum D. 
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Chapter 4: DATA FOR LEMMATISATION IN 
AFRIKAANS 

In Section 1.2 i t  has been argued that the accuracy of Lia is partially dependent on the format 

of the classes and various facets of training data. Whcre Chapler 3 defined the classes for 

Afrikaans lemmatisation, the focus of this chapter is on the various aspects of Liu's lraining 

data. Chapter 4 therefore directly addresses Research Question 2 (i.e. what is the influence 

of the various feature options on the performance of Lia?). 

This chapter commences with an explanation of the data generation process in Lia, where we 

describe the processes of  data extraction and annotation. The quality control process is 

introduced in Section 4.2.3, where we present alternative ways to manual checking for 

locating errors in the data. The influence of the size of the data set on the accuracy of Licl is 

presented in Section 4.3., which is followed by an overview of the various available feature 

options and their influence on the performance of Lia whcn trained with the default parameler 

settings of TiMBL. The feature options relate to the number of features, feature alignment 

and that include syllables, number of lettcrs contained in the syllables and probabilities based 

on the last letler and the affixes contained within the word. The chapter concludes with a 

graphic visualisation of the nearest neighbour relations in an extraction of I 000 instances 

from the training set. 

A1 thc start of this project, we did not have training data available in the desired format for 

automatic Icmmatisation. This can be attributed lo the fact that Afrikaans is a resource-scarce 

language [57], cspecially if it is con~pared 10 a language such as Dutch that has various 

resources (such as annotated and aligned corpora) available. We therefore had to generate our 

own training data by extracting words from existing resources, and annotating the extracted 

words by providing the linguistically accurate lemma for each word. The classes were then 
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derived f ro~n  this annotated data and appended to the training data by means of a Perl script. 

The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the process of generating training data 

for Lia 

The training data for this project was extracted from CTexT's Afrikaans lexicon [19j, which 

consists of circa 350 000 words. The extraction was done by means of a Perl script that 

performs string matching with regular expressions lo extract words thal contain strings 

corresponding to the inflectional categories defined for purposes of this study (see Section 

3.4). All the words that correspond in form to the inflectional affixes defined in Chapter 3 

were extracted. For example, both the words "gcel" 'yellow' and " g d a a y "  'slept' were 

extracted during this process, because both words begin with the string ge-. Note that the 

Icm~na of "gc.slaap" is "slaay" 'sleep', but the word "geel" 'yellow' is already a lemma. 

However, it is important to also [rain Liu with lemmas such as "geeI" 'yellow', since Lia 

should not only learn how to lemmatise, but also when to lemmatise words and when not to 

(see below). This extraction yielded 104 420 words, which form a subset of words from 

which more instances can be extracted and annotated to serve as training or evaluation data. 

This subset was divided into groups of 1 000 words each to facilitate the annotation process. 

It would not have been sensible to annotate and train with all of the available 104 420 words 

in the subset, bccause we want to construct a lemmatiser that achieves an accuracy figure of 

90% (see Section 1.5.4), while being trained with the lowest possible number of training 

instances. The annotation of training data, especially for a resource-scarce language such as 

Afrikaans, is an expensive, Lime consuming and labour intensive process. This provides the 

motivation for trying to use as small a training set as possible to achieve the desired accuracy 

of 90%. 

After the annotation process (see Section 4.2.2), a further 13 000 words were extracted from 

the remaining part of the lexicon (i.e. the part of the lexicon that was left after the 104 420 

words had been extracted) with the purpose of enlarging the number of negative instances 

(i.e. words that should not be lemmatised) in the training data. This extraction was done a1 the 

end of the data construction phase, because it was not necessary to annotate these words, 
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since they contain no inflectional affixes. This data was therefore not part of the data that was 

presentcd to the assistants for annotation. We decided on 13 0011 words, since lhis increased 

the percentage of negative instances in the training data to 50%. The motivation behind this 

decision was to prevent the le~nmatiser from being over-eager (i.e. removing word parts that 

are not inflec~ional by nature, or lemmatising words that should not be lemmatised at all) 

during the lemmatisation process. A lemmatiser trained with no negative instances can be 

expected to be over-eager, as it will always try to classify (or lemmalise) words that are 

already lemmas. We also increased the number of negative instances in the training dalu, 

since we believe that a large number of the words that Liu will encounter in free texl will be 

uninflected word-forms. 

The above-mentioned groups of 1 000 words each were provided to the annotators in the 

form of spreadsheets. The words were placed in the first column of the spreadsheets and the 

annotation of the training data entailed providing the linguistically correct lemma for every 

word in the second column. This seems like a relatively easy task, but as was pointed out in 

Chapter 3, lemnatisation for Afrikaans is quite a complex task with many exceptions. Thc 

annotation was performed by various research assistants. A technical report (see Addendum 

A), with guidelines for performing manual Afrikaans lemmatisation, was therefore composed 

to assist the research assistants in the annotation process. We did not measure inter-annotator 

agrcemenl, but alternative methods of quality control was used (see the next section). 

We followcd a recursive (i.e. bootstrapping) process in annotating the training data. This 

recursive process entails using a first prototype of Lia to help annotate her own training data 

after the first 3 000 instances in the training data were annotated by hand. This prototype of 

Liu is then used to classify more training instances in batches of 2 000 words each, which 

then only need to be manually checked for errors. This saves time and resources since the 

anuotators do not need to annotate the training instances, but rather only manually check each 

batch of training data, before it is then added to the existing mining data to serve as training 

data for the next consecutive batch. This bootstrapping process is continued until the desired 
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linguistic accuracy figure of 90% is reached. We ensured that the minimum amount of 

training data deemed necessary for obtaining the desired linguistic accuracy was annotated. 

Research assistants were not required to manually provide the classes during the annotation 

process; the classes were assigned automatically by means of a Per1 script (see Section 3.5). 

The 13 OOO additionally extracted words were all assigned class 0, as it comprises of negative 

data only. 

Quality control was carried out on the data before il was used for training and evaluation 

purposes. The quality control proccss consisted of  every word being ma~iually checked for 

lemmatisat ion errors. Even though the quality control was carried out meticulously, there 

were still errors in the data. The elimination of these errors is very important to ensure an 

accurate Icmmatiser, because errors in the [raining data have a negative influence on the 

accuracy of the system. 

There are basically two alternative ways other thari manual checking to locate the errors in 

the data. The first is to perform a frcquency count of the classes in the data to dctermine the 

unique classes, since unique classes in the data could possibly indicate speUing and/or 

lemmatisation errors. There are however quite a large number of valid unique classes in the 

data (63 unique classes from the total number of 271 classes, or 23%), for example the class 

R/nmie> that belongs lo the word "mummie" 'mother'. The second way to locate errors is to 

consider the instarices that were incorrectly classified by Lia and to determine why the 

incorrect classification was made. In every error case we had to determine if the incorrect 

classification could be ascribcd to the pcrcentage of errors that Liu made during classification 

or whether i t  could be ascribed to errors in the training data. In the latter case, the errors were 

then corrected to improve the quality of the training data. 

This section described the various phases of the process of generating training data for Liu, 

naniel y data ex traction, annotation and the quality control process. As previous1 y mentioned, 

our goal is to achieve an accuracy figure of 90% by training Liu with the smallest possible 

data set, since data annotation is such a resource-expensive process. Sections 4.3 emphasises 
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the importance of training the system with large amounts of data (i.e. data sets larger than 10 

000 inslances) by illustrating the increase in accuracy that can  be achieved when training Liu 

with increasing amounts of training data. 

In Section 2.3. i t  was mentioned that machine learning systems improve with experience 1201. 

In the case of l i a ,  the experience is based on the amount of data used during training, where 

the assumption is that Lia's accuracy will improve as more data is used for training. The 

improvement of LiuS accuracy figure with increasing amounts of training data is presented in 

Figure 10. The training data for the preliminary experiments carricd oul in this chapter is 

righi-aligned data (see Section 4.4.3) consisting of 72,226 instances with 38 features (see 

Section 4.4.2) each. 

Figure 10: Impruven~eni in accuracy with increasing amounts of training data 

Figure 10 indicates that Liu achieves a relatively high accuracy figure when using a small 

training sct consisting of only 5 000 words (i.e. 80,33%). Thc graph has a steep gradient from 

5 000 instances to 20 000 instances, which indicates that a relatively large increase in 

accuracy is achieved by enlarging the number of training instances from 5 000 to 20 000. The 

gradient decreases from 20 000 instances onwards, indicating that it is increasingly difficult 

- -  
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to achieve further improvement in accuracy by increasing the number of training instances. 

The graph displayed in Figure 10 illustrates the results achieved after training Liu on right- 

aligned data with 20 features (see 4.4.2), and training the classifier with the defiault TiMBL 
4 scttings . Figure 10 shows that despite the fact that Lia was trained with a data set consisting 

of 72 226 instances, the desired accuracy figure of 90% was not achieved. 

I1 is interesting to note the increase in execution time as the amount of training data is increased. 

Figure 1 1  shows that a linear relationship exists between the number of instances in the 

training data and the execution time. This provides further motivation for trying lo use as 

small a training set as possible, a s  training with more instances (i.e. larger data sets) increases 

the execu~ion time. 

0 1 J 
0 10IW)O 201M)O 3UOUO 40000 50000 60000 70000 8 0 W  / 

I 
N u m k r  of instances in training data I - - - -- - - .-*- -- 

Figure I I: 1ncrea.w in execution time with increased amounts of training data 

Increasing the amount of training data does not only affect the accuracy and classification 

time of the system, but also affects the memory usage of the system. Figure 12 indicates that 

a linear relationship also exists between memory usage and the amounl of training insrances 

IBI wilh Gain Ra~io Seaturc weighting and k=l  
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used for training. This linear relationship can be attributed to the fact that training Lia with 

more data will result in more data being stored in memory. 

Figure 12: Increase in memory usage with increased amounts o f  training data 

I t  is very interesting lo make a prediction regarding the amount of training data that will be 

required to reach the desired accuracy figure of 90%. Figure 13 shows a logarithmic trend 

line Illat was automalically inserted to make such a prediction. The reliability of the 

logarithmic trend line is indicated by the R' value (the nearer i t  is to 1, the more reliable it is). 

The trend line in Figure 13 has a R' value of 0,9579, which is a relatively good fit to the line 

of the data. Figure 13 shows that an accuracy figure of 90% will be reached when Liu is 

trained with training data consisting of about 100 000 instances. Since we do not have access 

to ~rairling data consisting of 100 000 instances (or the resources to annotate such a large 

amount of training data), we are forced to investigate alternative methods (i.e. experimenting 

with different feature options or adjusting the parameter settings) in order to achieve an 

accuracy fiLgure of 90%. 
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Figure 13: Forecast of the number of training instances required lo achieve 909'0 accuracy 

The previous section indicirled that it should be possible to obtain an accuracy figurc of 90% 

when training Liu with a data set consisting of 100 000 instances. Since we do not have so 

much training data available, the focus of this section is on experinienting with various 

fealure options that could possibly improve the accuracy figure of Lia without training with 

more d:ilii. For experimentation with training data size we have only considered using right- 

aligned training data with 20 letters combined with underscores (for empty characters) as 

fci~tures. We are however not restricted to only using 20 letters its features; we can 

experiment with different numbers of features, as well as with feature positioning options 

other lban right-dignrnent. We can also extcnd the training data with a number of additional 

features thirt might have a positive effect on the lemmatisalion accuracy of Lia. The reasoning 

behind experimenting with different numbers of features, feature positioning and the 

inclusion of additional features was that we hoped to improve the accuracy of the system by 

providing more information about the words that we wanted to lemmatise. 
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This subsection commences by considering the number of features to be included in the 

training data. We will then investigate the alignment and positioning of features. This is 

followed by experiments with a few additional fcaturcs, viz.: 

Syllables; 

Number of letters contained in the syllables; 

Lemmatisation probability based on  the last letter of the word; and 

Lxmmatisation probability based on the morphemes contained within a word. 

The aim of this subsection is not to draw any final conclusior~s regarding the performance of 

the system with various data representations, since we are experimenting here only with the 

default TiMBL algorithm i ~ n d  parameter settings. There are many more algorithmic 

parameter combinations available in TiMBL that may yield different results than the default 

algorithmic scttings, which will be further investigated in Chapter 5. Instead, the purpose of 

this subsection is to introduce the different data representations and to get a preliminary idea 

of their influence on the perforrnancc of the systcm; more conclusive results will be presented 

in Chapter 5. 

The first data set generated for the development of Liu consisted of 5 000 training instances, 

where every instance consisted of 38 features. Since less than 0,02% of the words in CTexT's 

Afrikaans lexicon [19] contains more than 38 letters, we decided to specifically use 38 

features lo ensure that no information is lost during the generation of the training data. The 

problem with using 38 features is that 54,3% of the words in the lexicon consist of 10 or  less 

letters. This leads to data that contains more underscores (i.e. empty feature-positions) than 

Iclters. The danger of having more underscores than letters in the data is that the system then 

classifies evaluation instances on the basis of underscores instead of letters. Execution time 

and memory usage are also expected to be directly related to the number of features used; it 

will therefore always be better to use as few features as  possible. 
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The problems experienced with 38 features prompted us to do further experimentation with 

data sets having fewer than 38 features with the aim to improve the overall performance of 

the system in terms of linguistic accuracy, execution time and memory usage. We therefore 

included additional data sets for evaluation, consisting of 13, 20 and 30 features. We opted 

for a minimum of 13 features since this is somewhat higher than the average word length of 

11 5 3  characters in the Afrikaans lexicon. We arbitrarily included features sizes of 20 and 30, 

because 2U and 30 are round numbers between 13 and 38. 

The additional data sets containing 13, 20 and 30 features were not generated by simply 

renioving the number of redundant features at the beginning of the word. Instead. we 

considered the class of the involved word to determine where to remove the redundant 

features. Words starting with the string ge- were for example shortened by removing features 

at the end of the word, whilc the features of words ending in a possible inflectional suffix 

were reduced by removing letters at the beginning of the word. The features of words like 

"omge~il-CIU~~P" 'turned-over' where -ge- is inserted in a separable verb were reduced by 

removing the letters in the middle of the word between omgcJ- and -de. 

The features were reduced in this manner to preserve the inherent grammatical structure of 

the data, which is required for effective lemmatisation. We did nor experiment with data 

having fewer than 13 features, because it was assumed that too much i~nportant information 

about the grammatical structure of thc data would have been lost through this. Figure 14 

illustrates the different representations of the data. 

Table 4 shows a comparison based on average accuracy, average execution time and average 

memory usage for different numbers of features. We could also have experimented with other 

feature sizes larger than 38, but this is considered to be unnecessary since Table 4 indicates 

that no significant increase in accuracy is achieved by using larger numbers of features. 
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13 Features 

20 Features 

30 Features 

38 Features 

Figure 14: Conrparison of training data having different numbers of features 

The results of Table 4 were obtained by training Liu with the default TiMBL algorithm 

settings on right-aligned training data. We see from Table 4 that the execution time and 

memory usage increase as the number of features is enlarged. The maximu~n average 

rmuracy is obtained when using 38 features, indicating that enlarging Ihe number of features 

does improve the linguistic accuracy in this case. Linguistic accuracy is the first consideralion 

when we want to decide on  a data configuration or  algorithmic parameter that delivers the 

best performance. Execution time and memory usage are considered as secondary to 

linguistic accuracy, and is only considered when a tie (based on linguistic accuracy) exists 

between two or  more data configurations o r  algorithmic parameters. Further experiments 
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where a large number of algorithmic parameters will be considered lo determine the number 

of fealures that delivers the best performance in terms of the trade-off between accuracy and 

execulion lime will be discussed in Chapter 5. Friedman's ANOVA was used here to 

determine if significant differences exist between the average accuracies reported in Table 4. 

[ Numher of Features I Average Accuracy I Aversge Execution time (in I Average ~Mernory I 

Table 4: Comparison of performance for different numbers of fealures 

13 
20 
30 

The ranks produced by Friedman's ANOVA are displayed in Table 5. The significance as 

indicated by the ANOVA is 0,003 wbich is lower than the a-value of 0,05; therefore we can 

deduce !ha1 different numbers of features have a stalistically significant effect on the 

accuracy when training Lia with the default TiMBL algorithmic parameters and right-aligned 

training dala (I; = 14.051; p<0,05; (ir= 3). The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test was used to follow 

up the main analysis and results indicate that significant differences exist between 20 and 30 

features (T = I]; I -  = -0,M; y<0,083); and also between 30 and 38 features (T = 0; r = -0,88; 

p<0,083). A Bonferroni correction was applied and therefore all the effects are reported at a 

significance level of 0,083. 

Table 5: Ranks for differenl numbers of features 

- 

88,574 
88.607 
88.554 

The training data was presented to TiMBL in C4.5 format (see Section 2.5) [36], where every 

feature of each insrance is separated by a comma. For instance, every space between the 
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commas in Figure 15 represents a feature value (Section 4.4.2 explains why so many features 

are used). The training data was at first left-aligned as in Figure 15, but this resulted in a very 

low accuracy figure of only 60,348% (see Tablc 6). 

Figure 15: Len-aligned training data 

We realised that since the majority of inflectional affixes are suffixes (only one inflectional 

prefix Re- occurs in Afrikaans, which can also be inserted between the preposition and stem 

in so-called particle verbs), the training data could possibly rather be right-aligned as in 

Figure 16. 

Figure 16: Right-aligned training data 

A remarkable increase from an accuracy figure of 60,348% to 88,60796 was achieved by  he 

use of right-aligned data as seen in Table 6. This increase in accuracy can be attributed to the 

fact that right-alignment er~sures that the suffix part of every word is always in the same 

feature position, which is not the case if thc data is left-aligncd. Right-alignment also caused 

a significant increase on the exccution time and average memory usage, but these increases 

are viewed as unimportant when the significant increase in accuracy is considered. The 

results in Table 6 were once again obtained by training Liu on data containing 20 features 

with the default TiMBL settings. 
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Alignrnenl 1 Average Accuracy I Average Execution lime (in ] Average Memory 1 

Table 6: Performance comparison between left-aligned and right-aligned data 

Left-alignnicnl 
Richt-alignnicnt 

Thc results of a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test indicate that alignment has a significant effect on 

accuracy. The accuracy oblained with right-aligned data (Mdn = 88,585) is significantly 

higher than thal obtained with left-aligned data (Mdn = 60,405) (T = 0; p<0,05; r = -0,886). 

The success achieved by right-aligning the training data as seer1 in the previous section 

inspired us to conducl further experiments with feature positioning. A common mistake that 

Lin initially made was that the clames of ambifixes (in words like "geabsorhwrde" 'absorbed' 

(class: LgoRde))  was confused with the classes of prefixes or suffixes (in words like 

"gvcirirrk" 'drank' (class: L g o )  or "verdofde" 'dimmed' (class: R d o ) ) .  The reason for this 

was that the letters of the inflectional prefix Re- were at different feature positions for 

different inshnces when the data was right-aligned. The same confusion was expcricnced 

with words that were in the past participle form. This problem of inflectional prefixes that are 

not aligned lead us to define the concept of "feature alignment", in order to reduce the amount 

of confusion experienced. 

60,348 
88,607 

Feature alignment implies that all words containing the possible prefix ge- are treated like 

"g~'sluup" 'sleplt in Figure 17, or alternatively like "umgc.clruaide" 'turned-over' when -gc- is 

inserted in a past participle verb. Feature alignment ensures that similar features are always 

aligned a1 the same feature positions and thereby eliminates any confusion that may arise. 

Figure 17: Right aligned, feature-aligned data with 38 features 

seconds) 
59.236 

7,SO 1 
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We wanted to ensure that the largest possible part of the word before the string RP- is 

retained, because the preservation of the grammatical structure of the word is very important 

during the classification process. The position of thc prefix Re- was therefore determined by 

the amount of features in the training data. The ge- prefix was inserted in feature positions 13 

and 14 when feature-aligned data with 38 and 30 features were used, positions 9 and 10 for 

data with 20 fealurcs and positions 5 and 6 for 13 features. 

The accuracy gained by the use of feature-aligned dara is presented Table 7. The results in 

Table 7 indicate an increase in accuracy from 88,607% to 91,197% whcn using feature- 

aligned data. This increase in accuracy may seem small at first, but the significance of the 

increase in accuracy is only realised when the relative difficulty of improving the accuracy 

figure whcn nearing 90% is considered (see Figure 10). This result is highly significant for 

this study as a whole since i t  indicates that an accuracy figure of 90% can indced be achieved 

without using a large data set consisting of 100 000 instances as predicted in Section 4.3. The 

usc of feature-aligned data however has a negative effect on the exccution time and memory 

usage. These small increases in execution time and memory usage are once again justified 

when the significant gain in accuracy when using feature-aligned data is considered. 

I Alignn~ent I Average Accuracy I Average Execution time (in I Average Memory I - 
seconds) usage (in MB) 

Righr-alignmen1 7.501 1 13.211 

Table 7: Increase in accuracy when using feature-aligned dala 

Results of the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test indicate that the accuracy obtained with feature- 

aligned data (Mdn = 91,248%) is significantly higher than that obtained with right-aligned 

dala (~Whi = 88,585%), (T = 0; p<0,05; r = -0,886). Although this section indicated that an 

accuracy figure of 90% could be obtained by training Lia with feature-aligned training data, 

we will experimented some more to detcrmine if further increases in accuracy could be 

obtained by appending the training data with a number of additional features. 
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The additional features that were appended to the training data with the view of improving 

the linguistic accuracy figure of Lia are introduced in this section. The additional features 

will be discussed in subsections 4.4.4.1 to 4.4.4.3, before Ihe results oblained through the use 

of the features are presented in subseclion 4.4.4.4. Note that the additional features were 

appended to the lefl hand side of every instance in the training data. For example, if an 

additional feature is appended to data containing 20 features, the data will then consist of 21 

features. 

The syllabification of the words in the training data was done by means of a hyphenator for 

Afrikaans that was developed by CTexT, called Cukorno ("CS Aj?ikuume Lerfrrgrerpverdeier 

vir Ouromafiese Mor~oiogiese Onrleiling" %5 Afrikaans Hyphenator for Automatic 

Morphological Analysis') [%I. Culonlo takes any Afrikaans word as input and produces an 

output that indicates the syllable boundaries of the involved word. For example, the word 

"lmrddtokduk" 'dog house roof will be analysed as "hon-de-kok-duk", where   he hyphens 

indicatc syllable boundaries [58]. The syllables that C a l o m  provided were appended to the 

left side of cvery instance in the training data as seen in Figure 18, thereby increasing the 

number of features from 20 to 27. The number of features appended to the lrairling data was 

established as 7, since only 1,71% of the words in the training data have more then 7 

syllables. If  the syllables to be appended art: less than 7, the e x h i  feature positions are filled 

by underscores. I f  more than 7 syllables are to be appended, the extra syllables at the left 

hand side of rbe word are discarded. 

Figure 18: Training data using sgllablcs as fcalures 
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The use of syllables as features in the training data inspired us to experi~nent with the number 

of letters contained in the syllables as features. For cxample the word "robyne" 'rubies' 

contains three syllables, "ro-by-ne". Each of the syllables contains two letters, therefore the 

word was annotated as 2,2,2, _,_ , _,_ , , , , , ,-, , , r707b.y7n,e,R. The reason for 

including the number of letters contained in the syllables as fcatures is because it provides 

more information about the morphological structure of !he word. The word "Aemele" 

'heavens' for example is annotated as 2,2,2, , , _,-,-, , , , , . , , , , ,h,e,m,e,l,e,Re> 

and the word "jolyle" 'parties' as 2,2.2, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,j,o,l,y,t,e,Re>. Both 

these words have the same number of letters contained in their syllables and they both have 

the same class. The addition of thc number of letters contained in the syllables reduces the 

distance between these two words compared to the case when only letters and underscores are 

used as features. 

The nurriber of letters in the syllables was appended to the left-hand side of the instances in 

the training data, as shown in Figure 19, to yield training data similar to the data displayed in 

Figure 18. 

Figure 19: Training data using the number of letters in the syllables as features 

Another additional feature that was appended to the training data is the probabilily that the 

word should be lemrnatised, hereafter referred to as "lernmatisation probabilily". The 

lernmatisation probability can be based on a variety of the feahres of the word. 
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The plural form in Afrikaans is usually (but not always) formed when the letters e or s are 

appended to nouns. The letters e and s at the end of words can therefore serve as an indication 

that the word should probably be lemmatised. This resulted in the addition of an extra feature 

to the training data, based on the lemmatisation probability of words ending on certain letters. 

The probabilities associated with the letters (including letters containing diacritics) are 

displayed in Table 8. 

The probabilities werc calculated by determining the numbcr of inflected and uninflected 

words in the training data that end on certain letters and substituting these values into 

equation 4.1. 

number of inflected words ending on (letter) 
Lemmatisation Probability (letter) = 

numbcr of words ending on (letter) 
(4.1) 

These probabilities do not present the lemmatisation probabilities of the words found in the 

full Afrikaans lexicon, since the probabilities were computed by only considering the words 

in the training data. The lemmatisation probabilities were only appended to the evaluation 

data and not to training data. The training data was instead appended with a feature with a 

value of 1 if the instance is to be lemmatised or 0 if the instance is already a lemma. This 

information was derived by considering the class of the word. Any other class than class 0 

signifies that the value 1 must be appended, while class 0 indicates that the value 0 should be 

appended. 

The logic behind the idea of using probabilities in the data was that the distance between a 

word with :I high lemmatisation probability and a word that should definitely be lemmatised 

(lemmatisation probability of 1) will be shorter than the distancc between a word with a low 

lemmatisation probabili~y and a word [hat should be lemmatised. For example the distance 

between the evaluation instance 0.7527,k,o,p,l,a,m,p,e and the training instance 

l,s,e,i,n,l,a,m,p.e will be shorter than the distance between O.l733,0,l,i,e,l,a,m,p,- and 

I,s.e,i,n,l,a,m,p,e. 
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( Ward endihg on 1 Probability that word should be 1 

Table 8: Lemmatisation probability of words ending on the displayed letters 

Figure 20 presents evaluation data with lemmatisation probabilities (based on the last letter of 

the word) as an additional feature. An example of training dara for the same instances as in 

Figure 20 is presented in Figure 21. 

Figure 20: Evaluation data with the probability of the last letter as a fealure 
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Figure 21: Training data with lemmatisation probability of the last letter as a feature 

The inclusion of lemniatisation probability based on the last letter of the word as an 

additional feature encouraged us to also include lemmatisation probability based on the 

strings contained within a word that correspond to Ihe inflectional affixes as an additional 

feature. The inclusion of this additional feature is juslified when considering for example thal 

words ending on the affix -etjies have a lemmatisation probability of 0,9677. The inflectional 

affixes used as the basis for computing the lemmalisalion probabilities are the i~lflectional 

affixes of the eight categories of inflection for Afrikaans as defined in Section 3.4. The 

complete list of' the affixes is included in Addendum B. The lemmatisation probabilities for 

the affixes were computed in the same manner as the lemrnatisalion probabilities of the last 

letters. The probabilities were once again compuled on the training data and can therefore not 

be accepted as valid for the vocabulary of Afrikaans. The training and evaluation data has the 

same form as the training and evaluation data for the probabilities based on the last letter of 

the word (See Figure 20 and 21). The lemmalisation probabilities of all the inflectional 

affixes used in tbis study can be found in Addendum C. 

We also wanted to include word length as a feature, since we reasoned that there is a greater 

probability that longer words should be lemmatised than shorter words. Word length proved 

to be a worthless feature because there is only a small difference between the average word 

length of the word-forms (10,79 letters) and their respective lemmas (10,15 letters) in thc 

training data. This small difference does not justify the inclusion of an additional feature 

based on word length. 
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4.4.4.4 RE:SUL'L'S 

The results obtained by including the additional features presented in this scction ;we presenled and 
compared in 

Table 9 in terms of average accuracy, execution time and memory usage. The results in 

Table 9 show tbat featurc-aligned data delivers the best results in terms of accuracy, 

execution time and memory usage. We once again used data with 211 features and the default 

TiMBL algorithm and parameter settings for constructing the classifiers. 

Table 9: Performance comparison for additional features 

Tbe ranks produced by Friedman's ANOVA for the different dala representation options are 

displayed in Table 10. Results from Friedman's ANOVA indicate that the different data 

representations have a significant effect on the obtaincd accuracy (F = 38,S19,051; pc0,OS ; 

df = 4). The results obtained through the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test indicate that no 

significant differences exist between the data sets for feature-aligned and last lelter 

probabili~y data (T = 0; r = -0,507; pc0,OOS). A Bonferroni correction was applied and 

therefore all the effects are rcported at a significance level of O,OOS. 

Data Representation 

Fcalore-aligned 
Syllables 
lrlurnbcr of Syllables 
1.1~1 letter probability 
Aliix prohahili~y 

Average Execution time (in 
seconds) 

10,95 1 
61,778 
24,s 15 

144,345 
105,79 1 

Average ~ c c u r a c ~  

91.197 
00.775 
90,390 
9 1,203 
88,220 

Average Memory 
Usage (in ME) 

14,888 
23.563 
19,352 
1 5 .034 
15,034 

- 

Table 10: Ranks for different data representation options 

Data Representation 

5yllablcs 
Numbcr or Syllables 
h s ~  Iclkr Probabilily 
W1~)rplicmc probability 

This subsection indicated thal other features additional to letter sequences may aid Lin in the 

classification process. We must once again emphasize that no deductions should be made 

regarding the performance of these data sets for classification algorithms other than IBI. The 

Mean Rank 

2,lO 
2.90 
3.65 
1,OO 
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results presented in this subsection only aim to introduce the various data representations and 

to get an idea of what can he expected from the data representations in terms of performance. 

The interaction betweens algorithm parameters and data representalion may result in data 

representatidns other than feature-aligned data delivering better results for other classification 

algorithms. This will be further investigated in Chapter 5. 

4.5 VISUALISING THE NEAREST NEIGHBOUR SET 

It is ofierl difficult to visualise the nearest neighbour relations in an instance base. This is also 

true in the case of Lia, as each instance in Lia's training data has at least 13 features. This 

means that every instance is represented as a set of points in a 13-ditnensional space. 

Visualising this 13-dimensional space is very hard, if not impossible. 

We made an effort to represent an extraction from Lia's training data in a two-dimensional 

space by using Kmgrc~ph [XI]. The result of this is a graphical presentation of the nearest 

neighbour relations among the different instances in the training set (see Figure 22 below). 

Every instance is represented as a node with arcs denoting !he nearest neighbour relations. 

The I0 most frequent classes in fhe training data have been coloured in. Figure 22 was 

cunstructcd by considering an extraction of only 1 000 instances from the training set, 

rcsulting in the exact number of 1 000 nodes in the figure. It is possible to construct a similar 

figure for all of the instances in the training set, but this will result in a very crowded piclure 

that will be meaningless if included in this document. 

Different coloured nodes that are connected indicate incorrect nearest neighbour relations and 

therefore represent errors that will be made during the classification process. Figure 22 shows 

definitc structure in terms of the positioning of similar instances. The purple coloured nodes 

(class M g o )  for example are only found in two different regions in Figure 22. The rcd nodes 

(class 0) are found throughout all the regions in the training set, but this is due to the fact that 

these instances are so different in form, compared to the quite similar instances belonging to 

class Mge > . 
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Figures denoting nearest neighbour relalions are also useful for locating errors in the training 

dab, because nodes that are not connected to other nodes indicate definite errors. K n n g r q h  

is also very t~seful for predicting whether a certain problem can be successfully resolved 

through  he use of MBL. This can be done by studying the posilioning of similar coloured 

nodes and also the number of links between the nodes in the representation of the instance 

base. The less structure in terms of the positioning of similar coloured nodes and the fewer 

the links between similar coloured nodes, the less suited is the problem to be resolved by 

means of MBL. 
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Figure 22: The Nearcsl neij$;hbours in r training set of 1 OUO words 

4.6 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of the first part of this chapter was to describe the various aspects of Lia's 

training data. The description of the training data started in Section 4.2 with an introduction 

to the process of data generation, where we first concentrated on the extraction of the training 

data. We argued that it is very important to also train Liu with negative instances, since Liu 

should not only learn how to lemmatise, but also when to lemmatise and when not to. We 
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also motivated the decision of training I,ia with the lowest possible number of training 

instances. The data annotation process was described in Section 4.2.2, where a bootstrapping 

process was followed by using Lia to assist in the annotation process. We also explained how 

the quality of the training data was ensured. 

Section 4.3 addressed the first part of Research Question 2 (What is the intluence of the 

data size on the perfomlance of the system?) by considering a graph of accuracy versus the 

number of Iraining instances. This illustraled the fact that machine learning systems improve 

with experience, iind that Lin is no exception. The graph also showed that it is difficult lo 

improve the accuracy figure of t i n  by just adding more instances to thc training data. We 

introduced a logarithmic trend line which indicated that an accuracy figure of 90% will be 

achievcd by training Lia with data containing approximately 100 000 instances. Due to [he 

facl that we do not have an annotated training data set of 100 000 instances available, and that 

the generation of training data is such a resource expensive operation, we focused on 

reaching an accuracy figure of 90% by experimenting with a number of feature op~ioos. 

Section 4.4 introduced [he various feature options (i.e. number of features, alignment and 

positioning of features and additional features) available for extending the training data. The 

aim of Section 4.4 was lo address the second part of Research Question 2 (What is the 

influence of the various feature options on the performance of the system?). Wc 

thcrefore proceeded to indicate the intluence of the different feature options on LW's 

performance for each of the feature options. We saw that the number of featurcs in the 

training data, the alignment of features and the use of additional features in the training data 

all have a statistically significant effect on the accuracy of Liu. A significant rcsult was 

obtained in Section 4.4 when the use of feature-aligned data resulted in an accuracy figure of 

gl,I67%. This result is very important, since it indicates that an accuracy figurc of 90% can 

indccd be reached withoul training with a large data set of 100 000 words. 

The chapter concluded with a visualisation of the nearest neighbour relations in an extraclion 

from the training data. This visualisation showed that Liu's training data has definite structure 

in  terms of the positioning of similar coloured nodes, thereby providing furlhcr motivation for 

following a memory-based learning approach in the construction of Lia. 
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Chapter 5 will now focus on the various aspects of the performance component of Liu. 

Chapter 5 commences with information regarding the operation of the TiMBL classification 

algorithms arid pmrmeters, before the focus will shift to obtaining the best data representation 

and parameter settings for each algorithm in order to provide answers to Research Question 

3 (Which algorithm deliver the best performance in terms of linguistic accuracy, 

classification time and memory usage'?). 
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Chapter 5: PARAMETER SEITINGS FOR 
LEMMATISATION IN AFRIKAANS 

Any memory-based learning system such as Lia consists of lwo componcnls, namely a 

learning component and a performance con~ponent [hO]. The learning componenl involves 

storing data in memory, while the performance component involves performing a 

classification based on the data in memory. This classification is done according to some 

classification algorithm and parameters. While Chapter 4 in part focussed on the learning 

co~nponent (ix. the structure of the data), the focus of this chapter is be more specifically on 

the performance component (i.e. the classification algorithms and parameters) of Lia. 

We start this chapter with a description of the classification algorithms available in TiMBL. 

We h e n  describe the various i~lgorithmic parameter settings available for these classification 

algorithms. We first describc four different feature weighting possibililies, which are 

followed by an introduction to the various distance metrics uscd for computing the distance 

between lwo instances. Then the differcnt ways in which a class is assigned to a new query 

instance (i.e. class voting) are discussed. The frequency threshold for the two distance 

~netrics, Modified Vulue Difference Metric and .Tcfiey Divergence are introduced in Section 

5.3.2. The overview of the algorithm and parameter options is concluded with an explanation 

of [he tie breaking process in TiMBL. 

Section 5.4 introduces the process of Wrapped Progressive Sampling which forms the basis 

of ~ h c  operalion of Purunrsearch. We then motivate the constructiotl of our own 

i~nplenlentation of Purumsc.arclr caIled PSeurch. The results obtained with using 

l'urmtsearch and PSuarch are then compared with the results from an exhaustive search to 

determine their suitability for producing algorithmic parameters that are expected to perform 

well at the task of Afrikaans lernmatisalion. 
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The chapter concludes with a section that explicitly addresses Research Objective 3 (Which 

algorithmic parameter settings deliver the best performance in terms of linguistic 

accuracy, execution time and memory usage?). PSearch is used in this section to 

determine the dala representations and algorithmic parameters for IBI, IB2, TRIBL and 

TRIBL.2 that deliver the best performance in terms of linguistic accuracy. 15etrrch was not 

used to determine the best data representation and algorithmic parameters for IGTree, 

because IGTree has a small number of available parameter options [hat makes i t  possible to 

determine the best data representation and algorithmic parameters by means of an exhaustive 

search. 

5.2 ~LASSIF~CATION ALGORITHMS 

IB1 [35] is the basic instance-bawd algorilhm used in TiMBL, and its operation is similar to 

the basic k-NN algorithm previously described in Section 2.4.1. IBI uses the Overlup 

similarity metric (see Section 5.3.2.1) lo compute the distance between a new instance and 

the dara that is already stored in memory. 

The conccpt description of 1B1 changes over lime with the addition of more instances to the 

training dara stored in memory (hereafter referred to as the instance space). This concept 

description is derived from the sirnilarily and classification functions of 1B1 on the training 

data, and provides an idea of the classification boundaries between the different classes in the 

instiince space. The concept description enables us to determine the regions in the instance 

space that belong to certain classes and which will be used to classify new instances 

according to the k-NN algorithm employed by 1B 1. 

For example, consider a two-dimensional instance space defined by two classes, positive '+' 

and negative '-' [35]. 100 randomly selected instances containing both classes are used as 

training data. The approximated target concept, indicated by the regions inside thc dotted 

lines, is presented in Figure 23 in the form of a Voronoi diagram [61] at three different stages 

during training. The predicted larger concept is indicated by the regions enclosed by the solid 

lines. Each solid line lies halfway between groups of positive and negative instances. The 
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ideal siiuation is that the predicted and approxinlated target concepts correspond. The first 

stage is displayed when only 5 instances are considered; we see that there is some degree of 

correspondence between the predicted and approximared target concepts. This degree of 

correspondence increases as the number of training instances is enlarged. The positive and 

negative signs are not displaycd for the third stage, because the figure will be crowded when 

all of the 100 irlstances are displayed. 

The Voronoi diagram of Figurc 23 shows somc similarity with Figure 22 (cf. Chapter 4), 

where Kmr,qruplr was used to co~~struct a graphical representation of the nearest-neighbour 

relations in an extraction from Lia's training data. One difference between the two figures is 

that Figure 22 (cf. Chapter 4) represents an attempt to plot a 38-dimensional space in 2 

dimensions. while Figure 23 is a true representation of a 2-dimensional space in 2 

di~llensious. The other difference is that the target concept is represented by groups of nodes 

having the same colour in Figure 22, compared to the regions enclosed by solid lines in 

Figure 23. Figure 23 indicates how IBl's approximation of the target concept improves as 

more data is used for training. This improvement of the concept description with the addition 

of more training data, provides further proof that the performance of mcmory-based learning 

algorithms relies on the amount of training data used. 

5 lnstances 25 Instances 100 lnstances 

Figure 23: The improvement of IBl's concept description with training [35] 
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The IBI algorithm stores all the instances of the training data in memory. This implies that all 

instances, even those that fall well within the borders of the target description, are saved in 

memory. Instances like these have no effect during classification, as they do not affect the 

generalisation accuracy of the system - they only confirm the positions of the already existing 

target descriptions. It will therefore makc sense to restrict the inslances in memory to those 

that will have an effect (i.e. the instances that lie beyond or  on the boundarics of the target 

descriplion) on the classification of other instances [IB]. This approach of not storing 

inslances that fall within the boundaries of the target descriptions forms the basis of the 

operalion of the IB2 algorithm. 

The operation of IB2 is therefore identical to the opemtion of IBl ,  except [bat IB2 only saves 

misclassified instances in the training data (351. IB2 staris with an instance base containing 

only a small portion of the available training instances. This initial number of training 

instances in mcnlory can be set by the user. IB2 then adds instances into memory only when 

thcy are misclassified by the k-NN algorithm, on the basis of the instances already in memory 

at [hat point. 

Addilional instances are added because they do not form part of the concept descriplion of 

the instances in memory at that parlicular time. They are included to expand the concept 

description becalm we can assume that they represent a part of the instance space where 

there is no1 enough instances contained in memory for accurate classification [16]. 

IB2 does not lower or  improve the generalisation performance of IB1, but it lowers the 

computational burden of the system since there are less training instances stored in mernory. 

The negalive aspect of 1B2 is that i t  is sensitive to noisy training data, since it has a strategy 

of only storing misclassified instances [35]. 

The IGTree algorithm compresses an instance base as utilised by IBI and IB2 into a tree 

structure. This tree structure is organised through the concept of Informarion Gain (IG) [62]. 
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The advantage of IGTree is that only a small number of training instances is stored in 

memory (compared to the IB1 algorithm that stores all of the training instances). This 

reduced storage structure reduces the computational effort and the execution time. 

IGTree entails two different algorithms, one for constructing the tree structure, and the other 

one for classil*ication. The tree structure involves that instances are stored as arcs of 

connected nodes [N]. Each of the nodes contains a test and a class label. The test is based on 

one of the features, while the class label represents the default class at that node. The arcs 

denote the outcomes of the tests a1 the nodes. 

The order in which features are used for testing in the tree is determined by the IG of the 

involved features. The depth of the tree is equal to the number of features [16]. The reasoning 

behind the 1GTree structure is that ccrtain fcatures have more weight in determining the class 

value. This weight is determined by the IG of the feature. When the search through menlory 

is conducted during the cla.ssification phase, thc search can be restricted to matching test 

instances to those stored instances that have the same feature value at that feature. The 

matching can be expanded by also examining the second most important feature, followed by 

the third, etc. 

This trce structure compresses lhe instance base, because similar instances share partial paths 

[ 161. The paths are restricted to those input feature values that distinguish the classification 

from all the other instances in the training set. It is not necessary to fully store an instance as 

a path when only a few feature values of the instance make the instance classification unique. 

The feature-values with lower IG are discarded and thus not stored in the tree. 

The terminal or leaf nodes (nodes that do not have any further arcs connected to them), 

represent a definile class [63]. Non-ter~ninal nodes represent the most probable classification 

at [hat stage of the tree. Determining the correct class of an instance i~wolves traversing the 

tree from top to bottom (Le. matching from the top of the tree downwards). Traversing 

involves matching all feature-values of the lest instance with arcs in the order of the overall 

feature IG and obtaining a classification when a leaf is reached or using the classification 

implied by a non-terminal node if a leaf node is not reached. 
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The tree structure of IGTree is further compressed by pruning [16]. The leaf-node daughters 

of a mother node [hat have the same class as  their mother are discarded from the tree. The 

reason for this is that the class information does not contradict the class of the mother node. 

This tree compression method does nor have any negative influence on the accuracy of the 

algorithm. Figure 24 shows the conversion of an instance base into an IG tree structure [30]. 

large / other 
small I 01 her ( 7 1 k w  

Figure 2.1: Conversion of an Instance base into an IGTree 

The features in Figure 24 are arranged in order of decreasing IG, e.g. holm, shupe and then 

size. The first node contains the class with the highest frequency; in this case i t  is the class 

"nut". An arbitrary class is selected if there is more than one class with this highest 

frequency. The number of holes is then included in the tree; this may be 1, 2 or none. The 
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most likely outcome for having the feature values of the first row of features is then presented 

at the next node level. For example, having 1 hole means that you are most likely working 

with a "nut", 2 holes are probably "scissors" and no holes implies that you may have the class 

"screw". Shnpe is the next feature that is included in the tree. The feature values of slwpe are 

determined by the feature values of the previous feature. 1 hole for cxample implies that the 

most likely shape! of the objcct is "long", 2 holes denote "other", while no holes implies the 

most likely shupe is again "long". The most likely outcome for having both the feature values 

of !he first and second row are then included in the tree structure. For example 1 h o k ~  and 

"long" imply that the object is mosl likely a "key", no hoks  and shape "other" denote class 

"screw" and 2 hoks  and shape other imply that the rnosl likely class is again "key". This way 

of converting to a tree structure is repeated throughout the entire depth of the tree. 

5.2.4 TRIBL AND TRIBL2 

1GTree performs less well (compared to IB1) on data sets with small IG differences between 

!he features [16]. TRIBL was designed as a combination between IB 1 and IGTree with the 

aim to exploit the trade-off between the search speed of IGTree and the generalisation 

accuracy of' IB 1 [ 16). 

TR?BL sp l i~s  the classification of new irlstances into a quick decision-tree (1GTree) traversal 

based on the first (most important and most class-disambiguating) features, followed by a 

slow but accurate A-NN (IB1) classification based on the remaining less important features 

(631. For TRIBL, a parameter determines the switching point in the feature ordering from 

IGTree to IB1. During search, the normal IGTree search algorithm is used, until a feature 

having an IG value below the average IG for all the features is reached. This point represents 

the shift form IGTree to IB1. 

TRIBL2 does not employ a fixed switching point [32]. During the classification of an 

instance il continues to use lGTree as long as i t  finds matching feature valucs in the 

weighting-governed feature ordering. I t  only reverts to IB1 classification when a mismatch is 

found. The reasoning behind this mismatch-based switching is that the switch to 1B1 is only 

invoked when mismatching occurs, being the typical point in which IB1 can improve on 

decision-tree-style classification. 
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There are large numbers of paramelers available that can be used in conjuliction with the five 

classificntion algorithms. These algorithms may have a significant effect on the accuracy of 

Lia, therefore it is very important lo select the subset of parameters that delivers the best 

pcrformaoce. The various parameters are now introduced. 

5.3.1 FEATURE WEIGHTING 

5.3.1.1 INFORMATION-GAIN FEATURE WEIGR1'ING AND GAIN RATIO 

Overlap metric (161 (see Section 5.3.2.1) simply counts the mismatches between the 

corresponding feature-valucs. This is a good method to use in the absence of information 

about fenlure relevance. The alternative method is to compute statistics about the relevance of 

features by looking at the features that are good predictors of the class labels. These features 

are determined by computing the Information Gain (IG) [62]. 1G is s reflection of how 

knowledge about n feature's value decreases the uncertainty about the class of the instance. 

lG [b2] of feature i is measured by computing the uncertainty (entropy) between the a s c  in 

which Ihe value of the feature is known and the case in which i t  is unknown (Equation 5.1) 

(161. The IG of a feature i is computed by subtracting [he summation over the probabilities of 

fearure j's v:rlues multiplied by the entropy of the class entropy (having knowledge about the 

feature's values) from the class entropy (having no knowledge about the feature's values) 

[I(,]. C is the set of different classes. Vi is the set of values for feature i .  

Where 

w, is the IG of feature i. H(C) (equation 5.2) is the entropy of the class labels. P(C) is the 

prohtbility of rhe class C. 
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H (C) = -1 ,:, P(c) log, P(c) (5.2) 

The downside of IG is that it tends to overestimate the relevance of features having large 

numbers of values [lh]. Consider the situation where you have a database of students (the 

instances). Onc of the features is a unique student number. The consequence of this is that thc 

stude~lt number feature has a very high IG, but it does not give any information about new 

i~atances. 

IG is normalised for features with different numbers of values through Gain Rario (Equation 

5.3) .  Guirr Ru~ io  is 1G divided by split info (si( i ) ) ,  the entropy of the feature-values (Equation 

5.4) [16]. 

The Ch~in Rurio and ZG values can be used as weights wi in [he distance metric equation 

(Equation 5.9 in Section 5.3.2.1) which can then be defined as the weighted distance metric 

(Equation 5.5). 

The G u h  Ralio statistic has an unwanted bias towards fcatures that have more values, 

because it does not correct for the number of degrces of frecdom of the contingency table of 

classes and values (161. The contingency table is a frequency table of feature values (on the 

y-axis) for each of lhe classes (on the x-axis). The chi-sq~tured statistic [I61 is computed as 

indicated by Equation 5.6: 
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Oij is the observed number of cases with value vi in class c, (Oi,=Ia,,). Eij is the expected 

number of cases which should be in ceIl (vi,cj) of the contingency table if the null hypothesis 

of no predictive association between feature value and class is true. Eij is computed as in 

Equalion 5.7. 

II., ni . 
E . .  = - 

If.. 

Where 

rl., denotes the sum of all the frequency values for class j, with n.. the total number of cases 

(the number of cells in the table) and ni the sum of all the frequency values for value i. The 

value of' the Chi-sqrture statistic can be used as a weight in Equation 5.5. 

The Chi-sqlrured statistic can be explicitly corrected for the degrees of freedom through the 

use of thc Shared Variance 1161 measure as shown in Equation 5.8: 

ICI is the number of classes, lVil is the number of values for feature I and x2 is [he Chi-squared 

staht ic  from Equation 5.7. N is the number of instances. The value obtained form the Shared 

Variance measure can also be used as a weight in equation 5.5. 

The following distance metrics [16,32] are used to determine the similarily between a query 

and an instance. 
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The most basic metric lhat works for patterns with symbolic features like those that will be 

used by Lia, is the Overlap metric. The equations for the Overlap metric are given in 

equations 5.9 and 5.10. 

6 (s i ,  y , )  = 0 if xi  = yi  or S(.u,, y , )  = 1 if xi # y ,  

A(X,Y) is the distance between instances X and Y. The instances are represented by rt 

features, with n' the distance per feature, The distance betweeu two instances is equal to [he 

sum of the differences between the features. 

O\~cl-lnp is limited to exact matches between feature values. All values of a feature are seen as 

equally dissimilar. Logically, we know that some feature values are more similar than others. 

Modijid Vnlrte Differeme Melric (MVDM) was defined to include this information about 

similar feature values. 

W D M  determines the similarity of the values of a feature by looking at the co-occurrence of 

values with targct classes. The distance between two values v f  and 112 of a fealure is computed 

through the difference of the conditional distribution of lhe classes Ci for these values 

(Equation 5.1 1). 

P(CiJvl) is an example of a conditional probability which, expressed in words, means the 

probability of class C ,  occurring, given feature valuc v,. These probabililies are computed 

from the relative frequencies in the training set. 
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Feature relevance is not computed in MVDM, but there is an implicit feature weighting 

system present. The class probabilities of informative features will lean towards a particular 

class. This implies that on average the 6(v,,vzj will be large for that particular feature. 

Uninformative features will accordingly have a smaller ii(vl,v$ because the value of the 

conditional class probabilities will be quite similar. 

The way i n  which the nearest neighbour sets are composed in MVDM differs from the way in 

which it is done in Overl(zp-based metrics. Overlup causes an abundance of ties in the nearest 

neighbour position; this problem is reduccd or completely resolved by using MVDM. For 

cxample: if your test instance differs one mismatch from the nearest neighbour, Overlup will 

yield all the instances which havc different feature values in the mismatch position as nearest 

neighbours. Contrary to this, MVDM will only propose the nearest neighbour with the lowest 

delta in the misniatch position. This means that MVDM yields a much smaller nearcst 

neighbour set than the Overlap-based metrics. 

The difference between MVDM and Jeffrey Divergence Me~riu is thal MVDM computes a 

straightforward geometrical distance between two class distributions, while Jefiey 

Divrrgertce introduces a logarithm term. The distance between two features is computed 

according to Jefi ey Divergence as in Equation 5.12: 

Jeffey Divergence assigns relatively larger distances to value pairs of which the class 

distributions are further apart. It basically assigns more prominence to zero probabilities than 

MVDIM. 
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5.3.3 CLASS VOTING 

5.3.3.1 ~'&UOKI'I'Y VOTING 

ihjorily volirrg [32] is the basic method used to determine the class to be assigned lo a query. 

It consists of doing a frequency count of the classes occurring in the nearest neighbour set, 

and then assigning the most frequently occurring class to the query. This means that all 

instances in the set of nearest neighbours contribute equally to the decision about which class 

to assign to the query, irrespective of their dislances from the query point. 

5.3.3.2 D I S T ~ C E  WEIGHTED CLASS VOTING 

It may be argued that instances in the nearest neighbour set with a small distance to the query 

should have more influence on the decision about which class to assign to the query than 

instances that are further away from the query. This is a more logical way of deternluiing a 

class than just ordinary majority voting. There are three types of distance weighted class 

voting weights [ I h] namely, Inverse Lineur Weightirrg, Inverse. Distnnce Weighting and 

Exportential Decuy Weighting. 

INVERSE LINEAR WEIGHTING (IL) 

Inverse I,imwr weighting assigns a heavier weight to a neighbour that is a smaller distance 

away from the query than a neighbour that is a greater distance away. The weight of an 

instanccj (w,) in the set of nearest neighbours is computed as  in Equation 5.14: 

Where: 

dj is the distance to the query of the j'th nearest neighbour 

dl the distance of the qucry to the nearest neighbour 

dk the distance from Ihe query to the furthest (k'th) neighbour. 
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When dj is (nearly) as large as dk, the nominator in Equation 5.14 will be very small, so the 

weight of instancej will be small. The weight will be one if instancej is the nearest (rh = d l ) .  

INVERSE DISTANCE WEIGHTING (ID) 

Inverse Di.r.la~lce weigh~ittg [64] implies thal weights, inversely proportional to the distance 

from the query instance, are awarded to the neighbouring instances according to equation 

E ~ ~ N T M L  DECAY ~ E I I G  (ED) 

The weight of a neighbour point is solely dependant on its distance from the query instance in 

equations 5.14 and 5.15. This leads us to make the false assumption that {he relationship 

between distance and relevance to the query is fixed over different data sets. Exponential 

Decay Weighting, based on work done by Shepard [65], is used to overcome this false 

assumption. Shepard proposes a universal perceptual law which stales that the relevance of a 

previous stimulus to the birth of a new stimulus is an exponential decreasing firnction of ils 

distance in psychological space. Equation 5.16 slates thc formula for exponential decay 

weighting: 

Figure 25 [I61 shows the function curves of ID and ED (with varying values for a and P). ID 

and 1L assign differing weights to close neighbours and less differing weights lo more distant 

neighbours. ED has a shallower curve than ID for higher distances, meaning that there is less 

variance in the weights awarded to [he more distant neighbours. ID also assigns very high 

weights to near-matching neighbours; ED on the other hand, assigns a maximum weight of 

one lo these neighbours. Iiigher weights are awarded if the value of a is increased, while an 
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increase in p tends to make the ED curve bell shaped. This means {hat less differing weights 

are assigned to near-matching neighbours. 

0 0.5 1 t,5 2 2.5 3 

Distance from query 

Figure 25: Inverse Dishnee (ID) and Exponential Decay (ED) with three different settings for a and fl 

The frequency threshold can only bc used with the MVDM and Jeffrey Divergence Disrrrnce 

Mrrrics. When one or both values in a pair of matched values occur less frequently in the data 

set than the value of the frequency threshold, the distance metric used is switched from either 

IMVDIM or JeRrey to the Overlap distance metric [ I  61. 

5.3.5 TIE BREAKING 

Thc last s k p  of A-NN classification is taking the majority category among the set of nearest 

neighbours, where their vote is c'ither unwcighted or weighted by their distance function. Ties 
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are very likely to occur. especially when a weighted distance function was not used. The 

procedure for tie breaking [I 61 in TiMBL is as follows: The value of the k parameter is 

incremcnted by 1, and the additional nearest neighbours at this new kth distance are added to 

Ihe current nearest neighbour set. The majority category in this new neighbour set is now 

taken as the category to be awarded. This will hopefully resolve the lie, otherwise TiMBL 

can be set to avoid ties by making a random choice of a classificatiorl from a class 

distribution in a ncarest-neighbour set, weighted by the distribution of the classes in the set. 

It is a well-known fact that large fluctuations in generalisation accuracy can be observed 

when changing the parameter settings of memory-based learning algorithms [60]. One of the 

objectives of this study is to determine the best data representation and parameter setting for 

the Afrikaans lemmatisation task. However, obtaining these parameter settings for optirnal 

performance can be a difficult task. The default method used, is to [rain the system with all 

available settings for every algorithm and then to comparc the obtained accuracies. However, 

this approach is time-consuming and computationally intensive, because the system has to be 

retrained for every possible parameter setting of lhe involved algorithm. For instance, TiMBL 

has five algorithms, six distance metrics, five feature weighting possibilities and three class 

voting weights. The number of nearest ncighbours to consider can also bc defined for some 

algorithms. If four classification algorilhms are considered (IGTree is not included as i t  only 

has five parameter options) together with ten different numbers of nearest neighbours, we 

will, for example, have lo train the system 3 600 times ( 4 x 6 ~ 5 ~ 3 ~  10=3 600). This number of 

experiments is only for purposes of illustration as some of the parameter settings can only be 

used with cer~ain algorithms. The problem is (hat this approach is uomputatiorlally very 

expensive. An exhaustive search through all the combinations of parameters for IB1 on one 

rcpresenlation of Lin's training data took 176 hours and 28 minutes to complete. Keep in 

~nind that we have four data representations and five different additional ftatures. This will 

result in 20 different experiments that could each take a minimum of 176 hours and 28 

minutes. This would result in more than 147 days of continuous training and evaluation, 
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which is not desirable at all. An alternative to using an exhaustive search for algorithmic 

parameter optiniisalion is to use Wrapped Progressive Sampling (WPS) [MI. The rest of this 

section will describe the process of WPS and the results obtained through the use of it. 

WPS can be viewed as a competition between different algorithm parameter settings to 

determine the average best-performing setting, and can be compared to a race between 

mountaineers to reach the top of a mountain [21j. The race begins with all of the 

mountaineers rushing up the mountain. After some time, the momtaineers that were least 

successful in terms of the height reached, arc dropped from the race. The race however 

continues wilh thc rest of the nlountaineers while the climbing gels increasingly difficult. 

This process o f  less successful mountaineers dropping out is continued until only one 

mountair~eer is left. If the top of the mountain is reached with more than one mountaineer still 

in the race, a random selection is made between the mountaineers to determine the winner. In 

our case the different combinations of parameter settings are the mountaineers, while the 

mountain is the amount of data used for training purposes. 

WPS is based on progressive sampling, a process starting through selection of small samples 

and progressively increasing them as  long as model accuracy improves. The term "wrapped" 

in WPS denotes thaf the feature selection algorithm exists as a wrapper around the induction 

algorithm [67]. Having access to massive amounts of data docs not necessarily imply that the 

algorithms must use them all. Samples often provide the same accuracy wirh far less 

computational cosl [60]. 

5.4.2 DETERMINING THE SIZES OFTHE PROGRESSIVE DATA SETS' 

WPS starts with a data set of training instances, used as  basis for sampling smaller training 

and evi~luarion sets. 80% of the original data set is used for training, while the rest of thc data 

set is used for evaluation. An exponential series of data sets is generated accordi~ig to the 

following three step procedure: 

' Thc infbrmalion prcsentcd in subsccrinns 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 is horn Daelcmans and Van den Uosch 160], unless 
statcd othcrwisc. 
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Step I: Let n be the number of instances in the data set used for training. An exponential 

sequence of 20 data sets is created by using a factor f as  in Equation 5.17. 

f = 3 h  (5.171 

Step 2: A sequence of i ={ I . .  . d )  data sets is generated containing sizei number of instances 

each. For i= l ,  sizel = 1 and then for every i>1, the number of instances contained is defined 

as: 

size, = size,-, * f (5.18) 

Step 3: The data sets are then limited to those containing more than 500 instances. A data set 

of SO0 instances is used as  the first set. An evaluation set, 20% the size of every generated 

data set, is also generated for every data set. The evaluation sets are extracted from the 20% 

of the original database set aside for evaluation. 

WPS is performed over the sequence o f  data sets generated, and operates on a pool of 

algorithm settings. This pool of algorithm settings contains all the possible settings of the 

involved algorithm, referred to as s,...~,. C is the total number of possible parameter settings 

available for the algorithm. The WPS process can be split into three steps: 

Step 1: WPS is used to perform experiments with all the possible settings (s ]... s,) on  the first 

data set (the data set containing 500 instances), while evalualing with [he evaluation set 

generated for the iirst training set (the evaluation set containing 100 instances, 20% the size 

of the first data ser of 500 instances). The performance of each setting is judged on the 

number of correctly classified evaluation instances. 

Step 2: Next, badly performing settings are removed from the pool of algorithm settings (i.e. 

the least successful mountaineers are dropped from the race). This editing of badfy- 

performing settings from the pool of settings should be very carefully done by the WPS 

algorithm. The danger here is that settings that perform badly on a small amount of training 
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data, but perform better on larger amounts of training data can be wrongfully removed from 

the pool of settings. Instead of sorting the accuracies obtained through each parameter setting 

and culling away the lower half for example, WPS attempts to estimate the subset of 

accuracies that stands out as the best performing group. This is done through dividing all the 

accuracies into 10 equally sized bins, bl . . .  blo. The number of unique accuracies in each bin is 

Ih,f. The bins selected for the next step is determined in the following way: The bin with the 

highest accuracies is taken as  lhe first selected bin. Every preceding bin that represents an 

equal number of settings or  more than its subsequent bin is also selected. This selections of 

preceding bins is halted as soon as  Ibil<lb,+ll. 

Step 3: The current training and evaluation sets are discarded next, and replaced by their 

bigger-sized successors (i.e. the mountain gets higher, the climbing more difficult and the 

mountaineers start dropping out). The remaining parameter settings are then evaluated on 

these bigger data sets, and step 2 is repeated. This process goes on until one of the following 

conditions is mct: 

1. Orfly one setting is lefi; 

2. More than one setting is left after training and evaluating with the largest available 

data set. The TiMBL default algorithm setting is selected if i t  is among the settings 

that are left; otherwise a random selection is made. 

I'aronrseizrch is evaluated in the next section to detennine its suitability for determining the 

best data representation and algorithmic parameters for Lia. 

A software package employing WPS, called Parumsearch 1.0 (Beta) [21], is currently 

available for the purpose of determining the best algorithmic parameters for a certain 

classifier. Unfortunately IBI and IGTree are the only TiMBL algorithms supported by 

IJarornsc.orc:ir, which turned out to be unsatisfactory in the sense that we are also interested in 

lhe performance of other algorithms. 
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Experiments with Purumseurch on Liu's data proved to be very fast, but the problem is that 

the differences between Ihe sizes of the progressive data sets generated by P~rrumsearch at 

the skirt of the WPS procedure are too small. These small differences between the sizes of the 

progressive data sets cause a large number of parameter settings to be filtered out early on in 

the WPS process. Table 1 1 serves as an illustration of the problem relating to the relation 

between data set size and number of parameter settings evaluated. The sizes of the 

progressive data sets were generated according lo equations 5.17 and 5.18 in Section 5.4.2. 

Table 11: Relation between dala set size and number of parameter setting evaluated by Paramsearch 

Data set Number 

Table I I indicates that 99% of the paramcter settings were filtered out based on a training set 

containing only 2% of the available instances. The problem therefore is that too many 

parameter settings are filtered out at the beginning of the process when the data set sizes are 

still very small. Some of these parameter settings rhar are filtered out in the beginning could 

possibly include settings that could have performed very well later on in the process when 

more data is used for evaluation. as will be illustrated in Section 5.4.5. 

To  overcome the problems related to the small differences in the progressive data sets and the 

fact that 17urumsrurch can only be used for two of the five TiMBL algorithms, we created our 

own implementation of Purunrseurult, which we call PSeurch [68]. PSrurch was 

programmed in Per1 and works basically on the same principles as the original Purum.seurch, 

with the major difference being that PSrurch can utilise all of the TiMBL algorithms. 

Another difference is in the way in that the sizes of the training and evaluation sets are 

senerated (i.e. the height of the checkpoints on the mountain). 

Number of Instances in the Data set 
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The approach followed by PSearch is therefore to discard equations 5.17 and 5.18 for the 

generation of the progressive data set sizes and instead manually define the sizes of the 

progressive data sets based on prior knowledge of the available data set. Table 12 displays the 

sizes of the progressive data sets, as well the number of parameter settings evaluated by 

PSearch. 

Table 12: Relation between data set size and numbcr of parameter setting evaluated by PSearch 

Data set Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Compared to Table I 1, Table 12 shows a more gradual decrease in rhe number of evaluated 

parameler settings. Table 12 therefore represents a much more desirable situation, as the 

chances of good performing paran~eter se tlings being eliminated at the beginning of the 

process are decreased. 

5.4.5 COMPARING P A ~ M S E A  RCH AND PSEA RCH 

Number of Instances in the Data set 

800 

I 51K) 

2 000 

4 000 

The purpose of this subsection is to compare the perfomlance of Parumsertrch and PSrarch. 

Bolh Pummsearch and PSearch were used to generate a set of combinational settings that are 

expected to do well on the lemmatisation task. The comparative cvaluation was done for the 

1B1 algorilhm only, with feature-aligned data containing 20 features as data set. We also 

performed an exhaustive search throughout all of the 925 possible combinational parameter 

settings for 1B1, to serve as basis for the comparison of the performance of PSearch and 

Pi~ramsuurch. The five bcst combinational settings that Parumseurch and Hearch 

Number of Parameter Settings 

Evaluated 

925 

630 

238 

135 
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rcspeclivclp yielded are displayed in descending order in Table 13 and 14, together with their 

rankings according to the exhaustive search. The cxhaustive search ranking signifies a 

position out of 925, as determined by the rankings of the algorithmic parameters produced in 

an exhirustive search. A ranking of I signifies the best combinational setting out of 925, while 

a ranking of 925 signifies the combinational setting with the lowest accuracy score. For 

example the setling with IB1 as classification algorithm, Jeffrey divergence as distance 

metric, frequency rhrcshold of 2, Gain Ratio as feature-weight, 5 nearest ncighbours and 

Inverse Linear class voting weight was ranked by Pruanrsearrh as the best perfomring 

parameter sctting, while the exhaustive search in fact indicated that this setting is ranked at 

position 27 1 out of 925 possible settings. 

Method 

Partrmenrclr 

Classification 

Algorithm 

Jeffrey F 

Jeffrey i- 

Feature- 

weighting 

Gain 

Ratio 

Gain 

Ratio 
. . 

Gain 

Ratio 

Gain 

Ratio 

Gain 

Ratio 

Number of 

Nearest 

Neighhours 

r i  Linear 

Table 13: Top 5 parameter settings produced by Paramsearch 

Ranking 

(Exhaustive 

Search) 

27 1 

149 

154 

88 

Class 

Voting 

Weights 

lnversc 

Lincar 

Invcrse 

Lincar 

Inverse 

Lincar 

lnvcrsc 

Idincar 

- 
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Algorithm 

Table 14: Top 5 parameter settings produced by PSearch 

The results in Table 13 and 14 indicate that PSearch delivers combinalional settings with 

higher rankings than Paranisearch. PSearch even delivered thc combinational settings ranked 

1 and 2. which shows that I'Search is more suitablc than Purumscarch for producing 

combinational settings for the task of Afrikaans len~matisation. 

Ranking 

(Exhaustive 

Search) 

1 

2 

7 

1 1  

12 

The results from the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test indicate that the accuracy figure obtained 

with the best setting that PSeurch delivered (Mdn = 92,825) is signillcantly higher than the 

result obtaincd with the best setting obtained with Paramseurch (Mdn = 92,092) (T = 0; 

pc0,05; r = -0,886). 

Distance 

Metric 

MVDM 

MVDM 

Jcffre y 

Je t'frcy 

Jcffrc y 

Speed is the one aspect where Puran~.eurch delivers better results lhan I'Seurch. Table 15 

shows a comparison of the execution time of Parumsclurch and PSearcll when finding the 

best algorilhmic parameters for IB1 on feature-aligned data with 20 fealures. 

Class 

Voting 

Weights 

Invcrsc 

Linear 

Invcrse 

Lincar 

Inverse 

Lincar 

lnvcrsc 

Linear 

lnvorse 

Linmr 
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Ranking 

(PSearch) 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Frequency 

Threshold 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

Feature- 

weighting 

Information 

Gain 

Inlormalion 

Gain 

Inkwrnation 

Gain 

Information 

 ah 
Information 

Gain 

Xumber of 

Nearest 

Neighboun 

11 

I 1  

11 

9 

9 
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Parumsearch 

Table 15 indicates that the execution time of PSearch is more than 3 times the cxccution time 

of Parimsearch. This relatively large difference in execution time seems to be trivial when 

compared to the execution time of an exhaustive search. An exhaustive search throughout all 

of the possible parameter combinations for IBI (on the same data set used for the comparison 

of Table 15) took 176 hours and 28 minutes to complete, which is much longer than the 

execution time of PScarch. The 20 minute difference in execution time between PSeurch and 

Para~n.srurcl~ therefore s e e m  to be acceptable considering the fact that 15eurch is more 

likely to produce better performing algorithmic parameter settings than I'arumsenrclt. 

Esecution Time (in seconds) 

525.34 

PSearch 

5.5 FINDING THE BEST DATA REPRESENTATION AND 

ALGORITHMIC PARAMETERS FOR LIA 

176839 

The objective of this subsection is to determine the best data representation and set of 

algorithmic parameters for all TiMBL algorithms. The objective of this section is therefore to 

specifically address Research Question 3 (Which algorithmic parameters deliver the best 

performance in terms of linguistic accuracy, execution time and memory usage?). The 

results of Section 5.4.5 provide molivation for using PSearch rather Lhan I'nramseurclz for 

the experiments in this section. PSearclr was not used to determine the best algorithmic 

paramelers of IGTree, since IGTree only has 5 possible parameter sctlings. This limitcd 

number of available parameter settings makes i t  possible to determine the best algorithmic 

parameters of IGTrcc by means of an exhaustive search tbroughoul all of the possible 

parameler options. 

Table IS: Comparing the speed of Paramsearch and PSearch 

P.Yc.nrch was therefore only used to determine the I0 best parameter combinations of 1B1, 

IB2, TRlBL and TRIBL2 for each of the different data representations. Wc have five 

different additional features (i.e. feature-aligned, syllable count, syllables, last lelter 

probability and morpheme probability) along with four different  umbers of featurcs ( i s .  

12,20,30 and 381, resulting in 20 different experiments for each of the four algorithms. A 
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total of 80 experiments are thus performed. These 10 best parameter combinations that 

PSenrch yielded were used to construct classifiers using all of the available training data. 10- 

fold Cross-validation was performed on each of the tell classifiers and the average F-Score, 

AUC, Accuracy and Execution time are computed. The results of these 4 experiments are 

scparately displayed in Table 16 to 19. We do not include memory usage in Table 16 to 19, 

siocc the two most important performane metrics, accuracy and execution time represent 

adcquate information for determining the best data representation for each of the four 

algori thrns. 

The values of the parameters used in the evaluation are displayed in the following list: 

1) Dislance Metrics (Overlap, MVDM, Jeffrey Divergence) 

2) Feature-weights (No Weighting, Gain Ratio, Information Gain, Chi-squared, Shared 

Variance) 

3)  Number of nearest neighbours (1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,19,25,35) 

4) Frequency Threshold ( 1,2) 

5) 1B2 Initial number of instances (50% of the available training data) 

6) Class Voting Weights (Normal majority voting, Inverse Distance weighting, Inverse 

Linear weighting, Exponential Decay weighting) 

7) TRIBL offset, the index number of the feature (counting from 1) after which TRlBL 

should switch from IGTree to IB1 (13 features - 3,6,9; 20  features - 5,10,15; 30 

features - 7,15,23; 38 features - 9,19,28) 
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Algorithm 

IBl I Fearurc-aligncd 13 

Accuracy 

IB1 

W l  

IB1 

IB1 

Average Data Representation 

I I I I I 

score 1 

Fcaturc-sliped 20 

Ftalurc-aligned 30 

Frarurc-aligned 38 

Syllable count 13 

IEZl I Syllabic count 20 

1B1 

IBl 

ID1 

I I I I I 1 

/ IUI I Syllables 30 0.007 1 0.938 1 0,013 I 180,433 1 

Average F- 

Accuracy 

0,853 0.810 

0,92 1 1 0,945 1 0.926 1 42,924 

I I I I I 

Average AUC 

Execution 

time 

2.008 0,85 1 

0,923 

0,5522 

0,92 1 

0,919 

' Syilablc count 30 

Syllabic count 38 

SyIlables 13 

It31 

I I I I 1 

0,946 

0,946 

0,945 

0.943 

0.92 1 

0,922 

0,909 

Syllables 20 

IU1 ( Syllables 38 

I I I I 1 

I81 ( Morpheme probability 13 1 0,891 I 0,929 ) 0,803 / 18.3 17 

0.910 I 0.940 1 0,916 ( 1 20.733 

0,909 1 0,938 1 0,914 1 232J 17 
I 

IB1 

!I3 1 

0,928 

0,927 

0.926 

0.924 

0.946 

0,046 

0,939 

0,919 

0.92 1 

I t3 I 

Table 16: Results obtained with PSearch for IB1 

i 

17,590 

29.980 

3U,989 

25,96'3 1 

Last lcttcr probability 13 

Last Icttcr probability 30 

Last leltcr probability 38 

P 
1 

Morpherne probability 20 0;938 
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0,927 

U,927 

0.9 15 

0,943 

0,945 IUI  / Las~ 1ct1c.r probability 20 

59,500 

66,467 

87,705 

0,923 

0,923 

1 ~ 1  

1.B I 

0.924 

0.926 

0.909 

0,9 I 1 

12.856 

26.502 

30.85 1 

39,624 

Morphemc probability 30 

Morphcme probability 38 

29,980 

35,9 15 

I 

0.946 

0.946 

0,906 

0,908 

0,928 

0,927 

0,938 

0,940 
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I Accuracy 1 Execvtioa 

Algorithm / Data Representation 1 Average F- 1 Avemge AUC 1 Average Average 

THIBLZ 

THIBL.2 

TRIUL2 

TRI13L2 

TRIBL2 

TRIBL.2 

TRIDL2 

T R I B E  

TR113L2 

TRIBL2 

TRIBL2 

TRIBE 

T R I B E  

TRIBL2 

T R I M 2  

Table 17: Results obtained with PSearch for TFURL2 

Fcalurc-aligned 30 

Feature-aligned 38 

Syllable count 13 

Syllablc count 20 

Syll;tblc count 30 

Syllablc count 38 

Syllables 13 

Syllables 20 

TRIBL2 

T R I B E  

TRII3L2 
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Syllables 30 

SyHablcs 38 

Last letlcr probability 13 

LSI lctrcr probahili~y 20 

Last lcltcr probabilily 30 

Last Icttcr probability 38 

Morpheme probability 13 

0.909 

0.91 l 

0,890 

0,894 

0,902 

0,904 

0,889 

0,802 

Morphemc probabiliry 20 

Morphcmc probability 30 

Morphernc probability 38 

0,899 

0,899 

0,9 19 

0,92 1 

0.020 

0,921 

0,887 

0,936 

0,938 

0,921 
- 

0.926 

0,932 

0,933 

0,92 1 

0,923 

0,890 

0.890 

0.891 

0,929 

0,930 

0,943 

0,945 

0,044 

0,945 

0,927 

0,9 14 

0,9 16 

0,895 

0,899 

0.906 

0.908 

0,894 

0,898 

0,930 

0,930 

0.93 1 

29.52 1 

33,562 

7.757 

10,217 

t 3 , lM 

15,453 

12,283 

15.972 

0. 904 

0,904 

0,925 

0.926 

0,026 

0,926 

I 

21,361 

22,798 

1 1,907 

18,753 

23,699 

30,727 

0.892 

0,892 

0,893 

0,888 ( 959 1 

20,621 

29,962 

34,Ol I 
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score Accuracy Execution I time 

Average Average Algorithm 

TRIBL 

TRIBL 

Data Representation 

TRIBL 

TRIHL 

TRlUL 
I 

TRl BL 

TRIM, 

TRIBL 

TRIBL 

TRlBL 

Feature-aligned 13 

Fcaturc-aligned 20 

I I I 1 I 

Average F- 

Fcaturc-aligned 30 

Fcarurc-aligned 38 

Syllahle count 13 

Syllable cuun~  20 

Syllable cmm 30 

Syllnble count 38 

Syllables 13 

Syllables 20 

TRl BL ( Syllables 30 

TRlUL 

TRlL3L 

Average AUC 

0,883 

0,891 

0,889 1 0,923 1 0,896 1 12.798 

TRIUI, 

TRlBL 

TRIWl, 

Table 18: Results obtained with PSearch for TRIBL 

O.'!O 1 

0.904 

0,884 

0.890 

0,896 

0,897 

0,904 

0.887 

Syllables 38 

Lasf letter pnshabilily 13 

TRIBL 

TRIUL 

TRIUL 

TRlBL 

Automatic Lemmatisation for Mrikaans 

0,9 17 

0,922 

hsl letter prohabilily 20 

last lclter probability 30 

Last lertcr probabiliry 38 

0,930 

0,932 

0,') 19 

0.922 

0,927 

0.026 

0.932. 

0.92 1 

0,8B9 

0,900 

ACtlx probabili~y 13 

Affix probability 20 

Aflix probability 30 

Affix probability 38 

0,892 

0,897 

0,54 1 

0.54 1 

0,857 

3,509 

5,209 

0.907 

I1,910 

0,893 

0,897 

0.902 

0,903 

0,9 10 

0,893 

0,923 

0,928 

0,686 

0.686 

0.686 

0,686 

J 

7.370 

8,888 

5,667 

6,848 

9.432 
- 

10.413 

12,224 

13,493 

0,705 

0,705 

0,8W 

0,896 

0,905 

0.79 1 

0,792 

0.7 92 

0,792 

13.238 

5,929 

11,605 

0,605 

0,863 

5,592 

7,7 18 

9.872 1 
0,727 

0,726 

6726 

0.727 

4.54 1 - 
5.756 

7-% 

9,802 



I time 

Algorithm Average 

Accuracy 

I B2 

1 BZ 

182 

If32 

I B2 

I B2 

1 I32 

Average 

Execu lion 

Data Representatioo 

fB2 

Table 19: Results oblained with PSearch for 182 

SyUablc count 13 

Syllable cuunr 20 

I B2 

102 

I BZ 

I132 

I B? 

Unlike the results in Table 16 to 19, which were based on the ten best performing algorithmic 

settings for the various classification algorithms and feature representations, Table 20 

displays the results obtained with an exhaustive search throughout all of the possible 

parameter setlings for IGTree for the 20 different data representations. The exhaustive search 

was possible since IGTree is a relatively fast algorithm with only five diffcrent combinations 

of algorithmic parameter settings. 

Average F- 

score 

Syllables 38 

Aulomaric Lc~n~natisa[ion for Afrikaans 102 

Average AUC 

0.907 

0,9 10 

Iasr lc~tcr protlability 38 

Affix probability 13 

Affix probability 20 

~ f f i x ~ & a b i ~ i t ~  30 
---- 

A f f i x  probability 38 

0,897 

lB2 , Isst h e r  probability 13 

1 I32 Last lcrter probability 20 

0,935 

0,938 

SyIIahlc counr 30 

Syllable cl?ual 38 

Syllablts 13 

SylIablcs 20 

Syllables 30 

0.902 

0,909 

0,893 I B2 

0,9 10 
- 

0,89 1 

0,894 

0.888 

0,8E 

0,925 

0,923 

0,915 

0,9 17 

0.914 

0,929 

Last lelrer prubnbility 30 

394,205 

409 ,4 1 1 

3 15.234 

4 J 1.366 

1239.375 

0,92 1 

0,925 --- 
0,910 

0,908 

0,898 

0,902 

0.898 

0,933 

0.937 

0,924 

0,938 

0,928 

0.93 1 

0.928 

0.930 

233,797 

32 1,727 

0,938 

0,937 

0,930 

0.933 

0,930 

0,9 1 3 1983.447 

0.916 

0.921 

0,909 

0.922 

0,902 

0,904 

0,900 

0,903 

78,727 

123,798 

137564 

163,89 1 

105,823 

166,258 

178.619 

239,829 
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Table 20: Exhaustive Search Results for IGTree 

Average 

Execution 

time 

6,371 

1 1.842 

20,935 

30,014 

9.416 1 
20.758 

25.217 

38,923 

9.416 

20.758 

25.217 

38,923 

6,544 
IGTree 

lCiTrcc 

IGTrec 

1GTn.e 

IGTree 

IGTrw 

IGTrcr 

Table 21 indicates Ihe best data representations, together with the best combination of 

algorithmic parameter settings for each of the classification algorithms selected from Table 

16 to 20. The best data representation was selected on linguistic accuracy. since the objective 

of this study is first off all to construct a lemmatiser that achieves the highest possible 

accuracy ratc. Average Execution time was the deciding factor when a tie (based on average 

accuracy) occurred between two or more data represenlations. The best performing parameter 

settings for each of the 5 classification algorithms, as computed by PSmrclz (excepl the 

parameter setting for 1GTree) are also displayed in Table 21. For example, the best 

performing parameters for IBI (MVDM distance metric, lnforrnation Gain weighting, 11 

nearest neighbours, a frequency threshold of 2 and Inverse Linear class weights), was 

Algorithm 

IGTrcc 

ICiTrce 

IGTrec 

IGTrcc 

IGTrcc 

IGTrcc 

IGl'rct: 

IGTrec 

1GTrc.c: 

IGT'ree 

Automatic Lmunatisation lor AIrikaans 

Average F- 

score 

0,779 

0.780 

0,784 

0.785 

0,801 

0,805 

0,805 

0.809 

0.801 

0,804 

0,808 

0,800 

0,482 

' Data Representation 

- 
Fealure-aligned 13 

Feature-aligned 20 

Feature-aligncd 30 

Fcaturc-aligncd 38 

Syllable count 13 

Syllable count 20 

Syll;rblc. counr 30 

Syllable coum 38 

Syllables 13 

SyUablcs 20 

Last letter probabili~y 20 

List lctler probability 30 

Last lettcr probability 38 

Arfis probabili~y 13 

Affix prohahilily 2Q 

Affix probability 30 

Aflis protrabilitp 38 

Average AUC 

0,840 

0,54 1 

0,844 

0.844 

0.859 

0,862 

0.864 

0.864 

0,859 

0,862 

0,864 

0,864 

0.618 

IGTrcc 1 Syllables 30 

0,482 

0,482 

0,482 

0,637 

0.636 

0,636 

0.637 

Average 

Accuracy 

0,745 

0.796 

0,801 

0.80 1 

0,815 

0,818 

0,821 

0.825 

0,RlS 

0.8 18 

0,82 1 

0,822 

0,596 

ICiTrcc 

IGTree 

Syllables 36 

Last Iwer  prohabililg 13 

0,619 

IJ,6 19 

0.6 1 Y 

0,743 

0,743 

0.743 

0.743 

0,596 

0,596 

0,596 

0.695 

0,694 

0.6995 

0.695 

9,604 

13.349 

10.751 

25,627 

9,414 

13,282 

16.6 1 R 
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determined by selecting the best performing combination of parameter settings for IBI with 

feature-aligned data with 211 features. 

Data Representation 

Table 21: The best data represenlation for the different TiMBL algorithms 

Distance 

Metric 

MVDM 

Jeffrey 

Jcff'rcy 

- 

MVDM 

OvcrIap 

The different algorithmic parameters obtained for each of the five different settings in Table 

21 are now evalualed in on the full data set comprising 72 226 instances. Ten-fold cross- 

validation was used in the evaluation and the average linguistic accuracy figures and 

execution time were computed. 

Class Weights TRIBL 

Offset 

I n  fornlation 

Gain 

Information 

Gain 

Gain Ratio 

Sharcd 

Variancc 

Information 

Gain 

Frequency 

Threshold 

Feature- 

weight 

Table 22: Results obtained with the best parameter settings for the different algorithms 

Nearest 

neighbours 

11 

15 

5 

7 

Memory usage (MB) Algorithm 

IBI 
I B2 
IGTwt: 
TRll3L2 
TKILIL 

Table 22 indicates that IB2 has an execution lime of 350,171 seconds, which deviates from 

the execution times of the other algorithms. This long execution time can be ascribed to the 

incremental addition of misclassified instances to memory (see Section 5.2.2). Another value 

that clearly deviates from the other in 

Average Accuracy Average E~ecution Time 
(in seconds) 

Automatic krnmatisalion for Afrikaans 

2 

2 

2 

1 

- 

0,923 
0,928 
0,(903 
0,927 
0,9 1 1 

Invcrsc Linear 

Inverse Lincar 

inverse 

Distancc 

Inverse Linear 

- 

18,317 
350.17 1 

14,8111 
18,197 
9.162 

- 

- 

27 

14,88R 
1 0.305 
0,267 

18.7 17 
22.552 
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Table 22 is the memory usage of IGTree. This much reduced figure can be accounted to the 

optimised storage of training instances in a tree structure as employed by IGTree (see Section 

5.2.3). 

The 5 algorithms (trained with their best parameter settings and data representations) are now 

ranked according to the accuracies achieved on the Afrikaans lemmatisation task. Remember 

that it was indicated in Chapter 1 that the performance metrics are considered in the 

following order of importance: 

a. Accuracy 

b. Execution tinie 

c. Mc~nory usage 

The ranks produced by Friedman's ANOVA are displayed in 

Table 23. The results produced by Friedman's ANOVA indicate that there is a significant 

difference be tween the accuracy scores obtained with the different classification algorithms 

(F = 32,240; p<0,05; df = 4). Results obtained with the Wilcoxon Signed-rank lest indicates 

that significant differences exist between all the of the algorithms except for IB1 and IB2 (T = 

213;  p<0,005; r = -0,19), IBI and TRIBL2 (T = 11; p<O,O05; r = -0,5311, and 1B2 and 

TRIBL2 (T = 17; 11<0,005; r = -0,338). A Bonferroni correction was applied and therefore 

all the effects are reported at a significance level of 0,005. 

Table 23: Ranks for the different classification algorithms 

Algorithm 1 Metan Rank 

The results from the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test indicate that there are no significant 

differences in the accuracy figures obtained by the top 3 algorithms, namely 1B1, 1B2 and 

TRlBL2. In order to decide on the best algorithm between IB1, IB2 and TRIBL2, the 

execution tinie was considered. 

IL11 4.213 



Table 22 indicatcs that the execution time of IB2 (350,171 s) is much higher than the 

execution time of IB1 (18,317 s) and TRIBL2 (18,197 s), and IB2 is therefore not further 

considered in the process of finding the best algorithm for Afrikaans lemmatisation. 

In order to make an informed selection (based on execution time) between IB1 and TRIBL2, 

anotllcr Wilcoxon Signed-rank test was computed to determine if significant differences in 

the execution times of IB1 and TRIBL2 exist. Results from the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test 

indicate that there is no signillcant difference between the execution times of 1B1 (Md~i = 

18,223) and TRIBL (Mdn = 18,188), T = 0, p>0,05, r = -0,142). There is no significanl 

difference between the accuracies and the execution times of IB1 and TRIBL2; therefore we 

were lbrced ro decide be tween IB 1 and TRIBL on the basis of memory usage. 

Table 22 indicates that IBl uses significantly less memory than TRIBL2, which indicates that 

1B1 is Ihe best algorithm for Afrikaans lemmatisation. The difference in memory usage 

between IB1 m d  TRIBL2 can be ascribed to the fact that TRIBL was trained on data with 

more fcatures (feature-aligned data with 38 features) than the data on which IB1 was trained 

(feature-aligned data with 20 features). 

Based on the preceding comparisons and statistical significance tests, the classification 

algorithms can be ranked as in 

Table 24 in terms of suitability for Afrikaans lemmatisation based on linguistic accuracy. 

The rankings of 

Table 24 were based on accuracy, while execution time and memory usage were used to 

distinguish between options when no significant differences existed. Note that Table 24 

indic:~tes the ranking of the classification algorithms and not the 5 best classifiers. 

- 
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Rank I Classification j Data 

Algorithm ( Representation 

probability 20 

Dislance Feature- 

Metric Wtight 

MVDM laformalion 

Gain 

MVDM Shared 

Variance 

I I I Gain 

IGTrcc Syllablc count 38 

Gain 

Nearest I Frequency I Claa I TRlBL I 
neighboun I Threshold I Weights I Offset 1 

Table 24: Rankings based on linguistic accuracy 

Table 24 indicates that IB1 trained on featurc-aligned datli with MVDM as distance metric, 

Information Gain as feature weight, 11 nearest neighbours, a frequency threshold of 2 and 

Inverse Linear dass  weights achieve the highest accuracy figure of 92,8%. The high accuracy 

figure of the classifier is confirmed by the high figures for F-Score (0,923) and AUC (0,946) 

that the classifier obtained. 

This chapter commenced with an introduction to the classification algorirhms availablc in 

TiMBL. We first described the two instance-based algorithms, IBI (that is the basic inslance- 

based algorithm) and IB2, the incremental editing algorithm. This was followed by 

descriptions of IGTree, the decision tree-based algorithm, and the rwo hybrid algorithms 

TRIBL and TRIBL2. The inlroduction of the classification algorithms was followed by an 

overview of the various algorithmic parameter settings available in TiMBL. We firs1 

considered 4 feature-weighting possibililies that included Information-Gain, Guin Ralio, Chi- 

sqrrurrd and Slrured Variance weighting. Descriptions of the distance metrics, namely 

Ovcdap, Mod@d Vul~re I>iff.renw and Jefirey I>h~r.gcncu were next provided. We then 

. - 
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procceded to explain the process of class voting in TiMBL, where we focused on normal 

majority voting and various methods of distance weighted class voting. We also discussed the 

frequency threshold parameter for MVDM and Jc ' f iq?  divergerm. We also clarified the 

classification process in the event of the occurrence of a tie among two or more neighbours in 

the instance space. 

Sect ion 5.4 in~roduced the process of Wrapped Progressive Sampling, where we explained its 

operation as analogous to the event of a race between mountaineers to reach the top of a 

mounlain. WPS forms the basis for the operation of Pararrrsearch, the software package that 

performs automatic parameter selection. Purumsearch was unfortunately not available for all 

the TiMBL classification algorithms, so we had to write our own implemenlation of 

Purumstwrch, named PSearch, in order to enable us to use it for all of the TiMBL algorithms. 

I'urmmscurch also did not utilize the relatively large data set of Lia to its full potential, as too 

many algorithmic parameter combinations that could possibly have performed well on the 

complele data set were filtered out early on in the process. We therefore proposed a method 

for generating larger data sets early on in the process to improve the performance of 

I'urumsearck. This method for generating larger data sets was accordingly implemented in 

PSeurclr, before a comparison was done between PSearclr and I'aruntseorch on the basis of 

thc results delivered by an exhaustive search to determine if PSeurch delivered better results 

than I-'clrurnsea~-ch. I'Seurch delivered higher ranking algorithmic parameter combinations 

than PSear-ch. We also indicated that a statistically significant difference exists between the 

accuracy figures obtained with the best combination of algorithmic pararncter settings that 

I'Searclr and I'aramseurclr yielded. 

The chapter concluded with Section 5.5 where Research Question 3 (Which algorithm and 

parameters settings deliver the best performance in terms of linguistic accuracy, 

execution time and memory usage?) was addressed. PSrarclt was used to determine the 

bcst data representation and algorithmic parameters for the IB1, IB2, TRIBL and TRIBL2 

algorithms. The best data representation and algorithmic parameters for IGTree was 

determined by means of an exhaustive search. We determined that the classification 

algorithms can be ranked (on the basis of accuracy scores) in the following order: IB1, 

TRIBLZ, 162, TRIBL, IGTree. Thc best classifier (considering accuracy as the most 
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important performance metric) was IBl trained on feature-aligned data w i ~ h  MVDM as 

distance metric, Information Gain as feature weight, 1 I nearest neighbours, a frequency 

threshold of 2 and Lnverse Linear class weights. This classifier obtained the following results: 

Accuracy - 92,8%; F-Score - 0,923; AUC - 0,946; Memory-usage - 10,305 MB; Execution 

tirnc - 18,3 17 seconds. 

We indicated that allernative rankings than those based on accuracy can be produced by 

assigning weights to the different performance rnetrics. The order of the rankings of the 

classification algorithms is dependent on the performance melrics considered to be the most 

important for the classifica~ion task, since the top seltings of the classification algorithms all 

produced classifiers wil h accuracy figures of above 90%. 

Automatic L.cmmarisarion for Afrikaans 
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Cliaptcr h: Conclusion 

Chapter 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
DIRECTIONS 

The availabilily of comprehensive Human Language Technology (HLT) resources is of 

cardinal importance to the survival of any language in the technological era. South Africa has 

11 official languages and therefore the promotion of multilingualism is a very important 

focus of various South African organisalions such as universities and the government. In spite 

of this strong focus on  niultilingualism, the fields of HLT and Natural Language Processing 

( N P )  are relatively unexplored research lerritories in South Africa. It is therefore not 

surprising that  he 11 languages of our country lag behind other languages such as English 

and Dutch in terms of  he availability of HLT resources. The main theme of this research has 

been the development of an automatic lemmatiser for Afrikaans, which forms part of the 

effort to bridge the digital divide between the resource-scare languages of South Africa and 

other languages that have a large number of available HLT resources. 

The automatic le~n~nat iser  developed in this study is named Lia ("Lentmu-d~ntif isucrd~r for 

A J r i k ~ ~ a d '  'Lemrnatiser for Afrikaans'). In order to construct Liu, the following research 

objectives were set in Chapter 1: 

I) T o  define the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation; 

2) T o  determine the influence of the data size and various feature options on  the 

performance of the system; and 

3) T o  automatically determine the algorithm and parameter settings that deliver the best 

performitnce in terms of linguistic accuracy, classification time and memory usage. 

Considering the results obtained for lemmatisation in various other languages and the extent 

of the lemmatisation task in Afrikaans, we defined a desired accuracy figure of 90% for 

Afrikaans lernmarisation. 
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Chapter 2 provided information on memory-based learning in general. The architecture of Liu 

was presented in graphical format and the lemmatisation task was rclated to memory-based 

learning by extending Mitchell's' definition [20] of machine learning to lcmmatisation 

learning. I t  was motivated that lemmatisation is ideally suited to be resolved by means of 

memory-based learning, since the lemmatisation task is complex with many exceptions from 

a linguistic point of view. The operation of the most basic memory-based learning algorithm, 

the k-NN algorithm, was explained to provide insight into the operation of memory-based 

learning in general. The strengths and weaknesses of memory-based learning werc also 

discussed to provide a better idea of the problems that may be encountered in the proccs! of 

constructing an  automatic lernrnatiser for Afrikaans. 

Chapter 2 concluded with a section where TiMBL, the memory-based learning system 

applied in the development of Lia, was introduced. TiMBL has a large variety of different 

classification algorithms and parameter options available that can be set in the construction of 

the classifier. Determining the algorithm and parameter options that deliver the best results in 

t e rns  of linguistic accuracy, classification time and memory usagc formed one of the 3 

objectives of tliis study. 

The purpose of Chapter 3 was to define the classes for Afrikaans lemmatisation, which was 

also the first objective of this study. The chapter started with an investigation into the process 

of inflection in Afrikaans, since automatic lemmatisation requires a clear distinclion between 

intlcctional arid derivational affixes. Distinguishing between inflectional and derivational 

affixes was however riot a simple process, since therc is no agreement among Afrikaans 

linguists on [he affixes that should be considered to be of an inflectional nature. We therefore 

provided a short overview of the viewpoints of a number of authoritative linguists on the 

subject of inflection and the categories thereof in Afrikaans. We accordingly proceeded to 

definc every intlectional category mentioned by the linguists for the purposes of this study. 

The focus of Chapter 4 was initially on the various facets of Liu's training data. We explained 

how the training data for Lia was generated, since we did not have training data available in 

thc desired format (due to Afrikaans being a resource-scarce language) at the start of the 

project. The training data for Liu was generated by extracting the word-forms from CTexT's 
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Afrikaans lexicon, which correspond to the affixes identified by the defined inflectional 

categories. The exrracted word-forms were then manually annotated by providing the 

linguistic accurate lemma for each word-form. 

The extent of the challenge presented to Lia was realised when we considered the fact the Lin 

is expected to achievc an accuracy figure of 90%, in spite of the various complexities and 

exceptions that the lcmma tisat ion task in Afrikaans entails. One of the problems experienced 

in the development of Lia was a lack of training data. It is required of Lin to achieve the 

highest possiblc accuracy figure (or at least an accuracy figure of 90%), while being [rained 

with the smallest amount of training data. We made a prediction, based on a logarithmic 

trendline inserted in to a graph of accuracy versus the number of instances in the training data, 

that Lin would require a training dataset containing approximately 100 000 instances to 

achieve an accuracy figure of 90%. We did not have the resources available to annotate more 

data; therefore we considered alternative options other than enlarging the number of training 

instances in the dataset to achieve the standard o f  90%. 

We experimented with various feature options to determine if this could improve the 

accuracy of Lia. The influence of appending the features on the performance of Lia in terms 

of accuracy, classification time and memory usage was determined by evaluating the feature 

options by training Lia with the default algorithmic parameter settings of TiMBL. The 

purpose of these experiments was to address the second research objective of this study, 

namely to determine the influence of the data size and various feature options on the 

performance of the system. The results reported in Chapter 4 were based on the default 

algorithmic parameter settings of TiMBL, and therefore these results should not be 

generalised as valid for other algorithmic parameter settings. 

Chapter 4 concluded with a visualisation of the nearest neighbour relations in an extraction of 

the training set. The visualisation of the training set showed definite structure in t e r m  of the 

positioning of nodes wirh the same colour, which further motivated that the problem of 

lemmatisation in Afrikaans should be successfully resolved by means of MBL. 
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Chapter 5 addressed the third objective of this study, namely to automatically determine the 

algorithm and parameter settings that deliver the best pcrformance in terms of linguistic 

accuracy, classification time and memory usage. The operation of the 5 classification 

algorith~ns and the various parameter options in TiMBL were described. 

The process of Wrapped Progressive Sampling (WPS) was introduced as an efficient 

alternative to an exhaustive search for finding the data representation (for each classification 

algorithm) and the parameter settings that deliver the besl performance in terms of the 

considered performance metrics. Paran~smrch,  a software package that implements WPS, 

was evaluated on Lia's training data by comparing i t  with the results obtaincd from an 

exhaustive search. It was evident from these resulls that too many algorithmic parameter 

settings (that could possibly have performed well on larger datasets) were filtered out early 

on in the WPS process by Parumsearch. We improved on the results of Paramscw-ch by 

creating PSearrh, our own program implementing WPS. The difference between 

Parumsrarci~ and PSeurch is that PSeurch determines the sizes of the progressive datasets 

used in the WPS procedure on prior knowledge about thc size of the available training set. 

I'Sem-ch was used to obtain 10 (possibly optimal) parameter settings for every combination 

of algorilhm (except for IGTree) and data representation that are estimated to do well in the 

lemmaiisation task. IGTree was evaluated by means of an exhaustive search, since there was 

no need to perform WPS on IGTree, due to the small number of parameter options available 

to IGTree. These 10 settings were then evaluated on the full training set and the average 

results were reported. The best data representation and parameter settings for each 

classification algorithm were determined from these results. 

Rcsults oblaincd during this study indicate that the lemmatisation task in Afrikaans can be 

successf'ully resolved by means of memory-based learning, since an accuracy figure of 92,8% 

was achieved. This accuracy figure is well beyond the standard set for Afrikaans 

lemmatisation and compares well to the results achieved by similar studies [3,8,13]. The 

accuracy figure of 92,8% represents a error reduction percentage of 78,2% on the accuracy 
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figure obtained by Rugel, which indicates that memory-based learning is more suitable than 

rule-based methods for Afrikaans lemmatisation. This improvement in the accuracy figure 

can be attributed to the fact that memory-based learning has the ability to model complex 

larget functio~is such as performing lemmatisation. 

The first research question of this study, namely: "What are the classes for Afrikaans 

lemmatisatione?", was addres..ed in Chapter 3. In order to define the classes, the following 

eight categories for inflection in Afrikaans were identified: 

1) Plural (e.g. the -s in "fufels", 'tables' and the -e in "mense", 'humans'); 

2 Degrees of comparison (e.g. the -er and -sre in "kleiner" 'smaller' and "kleinstc" 

'smaIlest 7 ;  

3) Diminutive (e.g. the -jie in "horuljie" 'puppy'); 

4) Past Tense ( e g  the ge- in "geloop" 'walked' and the -ge- in "uitgeloup" 'walked ou 1'); 

5) Past Participle (e.g. the ge- -re in "getrupte" 'trampled'); 

6) Infinitive (e.g. the -e in "clrinke" 'drink'); 

7) Attributive (e.g. rhe -e in "pragtigs" 'exquisite'); and 

8) Parlitivc Genilive (e.g. the -s in "prugtigs" 'exquisite'). 

These eight ca~egories o f  inflection represent a number of inflectional affixes (see Addendum 

B). The training data was constructed by extracting the words that correspond to the 

intlectional affixes in the eight categories. The classes were derived on  the basis of a 

comparison between the word-forms and their corresponding lemmas in the annotated 

training data. The complete list of derived classes, together with their frequency in the 

training data is provided in Addendum D. 

Chapter 4 focused on  the second research question of this study: "What is the influence of 

the data size and various options on the performance of Lia?". We indicated that the 

performance of Lia improved, but that the execution lime and memory usage increased when 

the number of instances in thc training data was enlarged. It was also indicated that each of 

the feature options had an effect on the accuracy figure of Liu. 
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Chaprcr 0: Conclusion 

Chapter 5 addressed the third research question in this study, namely "Which algorithm and 

parameter settings deliver the best performance in terms of linguistic accuracy, execution 

time and memory usage?". The results reported in this chapter indicated that pSr~~rch is a 

useful tool for determining the algorithmic parameter settings and data representations that 

deliver the best results for Afrikaans lemmatisation. Enlarging the sizes of the progressive 

datasets at the start of the WPS process significantly improved the obtained results. 

The number of features in the training data had a significant effect on the performance of Liu. 

Data contai~ii~ig 38 features proved to be the best data representation for IB2, TRIBL and 

IGTree, while data with 20 features proved to be the best for IB1 and TRIBL2. Appending 

additional features (i.e. features other rhan just letter sequences) to the training data also had a 

significant intluence on the performance. In the cases of TRIBL2 (data appended with last 

lettcr probability information) and IGTree (data appended with information on the sylIable 

counl) we proved that additional features improved the performance in terms of accuracy. 

The IB 1 algorithm (trained with feature-aligned data with 20 features) proved to be the most 

effective of all the evaluated algorithms for Afrikaans lemmatisation in terms of linguislic 

accuracy, while IGTree (trained with syllable count appended data with 20 features) proved 

to be the most memory efficient algorithm. 

11 is generally hard lo understand why certain parameter choices lead to better performance. 

In our study some indication of parameter choices leading to good results are given. 

However, we were not able to explicitly determine the exact effect of each parameter 

selection in a specific algorithm. This is a well known problem [66], the resolution of which 

can lead to the construction of better machine learning algorithms. 

The following aspects could be considered in future: 

The training data should be further evaluated to improve the quality thereof. Liu can 

also be used to generale more training data that can in turn be used to further improve 

accuracy. 
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Chapter fi: Conclusion 

Liu can be expanded to include dictionary lookup to evaluate the existence of a lemma 

before it is produced. Dictionary lookup procedures have improved the results of rule- 

based lemmatisers/stemmers like SteDL [9] and therefore we should experiment wi I h 

dictionary lookup to determine if this can also improve the accuracy of Lia. 

Further research is necessary to see if the accuracy of the decision tree based 

classifiers can be improved. The results reported in Chapter 5 indicate that the IGTree 

algorithm is superior to the other algorithms in terms of execution time and memory 

usage, but it obtained the lowest accuracy figure of all the classificalion algorithms. 

A good starting point will be to experiment with the C4.5 decision tree algorithm, 

since the training data is ahead y in C4.5 fonnat . 

The features of Liu can be expanded to include part-of-speech tags, since similar 

studies in the past have shown that part-of-speech tags can significa~ltly increase 

accuracy f'igures. 

Enlarging the sizes of the progressive datasets generated during the WPS procedure 

(the approach of PSeurch), significantly improved the results obtained by 

Puramsc.nrch. Further research is necessary to determine if this improvement in 

accuracy can also be achieved when alternative classification tasks than lemmatisation 

is considered. 

The sizes of the progressive datasets generated by PSearch are based on prior 

knowledge about the size of the available training data. The ideal solution would be to 

devise a formula for generating the sizes of the progressive datasets in order to make 

PSeurch more generic. 

Purnmseurcll currently determines the best performing parameter settings on the basis 

of accuracy. Purummearch can be expanded to determine the best performing 

parameter settings on the basis of weighted performance metrics as introduced in 

Section 5.5. 

Liu can be implemented in the spelling checker for Afrikaans to cnhance the lexical 

recall ability (i.e, the number of words recognised as valid words). Another interesting 

application where Lia may be implemented is the WordNet for Afrikaans, which is 

currently being developed at the North-West University. WordNet is cm electronic 

lexical database thal is an important tool to researchers in computational linguistics, 

text analysis and other related areas [6Y]. 



Chapter 6: Conclusion 

I-'Sc.nrch currently estimates a combination of possibly optimal algorithnlic 

parameters based on the accuracy figures achieved by the classifier to which i t  is 

applied. PSeirrrch can therefore be expanded to base its estimation on a trade-off score 

between accuracy, classification time and memory usage as in equation 5.20. 

Lia delivcrs satisfactory results and can be used as a foundation for a variety of Afrikaans 

HLT applications such as  morphological analysers and information extraction systems. This 

study contributes to the growth and development of Afrikaans in the technological 

environment, and to the general HLT and NLP industry in South Africa. The methodology 

used in the construction of Lia can in principle also be applied to create lemmatisers for other 

South African languages such as Setswana, Sesotho sa Lxbowa, isiZulu and isixhosa, in 

order to empower and contribute to the technological status of thusc languages. 

- - - - - 
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Technical Report: Manual for the annotation of training data for the development of 
Lia 

SUMMARY 

This docurner~t serves as a manual to generate data for the development of Liu (Lmmatiser 

for Afrikaans). 

BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this experiment is to describe the data annotation process for generating 

training datii for the development of Liu. Liu deviates from [he traditional rule-based methods 

of Icmmatisation, as machine-learning techniques form the basis of Liu. 

Lia will be an intelligent lemmatiser, which means she will be able lo learn to perform 

lemmatisation. This consists of Lia being trained in the process of lemmatisation, and the 

more she is trained the smarter she becomes. 

Thus, Lia will need extensive data with which to train her, which is precisely the purpose of 

this experiment. It is extremely important that the data used to train Liil is correct, as il can 

actively influence the accuracy of Liu. This project is inordinately important to the 

advancement of the ~echnological status of Afrikaans. Each person participating in this 

experiment will thus be instrumental to the development of the first lernmaliser for Afrikaans. 

METHOD 

To each person participating in this experiment, a spreadsheet is supplied, consisting of lwo 

identical columns with words. The first column (column A in Figure 26) of the spreadsheet 

contains the words of which thc respective lemmas must be indicated. The task is then to 

indicate the lernrna of each word in the second column (column B in Figure 26), by changing 

the existing word through elimination and/or addition of a character(s), or leaving i t  
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unchanged. Where there is any uncertainty concerning the meaning of a word or the lemma 

[hereof, it is indicated by a question mark in column C. Any comments are inserted in column 

drlepoatpot 

- - 9e@ -- - - - 
gebiedsuitspraak 

- -  - koffiesak 
tekshak~a 

-- - bok - - 

3 armpies 
47 aandagstrep& 

-. gedwee -- 
buidelbeer 

Figure 26: Example data that has been correctly a ~ o l a t e d  

INSTRUCTIONS 

Lemmalisation co~nprises t.he reduction of words in a corpus, to their corresponding 

lexemes/lcmmas. A lemma is the grammatically correct root of the word. T o  obtain a valid 
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N' r ikxm word, there are eight different ways to transform lemmas by means of inflection, to 

wit: 

Plurals (example 'ltt~fels") 

Pas1 tense (example "geskop") 

Diminu lives (example "tafelljie") 

Altribu live -e (example "interessunte persoo,l") 

Infinitive -e (example "iets te drinke") 

Parlive genitive (example "jets muois") 

Degrees of comparison (example "ntooier, mooiste") 

Past participle 4 - d  (example "gm~engd, gclupt') 

The i~ffixes represented by the eight above-mentioned categories of inflection (and which 

thus need to bc removed to obtain the lemma), can be found in Addendum B. 

Use the fou rr h edition of the " Verklarende Woordeboek van die A frikuunse Taal" (HAT) [70] 

as a guideline if any doubts exist (see Figure 27). Another source would be the eighth 

rendilion of the "Verklurende Afrikuutr~c. Woordeboek" (VAW) [71]. The latter is available in 

electronic format, which facilitates the search process. 

Aanhou met waak; 

lemmas hele  nag deurgewaak. 

k+d$bvw. (deurgewandel) 
1 Deur lets heenwandel: Die poort was oop en ons het 
deurgewandel. 
2. Verder wandel. 

Figure 27: Extract from the HAT [70] 

A golden rule to remember is that the part of speech of the original word map not differ from 

that of the lemma. This is especially evident in words such as "speler", 'player', whcrc the 

person might indicate the lemma as "speel" 'play'. However, rhis cannot be permitted, as 

"spelur" is a noun, which differs from the part of speech of "sped", which is a verb. Thus, thc 

lcmma of "speler" 'player' is "speler" 'player'. 



Addendum A 

DIMINUTIVES 

There are seven categories by which diminutives' lemmas are identified: 

1) Regular Diminutives (unaltered) 

The diminutive forms of these lemmas are common knowlcdge to the averagc Afrikaans 

speaker (examples: "plunkie" 'small plank', "varkie" 'small pig', "kindjie" 'small child', 

"kurrc~tjie" 'small car?. 

2) Lexicalised (unaltered) 

These words were mostly meant to be diminutives in the original Dutch, but with time, the 

diminutive form has become lexicalised. As a result, these words are now only found as 

diminulivcs in Afrikaans (examples: "polfintjie" 'souvenir', "kolwyntjic~" %up-cake', "uientjir" 

'onion', "h(~bc.ljie" 'baby', "hwkie" 'thank you?. 

3) Institutionalised (unaltered) 

In this category, the words usually consist of a composition, coupled with the diminutive 

suffix. These words are commonly only used in their diminutive form (examples: 

"ttrooinooienrjie" 'bamboo-fish', "hohbejunnroontjie" fvild vine', "middeloorherntjic." 'incus'). 

4) Utilised frequency (altered) 

Thesc words are commonly used in the diminutive form, but it would be correct to use them 

in the non-diminutive form (examples: "honrlepi.sbossie" (a shrud species), "knroobossic" 

'karoo bush', "rosynrjic." 'raisin', "boontjie" 'bean', "klontjic." 'small lump'). The word 

"glipperriie" (type of grape) should be included in lhis category. It would be correct to use thc 

word "glipper", as it is a position on the cricket field. However, the word "glipprr" 'slip' is 

antiquated, and therefore, the decision was made that in cases such as these, the words arc 

considered under the institutionaliscd category. 
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5) Semantic (altered) 

Thc meanings of these words differ when used in diminutive form (examples: "grrrarjie" 

'fish-bone', "hokkie" 'hockey'). 

(1) Diminutive as noun-former (unaltered) 

(Examples: "brtrimjie" 'brown onei, "kl~intjie" 'little oner). 

7) Diminutive as adverbial (unaltered) 

Usually. these are words with an emotive charge (examples: I'fy~tjies" 'cleverly', "efliwtjics" 

'slightly', "saggie.~'~ 'softly', "skoontjies" 'neatly', "koIgietjies" 'a little coffee'). 
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1 -tiies 1 "miertiie.~" 1 small ants I "mier" 1 
I 

- 'tjie 
-'tiies 

skrikne- P- 

O Past Tense 

'If~to'tjie" 
" tublo'tiies" 

Ai'fix 
KP- 

"nageiiink" 
'tnatgegooif' 

small photo 
small lableaux 

Example 
"geloop" 

"omgc~ranip " 
"on&raedruk" 

"@ow 
"fahlo" 

tlaan,qebiedl' offered "aunbied 

considered 
watered 

"ongedruaide" 
"oo~aemaak" 

Translation 
walked 

ulluenge- 
aar~tnekunrgc.- 
agterge- 

"nadit~kll 
" n u t g o ~ i ~ ~  

knocked over 
~ u s h e d  under 

"oorgeboek" 
"onetlbuaraemaak" 

"rczrrdgery " drove about " r o ~ d r ) ~ ' ~  
t l ~ a u n i ~ e ~ o o i "  threw toget her "saamgooi" 
"sin emank" 

Lemma 
Yoop" 

"omstump " 
"onderhtk" 

unturned 
o ~ e n e d  

"op,g~~bel" 
t'pl~zrgestoor" 

"allc.en,qeloop" 
"aaumekaargctimmer" 
"ugfurgebly" 

- l ' ~ n g t ~ d r ~ ~ i f l  
"oonnmn k" 

over booked 
revealed 

U 

bunggr- 

"oorboekl' 
t'o~et~buurniuuk'f 

called up (phone) 
flattened 

"skerpgemaak" 
7f~krikgemuak1f 

''n1lcc11" (10ch 1101 form par1 o f  thc affix and is ihcrclixe not rcmovcd from ~ h c  word during lemniatisadon. Thc 
s m e  principal applics lo rhe rest of thc past [ e n s  affixes. 

walked alone 
knocked together 
remained behind 

- 

'*opbel" 
"plarstoor " 

" s f  ilgesitl' 
"stom ~ w l a a n  " 
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"nlleenloop" 
"aanttlekuar~imme" 
"agtcrbly " 

-pp 

sharpened 
fri,ghtened 

"skerpnlankn 
"skriknmuk" 

sat still 
astonished 

"h~nggemuu k" frightened 

"slil.sil " 
"stomsluun" 

/>inn ege- 
buitege- 
hvge- 
deurge- 
dmrmeha rge- 
druogge- 
i~tge- - 
klan rge- 
koudge- 
kwrtadge- 
losgo- 
misge- 

- 

" binnegekom " 

"huitc'gespeel" 
" hygegooi" 
"derrrgebeur" 
"deztrmekaurgemuuk" 
"drooggc'kook" 
"in,qcbluas" 
" klnm rgespeel" 
"korrd~ewals" 
"bsaudgepraat" 
" losgmuu k" 
"misgeskie~" 

entered 
played outside 
added 
forced through 
confused 
boiled dry 
blowed into 
hashed 
cold rolled 
slandered 
loosened 
miss (when 
shooting) 

"bitirtekom" 
"brritespeel" 
'by p o i  " 

"deurb~)~w" 
"deurmekuurmauk" 
"droogkook" 
"inblaus" 
" klau rspeel" 
"koudwuis" 
"hvaadpraut " 
"lo~muuk~' 
"~nisskie~ " 

- 



vryge- "vrygmuakl' freed "w-yntuak" 
" w e ~ e e "  gave away wege- "~veggee " 

Past Participle 

Infinitive 

Affix 
gc+. . . -d 
p-.. .-! 
gc-. . . -ddq 
ge- ...- I P  

Example 
"gemen@" 
"grlapt " 
"gedraaide" 
"gevle&' 

Lemma Affix 
-e 
-e 

Partitive Genitive 

Translation 
mixed 
mended 
turned 
braided 

Attributive 

Lemma 
llmpn,qll 
fllupf' 
"druui" 
ttv[e,qit 

Example 
Nkopew 
f'dri~~kc~II 

S .  I'hc -a docs no[ indicatc !lie past parliciple Lbrni: i t  is only included in ihc past participle carcgory a s  i t  forms 
par1 of thc affix to he relriovcd during h imal i sa t ion .  

Translation 

I Affix 

-P 

Affix 
-S  
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buy 
drink 

"kooplf 
I'dri)ikt' 

Example 
"moois" 

Lemma 
"Eeegl' 
"moeilik" 

Example 
"ie?' 
"~~~oe i i ikc~'~  

Translation 
empty 
difficult 

Translation 
beautiful 

k m m a  
"mod'  



kmmatisation probabilities of words containing the inflectional affixes used in this 

study. 

Morpheme Probability Morpheme Probability 
-a 0,10299 koudge- 0,833333 

ge- ... -de 0,941385 -stc 0,92408 1 
ge- ...- te 0,824 -stes 0,957447 

0 ,, ol'cmbonrgc~-" is unfor~unaicly not found in tltc [raining data, thcrcbrc wc gnvc i t  a probabilihy seorc: of' 0,5. 
Thc sanic applies lo "skerpge-", "skrikge-",".sfiljie-" and "arontgr-". 
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Frequency of the classes, arranged in descending order. 

Class 
0 

"diere" 'animals' 
I'koeds" 'bullets' 

Lemma 
"geel" 'yellow' 

Example of Input Word 
",qeeI" 'yellow' 

] "geloap" balked'  ( "loop" ba lk '  

Frequency 
36414 

"dier" 'animal' 
"koai;l" 'bullet' 

1606 
Rle> 
Mge> 
Rste> 
Rer, 

0099 
9025 

R s o  

" ~ l u t t ~ "  locks' 
"ingeklim" 'climbed into' 
"drmgste" 'driest' 
"renlistiesrr" 'more realistic' 

Rke> 
Rde> 

"mime" 'caps' 

Rwe>f 
R l e x l  

"siot" 'lock' 
"inklim" 'climb into' 
"drmg " 'dry' 
"realisties" 'realistic' 

R r e x r  , "are" !veinsn 
"plekke" 'places' 
"verbelerde" 'improved' 

Rtjie> 
Lge>Rde> 

1560 1 
1336 : 
1 0 0 1  
717 

v m u s ~  t 

"erwrq' 'stands' 
, "&rule" beads' 

Rle> - 

Rde>id 

576 
"aar" 'vein' 
"plek" 'place ' 
"rvrbeter" 'improve' 

"se~urtjie" little boy' 
"gcvrimdr" 'frozed' 

' "sokilute" 'soldiers' 

5 14 
487 
483 

"err' 'stand' 
"kraal" 'beads' 

"vrlle" 'skins' 
"eerlheilr" 'units' 

R 's> 
Rtjies> 

Rjie> "ee~djit." 'little duck' "eer~d'' 'duck' 17.5 
Rme>orn "drome" 'dreams' "drooml' 'dream' 167 

45 1 
408 

"sewi" boy' 
"vries" 'froze' 
"vel" 'skin' 
"eenheitl" 'unit' 274 
"solduut " 'soldier' 
"kop" 'head' 

Rne > 
- ~ i e >  

Mge>Rde> 
Rme> 

375 
368 

263 
242 

"risiko's" 'risks' 
"diertjies" 'small animals' 

Rle>el 180 

"sinne" 'sentences' 
"vlcrkie" 'small wing' 
"i~igelyfcle" 'incorporated' 
"bornme" 'bombs' 

Rse>os 
Lge>Rd> 

"risiko" 'risk' 
"dirr" 'animal' 

Rne>an 
Rpemp 

233 
209 

"siri" 'sentence' 
"vlerk" 'wing' 
"inlyf' 'incorporatet 
"bum" 'bom' 

" r o . ~ "  'roses' 
"gedefirrieerd" 'dc fined 

Rjies> 
Re > 
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207 
1 8!1 
187 
187 

"lu~pbune" 'careers' 
- "hlnpe" 'buttons' 

Re>g 
Rle>ot 
Rremr 
Rnewn 

"~OOS" 'rose' 
"drfinieer" 'define' 

~lllandjies'' 'small countries' 
"Jubiei.'" 'phobias' 

162 
124 1 

"loopbmn" 'career' 
"knoop" button' 

"vl iqp~ie" 'aeroplanes' 
"bore" boats' 
"lrrr" 'hours' 
"hormorre" 'hormones' 

122 
120 

"lund" 'country' 
"fobiu" 'phobia' 

1 20 
115 

''vliegt~tig'' 'aeroplane' 
"boot" 'boat' 

113 
112 

"larr" 'hour' 112 ' 
"hurrnoorl" 'hormone' 110 



1 Rrnexrn I "name" 'names' I "naum" 'name' 102 1 
Mge>Rte> I "ingesakre" 'collapsed' "insak" 'collapse' 102 

i "02' 'eves' "OOP" 'eve' 101 
Ries> 
Lrre>Rle> 
R r e x r  
R w e x  f 

"durpies" 'small towns' 
"mkrnukte" 'cracked' 

Rsie> 
Rde>ad 

"hntore" 'offices' 
"slawe" 'slaves' 

L Rleml ! "skole" 'schools' ) "skr~al" 'school' 73 1 

"dorp" 'town' 
"kruuk" 'crack' 

"v i~s ie '~  'small fish' 
"dude" 'deeds' 

Rkie> 
R r e x r  
Rne>en 
Rder> 

97 
94 

"kcmtoor" 'office' 
"slaaf' 'slave' 

"suk" 'bagt 
"veer" 'feather' 

"sakkie" 'small bag' 
"vere" 'feathers' 

93 
89 

wvisv 'fish' 
"daud" 'deed' 

80 
78 

"lprnf:.terre ' ' 'to~nbstone s' 
"donkertler" 'darker' 

I 

89 
87 

Rex i s  
Raie>d 

",qr@steen " 'tombstone' 
"donker" 'dark' 

R a x m  1 "akwuriu" 'aquariums' 
Rem> ] "treinwaens" 'railway carriages' 

Rke>ek "biblioreke" 'libraries' "biblioteek" 'library' 
Rpie> "Ae.sempie" 'small broom' "busem" 'broom' 

74 
74 

"vrue" 'questions' 
"paaie" 'roads' 

66 
65 

Rke>ak 
L p b i  

"akwurium" 'aquarium' 
"trein wa" 'railway carriage" 
"vruug" 'question' I 70 1 
"pad" 'road' 68 1 

",qe&alueer" 'evaluated' 
"oorioe" 'wars' 

73 
71) 

"ntmrdsuke" 'murder cases' 
"gri'hkarrleer" 'incarnated' 

\Rkie>g I "wrhoginkie" 'small increase' 
Rwwe>f I "ai#3owwe" 'toxins' 

"evalr~eer" 'evaluate' 
"oorlon" 'war' 

"tnkkia" 'small twigs' 
"~olirici" 'wliticians' 

I R~er>  I "natter" 'wetter' I "nat" 'wet' 42 1 

"moordsuakt' 'murder case' 
"inkurneer" 'incarnate' 

59 
56 

"verhoging" 'increase' 
"pifslof' 'toxin' 

Lgei'>i Rde> 
Rse>as 

63 
6 1 

52 
5 1 

"tnk" 'twig' 
"nolirikus" ' ~ o l i  tician' 

48 
48 I 

"geiirspekteerde" 'inspectedt - 

" \ ) a d '  'vases' 

Rd> 
Rpies> 
Rre> 

Rle>et 

"inspektrer" 'inspect' 
"vaus" 'vase' 

"gewerweld 'vertebrated' 
"probleempies" 'small problems' 
" h r r e "  'cars' 

Re>d 
R m e x m  

45 
44 

Rletjie> I " wutervnlletjir" 'small waterfall' 
"h~niete" 'comets' 

Mge>Re> 
Rede>id 

"g~wt'rwel" 'vertbrale ' 
"probleent " 'problem' 
" h r "  'car' 

"maaltye" 'meals' 

Repe>ip 
Rgio 

4 1 
38 
34 

" wa t e n d '  'waterfall ' 

32 A Rletjies> 
"korneet " 'comet ' 

"ua~zgemelde" 'reported' 
"klublede" 'club members' 

Rmetjie> 
Rsies> 
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34 
34 

"manlfyd" 'meal' 

"skepd' 'ships' 
"~eiljuggie" 'small yacht' 

( "leerlinge~jie" 'small pupil' I "leerling" 'pupil' 

" brilletjies" 'small glasses' 
32 1 

"uu~rmeld" 'report' 
"klublid" 'club member' 

"blommetjie" little flower' 
"fesies'' 'small festivals' 

26 

"bril" 'glasses' 

3 1 1 "problcme" 'problems' 
28 
28 

"ski 1' tshi t 

"seiljng" 'yacht' 

"prohleem" 'problem' 

28 
28 

"blom" 'flower' 
"fees" 'festival' 

27 
27 



Addendum D 

Rne 
Rns> 
Rtljie> 

R p e x p  
Rde>ed 
Rwe>cf 

< 

R p o a p  
Rde>od 
Rmer>am 
Lgee>eRde> ] "Rei.'likinrerde" 'eliminated ' 
R C x  I "horil.sneCt' 'wood engravings' 

"lrawens" 'harbours' 
" buljtr'rjic~s" 'small sherrifs' 
"staatsgrepe" 'coups' 
"wredet' 'cruel' 
"krewc." 'lobsters' 
"skupe" 'sheep' 
"pitahrode" 'pita breads' 
"l~e/t~lpsumer" 'more helpful' 

R&s> 
( Rers> 

"elintirreer" 'eliminate' 
"lwrtl,snee" 'wood engraving' 

Rkies>g 
R's> 
R i m s  
Rtie>ug 

"hawe" 'harbour' 
"buljz~'' 'sherri fl 
"staat.sgreepl' 'coup' 
"wreed" 'cruel' 
"kreef " 'lobster' 
"ska~ip" 'sheep' 
"pitubrood" 'pita bread' 
"behrtlpsnam" 'helpful' 

22 
22 

"gesiggie.st' 'small faces' 
"kinders" 'children' 

"beseterter" 'more possessed' 
"sfowe" 'stoves' 

24 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 

"poedinkies" 'small desserl' -- 
l 'shrfmn's" 'mot hers in law' 
"slimuli" 'stimuli' 
"brW 'bridges' 

RElexel 
LaoRe>  

'',peSjR" 'face1 
"kind" 'child' 

"besete" 'posessed' 
"stoof' 'stove' 

Rwer>f 
Rlerml 

21) 
19 

1 
"skOottml' 'mother in law' 
"slim~~lus" 'st imulus' 
"brrq" 'bridge' 

17 
17 

"sekretarit;le" 'secretarial' 
"newonde" 'wounded' 

Rdens> 
R'e> 

19 
- 19 

18 
18 

I'sensiliewer" 'more sensitive 
"radikaler" 'more radical' 

Rere, 
Rmelj ies> 
Rnetj ies> 
Rfie> 
Mge>Rd> 
Rlui>man 
Rler> 
~ e t j i e s >  
R d o p  
h$ee>e - 
Rnste> 

"sekrelarieel" 'secretarial' 
"wond" 'wound' 

"baddens" 'bathtubs' 
"crPcAefe" krhche's' 

[ Rftjies> 'I "k~tnnrandn'tjius" 'small commando' 
1 Rsie>as I "nlusie" 'small farm' 

17 
17 

"wnsitief' 'sensi tivc' 
"mdikoal" 'radical' 

Redoad  
R w u t  

16 I 
15 1 

" b a d  'bathtub' 
"cr2che" 'crkche' 

" lieifere" 'songs' I "lied" 'song' 
"v1iimmetjie.s" 'small flames' I "vlrrm" 'flame' 
'lnnnnefjies" 'small nuns' [ "nun" 'nun' 
"skofic" 'short shift' I "skof' 'shift' 

"k~mmaadot' 'commando' 
" ~ l u a s "  'farm' 

Rentj ie> 
Radi iewd 

15 
13 
12 
12 
1 I 
1 I 
I I 
11 
I I 
1 I 
10 
1 1) 
10 

"uun~eleerd" 'acquired' 
"umbagsld' 'craflsmen' 
"slifler" 'more silent' 
"wiulefjies" 'small wheels' 
"hemde" 'shirts' 
"mr~ei ' l t t" 'revaccinated' 
" V O I W U S S ~ ~ S ~ ~ "  'most matured' 

1 0 - 
9 

"voorstedc" 'suburbs' 
"institute" 'institutes' 

"saadlobbe" 'seedlobes' 
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' 

"uanfc.cr" 'acquire' 
"ambagsmun" 'craftsman' 
"stil" 'silent' 
"wiel" 'wheel' 
"hemp" 'shirt' 
"uorerzt " 'revaccinate' 
"vnlwnsse" 'mature' 

"voorstcrd" 'suburb' 
"imtitnutt' 'institute' 1 9 I 

"waen!nrjie" 'small wagon' 
"madiie.ss" 'small  at h ' 

Re>eg 
Rler>el - 

''SO '1 lSOW ' 

"saudfob" 'seedlobe' 

"wa" 'wagon' 
"md" ' ~ a t h '  

8 
8 

9 
9 

8 
8 .  

"pirruplei.'" 'paraplegics' 
"geler" 'more yellow' 

"parupleeg" 'paraplegic' 
"geel" 'yellow' 



Ratjie>t 
R ke>ok 
Res> 
Rta> 
Rser> 
Rfie>of 
Rse>es 

8 
8 
8 

"gaarjic." 'small hole' 
"glimstroke" 'reflectors' 
"hloeses" blouses' 
"s~omuta" 'stomata' 
"knusser" 'comfier' 

"roekelo~er" 'more recktcss' 
"ber,qpaudjie" 'small mountain road' 
"uppelk~sie" 'small apricot' 
"vuatiid '  'small barrels' 

" ~ u t "  'hole' 
"glimstrook" 'refleclor' 
"b1oe.s" blouse' 

"stofie" 'small stove' 
"vrese" 'fears' 

l'knopie" 'small button' 
"spurretjie" 'small rafrer' 
"hefi~terdste" 'most troublesome' 
"kolestc)fiesl' 'small colestoves' 
"~~i:soleerd" 'isolated' 
" ros id '  'small roses' 
"aptekie" 'small pharmacy' 
"toela,qirs" 'small grant ' 
"sknoie" 'liltle s h e e ~ '  

"stoma" 'stoma' 
"krrrrs" 'cornfv' 

"roekeloo~" 'reckless' 
"bergpad" 'mountain road' 
I'upp~IICOos I' 'apricot ' 
"vat" barrel' 

Ra>on 
R b a g  

7 
7 ,  

"stoof' 'stove' 
"vreesl' 'fear' 

7 
6 
6 
6 

"klloup" butloll' 
l'spllr" 'rafter' 
"hefoeter"  roubleso some' 
"kole.stoof' 'coIestovef 
"isoleer" 'isolate' 
"roo.sl' 'rose' 
"upteek" 'pharmacy' 
"twlaag" 'grant' 
"skaan" ' shee~ '  

Rles> 
R i i a x  

7 
7 

5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

"hiperbatu" 'hypcrbata' 

Bit." 'small arch' 
Rwe>ut "snlinternuwe" 'brand-new' 

>"plagic" e' 
"~iitkomste.~" 'oulcomes' 
"cic.~ottentia" 'denonents' 

Rrctjiew I "sterretjie' 'little stars' 
R w e o  1 "ruwer" 'roueher' 

"hiperbuton" 'hyperbaton' 

" h ~ g "  'archt 
"swlinfernui~t" brand-ne w' 

Lge>Rdes> 
Rgoed>ding 
Ren tj its> 
Rle>ul 
Ruste> 
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4 - 
"plaq" 'plague ' 
"uitkoms" 'outcome' 

4 1 
4 I 

"ster" 'star' 
"rul' 'rough' 

Rpiewop 
Rerlj ies> 
Rbetjie> 
Rwwer>f 
Res>ag 
Rlners> 
Rker> 

4 
4 

4 
3 

"gedrrizgdes" 'defendents' 
"speelpcd" 'toys' 
" t v u ~ ~ ~ ~ j i e s "  'small wagons' 
"ridikule" 'ridicule' 
"skuuste" 'shiest' 

" d e ~ n n m s "  'de~onent ' I 4 
I 

'lwinskoyiest' 'bargains' 
"kindertjies" 'small children' 
"iurnsribbetjie" 'small lamb rib' 
"rowwer" 'rougher' 
"bylaes" 'addcndums' 
"lnrnmers" 'little lambs' 
"hrakker" 'more brackish' 

"ciaug" 'summon' 
"speelding" 't o y ' 
"wu" 'wagon' 
"ridikuul" 'ridicule' 
"sku" 'shy' 

Rkie>ek 
Rbe>ob 
R i e s ~ y  
Rpiesxp  
Rntjies> 
Ribon , 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

"apteek" 'pharmacy' 
"halofoob" 'halophobe' 
"whisky" bhisky' 
"aantiagstrt~ep" 'dash' 
" WCIS~"  'creature ' 
"sp~rusou~~" 'sporoz~an' 

"nptekir" 'small pharmacy' 
"hulofobe" 'halophobes' 
"whiskid' 'whiskies' 
"aarda~strepies" 'small dashes' 
"w~sentjies'~ 'small creatures' 
"sporosoi;" 'sporozoans' 

"win.~koop" bargain' 
"kind" 'child' 
"lumsrib" 'lamb rib' 
"rofr 'rough' 
"bylaagl' 'addendum' 
"lam" lamb' 
"hmk" 'brackish' 

3 
3 
3 
3 '  
3 
3 - 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 



3 
2 
2 

Rpiesxp  
Rner>an 
Rner>on 

1 Rntjie> 
( RC!ere&l 

Rfies> 
Rde>og 

" u p i d '  'monkeys' 
  pun tarter" 'more spontaneous' 
"ongPworrer" 'more unusual' 
"wesenoie" 'small creature' 
"parsiW'  'part i d '  

Rwers>f 
Rdes> 

"aup' 'monkey' 
"spontaan" 'spontaneous' 
"ongewoon" 'unusual 

I'skofies'' 'short shifts' 
"scie" 'sows' 

Rfies>af "skafies" 'small planes' "skaaf' 'plane' 2 

"wesew 'creaturet 
4'parsie@l'"partial' 

"krrlwws" 'calves' 
"verstuor&s " 'disturbed ~ e o ~ l e '  

R p i e x p  - 
Lge>eRe> 
Lgee>eRd> 
Rder>ed 

2 
- 3 

"skuf' 'shift' 
sog sow' I' ' I '  

Rl iede>rnan , 
Rlenu! 

Lgeii>u 
Rdesxd  
Rpe r> 
Rkiesxk  
FU'ie>af 

2 
2 

"kulf' 'calf' 

"sepie" 'small soap' 
",qei!elfe" 'covered with bunions' 
"ge2n~aljeerdl' 'enamel led' 
"wreder" 'more cruel' 

"edclmcrn" 'nobleman' 
"ridikuul" 'ridicule' 
"usrtrpec?r" 'usurp' 
"cilkuloi'ed" 'alkaloid' 
"pup" 'flaccid' 

"edelliede" 'noblemen' 
"ridikuler" 'more ridicule' 
"g~liis~irpeer " 'usurped' 
"ulku1oi'de.s" 'alkaloids' 
"papper" 'more flaccid' 

R e e x  
Rter>ot 

2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

"sirekies" 'small regions' 
"stafic" 'small bar' 
"rug> 2 - 
"p-oter" 'bigqer' "groot" 'big 2 

Rie>ig I " w k "  'wedges' 
RTetiie> I "nt'eiiie" ' 'small letter m' 

"verstoor" 'disturb' I 2 

"seep" 'soap' 
"eeli" 'bunion' 
"emuljeer" 'enamel' 
"wreed" 'cruel' 

Rmer> 
Rrer>at 

-v L. 

2 
2 
2 

"sireek" 'region' 
"star~f' 'bar' 

"wig" 'wedge' 
"mu 

Raie>t 1 '~?~eerlcclaie" 'mongooses' 1 Rrie> 1 "tiorric." 'small ramshackle car' 

2 
2 

2 1 
"slir~rmer" 'cleverer' 
"akkliraier" 'more accurate' 

R I-> 
Rrnie>om 

Rer>ag "vuer" 'more vague' 1 I 
1 

P 

Roie>d "gebnoie" 'commandments' "gehod" 'commandment' - 1 
Ree>og "boe2" 'arches' "buog" 'arch' 1 

"meerkm " 'mongoose' 
"fior" 'ramshackle car' 

Mge>Rste> 
Lge>Rdste> I 

"slim" 'clever' 
"akkuraai" 'accurate' 

2 
2 

"op~e~voncIer" 'more exited' 
"omie" 'uncle' 

- 2 
2 

"~dps t reks te+ '  'most extended' 
"gedisti~igeerdrie" 'most 
distinmished' 

Relerxel - 

Re-ter-see>- 
ler-see 
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"opgewondr" 'excited' 
"oom" 'uncle' 
nuitstrek" 'extend' 
"disiingeer" 'distinguish' 

1 
1 

"es s~mide r "  'more essential' 
"11iiiena11te-1er-see" 'naval 
lieu tenants' 

I Rtie> ( "skuftic." 'darling' 
Rweoaf  I "bruwer" 'more brave' 

"skat " 'darling' 
"hrutrf' 'bravc' 
"hvopvol" 'hopeful' 
"kwuudl' 'annoy' 

Rles> 
Rter>ad 

"e.sse)t.sied" 'essential' 
"lliitenu~lt-ter-see" 'naval 
lieutenant' 

1 
1 
I 
1 

"lloopvolles" 'hope 
"kwater" 'more annoyed' 

1 
1 



I RElcr>eel 
R inaxn  
R4es)eg b- 

R s i e x s  

"ofisi2iert' 'more official' 
"al>dotnina" 'abdomina ' 

Rwer>ut 
Lgeibu Rde> 
Rsiesxs  
R b e d  

"s~'giest' 'small alleys' 
'psie" 'small fesrival' 

Mge>Rdes> 
Rnetiiexn 

"ofjcisieel" 'official' 
"abdomm" 'abdomen' 

"nuwerM 'newer' 
"geiin#w~ndc." 'clad in uniform' 
"fesics" 'small festivals' 
"brc+rH 'wider' 

Re r> 
Rs iesxs  

- 1 
1 

"steeg" 'alley' 
"jkes" 'festival' 

I R1et'ies> I J I "n'etjies" 'small n's' 
"uan~e.~tcIdes" 'appointed persons' 
"~-'rretiie~ 'liltle one' 

R'ics> 
Mge>Rne> 

1 
1 

"nuztt" 'new' 
"un~orm"  'uniform' 
"@cst' 'festival' 
"breed" 'wide' 

"toe&" 'more closed' 
"vasiesn 'small vases' 

Rf iexf  
Rmert i ie> 

"n" 

"aanstul" 'appointed' 
"em" 'someone' 

n I x ies" 'small x'es' 
"itrgcspannet' 'harnessed' 

Rdere> 
Rbes> 

1 Lgei'>iRdste> / "geinteresseerdsle" b e  most I "interesseer" 'be interested I 1 I 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1.- 

"roe" 'closed' - 

" v ~ s "  'vase ' 

"trefie" 'cousin' 
"'lammertiie" 'little lamb' 

I 

1 
I 

"x" 

"inspcin" 'harness' 

"beendere" 'bones' 
"ribbes" 'ribs' 

I "ge2ist~" 'demanded' 
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1 
1 

"neef' 'cousin' 
"Ium" 'lamb' 

"eis" 'demand' 
"goedkoop" 'cheap' 
"uniform" 'uniform' 
"dieet" 'diet' 
"uitbrei" 'expand' 
uski w tshi 1 

"korpus" 'corpus' 
"skeef' 'crooked' 
"tjor" 'ramshackle car' 
"concerto" 'concerto' 

Lgeu>uRd> 
Retexet  
Mge>Rdste> 
Repie>ip 
Rora>us 
Rwer>el' 
Rries> 
Ri>o 
Rde>ud 

Rde>e 
Mge>Rle> 
Rbetjies> 
Retjiesx 
Rse>us 
REer>og 
LgoeRd> 
Rfies>e f 

1 
1 

"been" 'bone' 
"rib" 'rib 

1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 

' "goedkoyer" 'cheaper' 
"geiirr~ormd" 'clad in uniform' 
"diLjle" 'die Is' 
"~i tg~bre ids te"  'most expanded' 
"skepie" 'small ship' 
"korpora" 'corpora' 
"skewer" 'more crooked' 
"tjorries" 'small ramshackle cars' 
"cowerfi" 'concerti' 

1 

1 i 
1 1  

interested in' 
"onaungekletlc." haked' 
"nc.ergevnIldr 'falled down' 
"vtrrkribbetjies" 'pork cutlets' 
"hubefjies" 'litlle babies' 
' '~kskwe" 'excuses ' 
"droikr" 'drier' 
"g~2ertl" 'honoured ' 
"refies" 'small birches' 

RgiesBog 1 

in' 
"ortaangekiec." 'naked' 
"neenjal" 'fall down' 
"vurkrib" 'pork cutlet' 
"bubu" 'baby' 
"ekskuus" 'excuse' 
"droo,yt' 'dry' 
"eer" 'honour' 
"reef' 'bitch' 

Rkiesmk 
Rker>ek 
Rmcr>om 
REr>g 

1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 

"rokie.~" 'wisps of smoke' 
"weker" 'weaker' 
"vromer" 'more pious' 
"mor2r" 'morc tired' 

"rook" 'smoke' 
"week" 'weak' 
"vroom" 'pious' 
"mmeg" 'tired' 

P 

1 
1 
1 
1 
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I 

1 

Mge&>eRde> 

Rer>d 

"uungr&fdc." 'obtained by 
inheritance' 
"wyer" 'wider' 

"aanerf" 'obtain by 
inheritance' 
"wyd" bide' 
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